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PROPOSITIONS
I.J. Zsuffa
Multi-criteria decision supportfor therevitalisation ofriver floodplains.
Doctoral Dissertation: Wageningen University, TheNetherlands, 8January2001.
1. The development of typical,rich anddiverse biota ofriver-floodplain systems is
based on the coexistence of two main biotopes: the lotic river channel system,
and the lentic cell-system. This implies that ecological revitalisation projects
should put equal emphasis onthedevelopment ofboth these systems.
Thisthesis
2. The key to ecological revitalisation ofriver-floodplain systems is improving the
water regime, since this is the most influential abiotic factor and furthermore,
the water regime has undergone serious deterioration from the point of view of
ecology duetothe different interventions intotheriver system.
Thisthesis
3. Vegetation models applied for impact assessment in river-floodplain
revitalisation projects should preferably be physiologically-based models, since
regression-based conditional models are inevitably specific to the existing water
regime,which ishowever subject to modifications.
Thisthesis
4. Genetic Algorithms based search techniques enable the application of impact
assessment tools of any kind, ranging from simple equations to complex
numerical models. The onlyconstraining factor isthe calculation speed of these
tools, however, the rapidly increasing capacities of computers are gradually
eliminating this problem.
Thisthesis
5. It is time to get rid of the illusion that one day scientists will come up with a
technique that locates thebest compromise solution for a multi-criteria decision
problem without demanding that decision makers get thoroughly acquainted
with thegiven problem.
Thisthesis
6. The river Danube consists oftwo-thirdswater and one-third fish.
Medieval Hungarian saying
7. The crucial question posed to human beings is as follows: are you ready to face
eternity ornot? This isthecriterion for our life.
C.G.Jung. VonSchein undSein. Walter VerlagJ990.

SUMMARY
Zsuffa, I.J. 2000. Multi-criteria decision support for the revitalisation of river floodplains.
Doctoral Dissertation, Wageningen University, TheNetherlands.

Ecological revitalisation of river floodplains has become a very actual issue worldwide. It has
been recognised that floodplains have the potential to become ecologically very productive
areas inhabited by many valuable and rare species. Floodplains also play an important role in
regional and even in continental context. Namely, beyond their own ecological values
floodplains arealso important asfar asmigration and spreading of species are concerned.
Only very few natural floodplains have been left along the major regulated rivers of Europe.
Thus, revitalisation of the existing ones has a special importance. Some of the revitalisation
objectives can be achieved by means of administrative measures but there are several
problems, which need active engineering intervention. These problems to be remedied are the
results of adverse changes in hydrological conditions, which are the most influencing abiotic
factors for floodplain ecosystems. The general problem of desiccation for example has been
caused by the decreasing water levels in the rivers, following widespread river training since
the 19th century.
Thus, the key to ecological revitalisation of river floodplains is improving the water regime.
This isproposed to be implemented bytransforming the water conveyance infrastructure inan
appropriate manner. Measures like enlarging and/or narrowing floodplain-channels, erecting
summer dikes, installing and operating sluices are envisaged for this purpose. Because of the
requirements of flood control, navigation and land uses,and also because of conflicts between
the envisaged ecological objectives, floodplain revitalisation is inevitably a decision problem
with conflicting multiple objectives and multiple stakeholders forming a Decision Making
Group (DMG). The task of the DMG is to identify a compromise solution, with satisfactory
achievements ofall objectives.
This dissertation hasbeen conceived astodevelop acomputer based Decision Support System
(DSS) that assists the DMG in searching for compromise solutions for the ecological
revitalisation of river floodplains. The search takes place in a discrete decision space where
the alternative solutions are specific combinations of water control measures mentioned
above.
The proposed DSS is based on the Evolutionary SEquential Multi-Objective Problem Solving
(ESEMOPS) method developed by Bogardi & Sutanto [1994]. ESEMOPS actually solves a
series of surrogate optimisation problems. These surrogate problems seek a minimum of the
deviations between the actual aspiration levels of the DMG regarding the individual
objectives and their respective achievements through optimisation. It is important to
emphasise that surrogate optimisation problems are not substitutes for an explicit expression
of the DMG's preference function. By comparing and analysing the solutions of these
problems the DMG only gains information concerning the set of feasible solutions, and learns
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about the interrelationships (trade-offs) between the applied evaluation criteria. These
interrelationships are estimated by alternatively treating some objectives as constraints thus
enforcing their achievement. On the basis of intermediate results, the DMG modifies its
preference structure (by modifying the aspiration levels) and repeats the surrogate
optimisation processes. This iterative-interactive search goes on until the DMG declares a
certain solution asthe best compromise solution for the given problem.
Surrogate optimisation problems are solved with the help ofaGenetic Algorithms (GA) based
search technique. The major advantage of GA is that it relies exclusively on information
already available in the input (population of alternative solutions), and output (surrogate
objective values) of criteria evaluations throughout the search towards the optimum of the
actual surrogate problem.
During each GA run a high number of alternative solutions has to be evaluated according to
the selected criteria. Criteria evaluation is carried out with the help of a complex modelling
system. The most important module ofthis system is ahydrodynamic model, which enables to
simulate the water regime on the floodplain. The applied model is called FOK, which has
been developed by the author. FOK belongs to the family of unsteady cell-type floodplain
models. Its most pronounced feature isthe extremely high simulation speed, which is required
by the DSS in order to complete the GA searches within reasonable time limits. The high
calculation speed has been achieved with the help of adaptive time step and model
configuration control and with that of applying pre-calculated 'delivery functions' for flow
calculations in the floodplain-channels. FOK is also enabled to cope with supercritical flow
conditions, which may frequently occur in such channels.
Output of the FOK model (water level time series on the floodplain) are input for ecological
models, which help to estimate the achievements of ecological criteria. Ecological models
embedded into the DSS are ranging from the physiologically based MEGAPLANT model
[Scheffer et al, 1993] simulating the growth of water plants to habitat evaluation models for
fish and for waders. These habitat models have been formulated by adopting existing habitat
modelling approaches to the unsteady hydrological conditions of floodplains.
The DSS has been tested on a case study problem. The selected area is a sub-system of the
Danube riparian Gemenc floodplain in Hungary. The identified ecological objectives prescribe
the improvement of conditions for typical alluvial wet ecosystems. Special attention ispaid on
improving habitat conditions for fish and for waders like the famous black stork (Ciconia
nigra). The set of criteria formulated for the ecological objectives have been supplemented
with criteria representing cost minimisation and timber production. This latter is an important
economical use of the area, which has to be taken into consideration in the future as well.
After identifying the decision and criteria spaces a decision making 'game' has been played
with the help of the ESEMOPS based DSS. The purpose of the game was to locate a best
compromise solution according to the foreseen preferences of a potential DMG dealing with
the revitalisation of the Gemenc floodplain.
It can thus be concluded that developing such a DSS is quite an interdisciplinary task
involving the disciplines of ecology, fluid mechanics, numerical modelling, statistics and
operations research. Accordingly, the key contribution of the present dissertation is the new,
interdisciplinary concept that forms the basis of the proposed DSS. The major challenges that
had to be faced during the development of the DSS were selection, adaptation and integration
oftechniques from the different disciplines.
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Zsuffa, I.J. 2000. Multi-criteria decision support for the revitalisation of river floodplains.
(Multi-criterium beslissingsondersteuning voor het herstel van uiterwaarden) Proefschrift,
Wageningen Universiteit, Nederland.

Het ecologische herstel van uiterwaarden iswereldwijd een zeer actueel onderwerp geworden.
Inmiddels wordt erkend dat uiterwaarden potentieel waardevolle ecologische gebieden zijn,
waar veel nuttige en zeldzame soorten kunnen voorkomen. Uiterwaarden spelen ook een
belangrijke rol in regionaal en zelfs in continentaal verband omdat naast de ecologische
waarde, uiterwaarden ook belangrijk zijn voor demigratie en verspreiding van allerlei soorten
planten en dieren.
Er zijn heel weinig natuurlijke uiterwaarden langs de gereguleerde Europese rivieren
overgebleven. Herstel van de bestaande uiterwaarden is dan ook van groot belang. Een
gedeelte van het herstel van de uiterwaarden kan met behulp van administratieve maatregelen
bereikt worden, maar er zijn verscheidene problemen waarvoor technische maatregelen nodig
zijn. Deze problemen zijn het gevolg van veranderingen in het hydrologische systeem, de
meest invloedrijke abiotische factor voor rivierbegeleidende ecosystemen. Het belangrijkste
probleem bijvoorbeeld, verdroging, is veroorzaakt door het dalende water niveau in de
rivieren, wat een direct gevolg is van regulering en kanalisering van de rivieren sinds de 19e
eeuw.
De voornaamste voorwaarde voor het ecologisch herstel van de uiterwaarden is dus de
verbetering van het water regime. Deze verbetering kan bereikt worden door veranderingen
van de waterleverende infrastructuur. Maatregelen die genomen moeten worden zijn onder
andere de vergroting en/of versmalling van de kanalen, het bouwen van zomerdijken en de
installatie en het operationeel maken van sluizen. Vanwege de vele eisen met betrekking tot
scheepvaart, land gebruik en verdediging tegen overstromingen, is het herstel van
uiterwaarden een beslissingsprobleem van verschillende belangengroepen met conflicterende
doelen, die samen een Beslissings Groep (BG) vormen. De taak van de BG is een compromis
te vinden metbevredigende oplossingen voor alle doelen.
Het doel van dit onderzoek is een computergestuurd Beslissingondersteunend Systeem (BS)te
ontwikkelen, die de BG helpt bij het zoeken naar goede oplossingen voor ecologisch herstel
van de uiterwaarden. Dit zoeken vindt plaats in een discrete beslissingsruimte waarbij de
alternatieve oplossingen bestaan uit bepaalde combinaties van de hierboven genoemde
maatregelen ophet gebied vanhet Waterbeheer.
Het voorgestelde BS is gebaseerd op de Evolutionary SEquential Multi-Objective Problem
Solving (ESEMOPS) methode van Bogardi & Sutanto [1994]. ESEMOPS lost een serie van
surrogaat optimaliserings problemen op. Deze problemen zoeken het minimum van de
afwijking tussen de werkelijk gewenste niveaus van de BG met betrekking tot de individuele
doelen en de respectievelijk door optimalisatie verkregen resultaten. Het is belangrijk te
benadrukken dat de surrogaat optimaliserings oplossingen geen vervangers zijn voor de
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voorkeur functie van de BG. Door vergelijking en analysering van de oplossingen van deze
problemen, verkrijgt de BG slechts informatie over de set van haalbare oplossingen, en krijgt
inzicht in de onderlinge relaties (trade-offs) tussen de gebruikte evaluatie criteria. Deze
onderlinge relaties worden geschat door een aantal doelen te behandelen als beperkingen en
zodoende hun haalbaarheid te verzekeren. Op grond van tussentijdse resultaten wijzigt deBG
zijn preferentie structuur (door wijziging van de streefniveaus) en worden de surrogaat
optimalisering procedures herhaald. Dit iteratief - interactief onderzoek gaat door tot de BG
verklaart dat een bepaalde oplossing het beste compromis isvoor een probleem.
De surrogaat optimaliserings problemen worden opgelost met behulp van een op de
Genetische Algoritmen (GA) gebaseerde zoektechniek. Het belangrijkste voordeel van GA is
dat tijdens het zoeken naar het optimum van het actuele surrogaat probleem slechts gewerkt
wordt met beschikbare informatie uit de input (populatie van alternatieve oplossingen) en
output (surrogaat waarden) van decriteria evaluatie.
Tijdens elke GA berekening worden een groot aantal alternatieve oplossingen volgens de
vooraf bepaalde criteria gewaardeerd. Deze waardering wordt uitgevoerd met behulp van een
complex modelleringssysteem. De belangrijkste module van dit systeem is een
hydrodynamisch model dat de simulatie van het water regime in de uiterwaarden mogelijk
maakt. Het toegepaste model is door de auteur ontwikkelt en heet FOK. FOK behoort tot de
familie van variabele eel-type uiterwaarden modellen. Het bijzondere kenmerk van FOK isde
zeer hoge simulatie snelheid, die nodig is voor het BS zodat de GA berekeningen binnen een
redelijke tijd voltooid kunnen worden. De hoge berekeningssnelheid is mogelijk door de
zichzelf aanpassende tijdstappen, controle van de modelconfiguratie en door toepassing van
de voorberekende 'delivery' functies voor de doorstroom berekeningen in de kanalen. FOK
kan ook super kritische stroming berekenen die vaak voor kunnen komen in de kanalen in de
uiterwaarden.
Deoutput van het FOK model,een waterstands meetreeks inde uiterwaarden, is input voorde
ecologische modellen die gebruikt worden bij het inschatten van de waarden voor de
ecologische criteria. De ecologische modellen die gebruikt zijn binnen het BS varieren tussen
het fysiologische gebaseerd MEGAPLANT model [Scheffer et «/., 1993], dat de groei van
water-planten simuleert, tot habitat waarderingsmodellen voor vissen en voor waadvogels.
Deze habitat modellen zijn ontwikkeld met behulp van bestaande habitat modellen en dc
variabele hydrologische voorwaarden inde uiterwaarden.
Het BS is in een case studie getest. Het onderzoeksgebied is een subsysteem van het Gemcnc
gebied dat langs de Donau in Hongarije ligt. Het belangrijkste ecologische doel van dit
onderzoek is de verbetering van de condities voor natte rivierbegeleidende ecosystemen zoals
uiterwaarden. De verbetering van de habitat voor vissen en voor waadvogels (zoals de zwarte
ooivaar) is daarbij extra benadrukt. De set van ecologische criteria is aangevuld met Iwee
economische criteria: Minimalisering van de kosten en de mogclijkheid van hout-productic.
Het laatstgenoemde criterium is een belangrijke economische activiteit in het gebied dat ook
indetoekomst nog van belang zal zijn. Na benoemen van de beslissings- en criterium ruimten
is er een beslissings 'spel' gespeeld met behulp van de op ESEMOPS gebaseerde BS. De
bedoeling van dit spel was het beste compromis te vinden volgens de verwachtc voorkeuren
van een potentiele BG, die zich met het herstel van deGemenc bezighoudt.
Er kan geconcludeerd worden dat de ontwikkeling van een dergclijke BSeen interdisciplinaire
opdracht is met disciplines zoals ecologie, hydraulica, numerieke modellering, stalistick en
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operatie onderzoek betrekt. De belangrijkste bijdrage van dit proefschrift is daarom het
interdisciplinaireconceptdatdebasisvormtvanhetvoorgesteldeBS.Degrootsteuitdagingen
tijdens deontwikkeling vanhet BSwaren deselectie,aanpassing enintegratie vanmethoden
uitdeverschillendedisciplines.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Objective of the study
Due to the global transformation and degradation of the natural environment, ecological
revitalisation has become a very actual issue worldwide. It has early been recognised that
revitalisation of the desired ecosystems has to be dealt with inregional, or even in continental
context. Local habitat revitalisation should be embedded into these larger scale efforts. For
example, migratory fauna need appropriate ecological conditions on their feeding and mating
habitats, but also along their migration routes. Stand-alone, isolated revitalisation sites are
also difficult to be colonised by the desired communities in a natural way, i.e. from other
natural areas. These all turned the attention towards developing connected ecological
networks. Ecological networks consist of generator areas connected to each other by means
of corridors [de Bruin et al, 1987; de Groot et al., 1990]. Generator areas are the most
valuable and productive parts of the network. These are the places where optimal conditions
are provided for the desired species for growth and reproduction. Corridors are less valuable
areas. Their role is to ensure the migration of fauna and the spreading of flora between
generator areas. The latter process also needs the help of transport mediums such as wind and
especially flowing water. River systems thus have the potential to form excellent ecological
networks not just because the river channels mean proper corridors but also because the
floodplains are excellent sites for generator areas due to their very high ecological potentials
[de Bruin et al, 1987; de Groot et al.. 1990]. These high potentials are the consequences of
unrestricted supply of water and nutrients and also of the stimulatory effect of dynamic
hydrological conditions. Ecological revitalisation of floodplains is thus of outmost importance
notjust on local but also on regional and continental scales.
Revitalisation of floodplains is however constrained by the needs and requirements of other
functions such as flood control, navigation and different forms of land uses like agriculture,
forestry and recreation. In addition, the different ecological objectives themselves are often in
conflict with each other. These all mean that floodplain revitalisation is aconstrained problem
with conflicting multiple objectives, wherethetask isto find thebest compromise solution.
Measures for ecological revitalisation may be of two main types: administrative measures and
engineering interventions. Administrative measures are applied inthose cases when restriction
or elimination of certain activities automatically results in improvement of the ecological
conditions, or generates better conditions for further revitalisation actions. Enforcing laws and
rules, controlling different forms of pollution (noise pollution, solid and liquid waste
disposals, etc.) is a typical example for administrative way of revitalisation. Administrative
measures alone are however insufficient in those cases when lasting negative changes have
been taking place in the abiotic environment. These problems need active, engineering
interventions aiming to improve the abiotic conditions for the benefit of ecology. Engineering
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revitalisation of floodplains deals primarily with improvement of the hydrological conditions,
as these are the most influencing abiotic factors for floodplain ecosystems. Improving
hydrological conditions can be achieved by means of local and/or basin wide adjustment of
the water conveyance infrastructure. Installation and operation of flow control structures,
construction or elimination of channels and dikes, river training measures and reforestation
are examples for such interventions.
Deriving the best compromise solution for engineering revitalisation of floodplains isquite an
interdisciplinary task involving several disciplines such as:
1. Ecology: describes the relationships between organisms and their biotic and abiotic
environment.
2. Fluid mechanics: describes the flow phenomena, which are the major abiotic factors for
floodplain ecosystems.
3. Numerical modelling: computer based hydrodynamic and ecological models predict the
effects of alternative revitalisation solutions.
4. Statistics: captures the random behaviour of hydrological and ecological processes,
estimates recurrence probability of certain events.
5. Operations research: searching for the best compromise solution of a multi-objective
problem can be supported by methods ofoperations research.
Because of the very high computational demands, coupling advanced single- or multiobjective search tools with sophisticated hydrodynamic and ecological models has not been
attempted yet, in spite of the ever-increasing calculation speed of computers. Sophisticated
hydrodynamic, groundwater, water quality and ecological models have already been applied in
several floodplain revitalisation studies, even though identification of alternative solutions in
these cases was implemented in a simple trial-and-error manner [Marchand, 1993;
Nachtnebel, 1994;Nieuwkamer, 1995].
On the other hand advanced search tools of operations research (such as linear programming,
dynamic programming, evolutionary algorithms, etc.) have been applied only for those water
management problems, which do not require sophisticated hydrological and ecological
modelling. For example the aforementioned search tools are widely used in the field of
reservoir operation [e.g.: Loucks el al, 1981; Kularathna, 1992; Milutin, 1998], since
modelling the spatial and temporal distribution of water within a reservoir system requires
only simple balance equations.
Having this in mind the primary objective of this study is to create a robust Decision Support
System (DSS) for floodplain revitalisation that is relying on the coupling of sophisticated
modelling and search techniques. The envisaged role ofthe DSS isto support decision makers
in identifying compromise, engineering solutions for the constrained multi-objective problem
of ecological revitalisation of river floodplains. The scope ofthe DSS isrestricted tothe lentic
part of the river-floodplain system, which is characterised by ecosystems adapted to standing
water. Lentic floodplain systems have received little attention so far, as most of the
revitalisation projects have been dealing with lotic ecosystems hosted by flowing river
channels.

INTRODUCTION

It is important to state that this study does not attempt to explore the 'white spots' of fluid
mechanics, ecology and operations research. The most important contribution of this study is
to develop an interdisciplinary concept and use it as a basis for the aforementioned complex
DSS. Accordingly, the major challenges are selection, adaptation and integration of
techniques from the disciplines listed above. Finally, it is also important to state that the
desired DSS is aimed to have an open design, which will make possible to improve it in the
future by integrating new techniques developed within the frame of specialised disciplinary
research programmes.
1.2 Outline of the study
As Figure 1.1 indicates the study starts with three introductory chapters: Chapter 2 describes
the mechanism of hydrological, morphological and ecological processes on river-floodplain
systems; Chapter 3 introduces the mechanism of decision making in floodplain development;
finally Chapter 4 introduces the case study area,reveals its ecological problems and introduces
the other functions ofthe area which constrain the ecological revitalisation.
Chapter 2
Natural processes in
river-floodplain systems

Chapter 3
Decision making in riverfloodplain development

Chapter 4
Introduction of the case
study area

Chapter 5
Problem formulation

Chapter 6
Introduction of the Decision
Support System

Chapter 9
Application of the Decision Support
System on the case study problem

Chapter 10
Conclusions and
recommendations

Figure 1.1 Outline of the study

Chapter 7
Hydrodynamic modelling
Chapter 8
Ecological modelling

Chapter I

Based on the theoretical background and on the revealed problems and constraints, Chapter 5
formulates the general problem of floodplain revitalisation in an engineering-mathematical
way. Revitalisation measures are identified, from which the decision space is to be built up,
within which the decision maker may search for the best compromise solution for the selected
floodplain revitalisation problem. This search is based on evaluation criteria, which are also
identified inthis chapter.
Chapter 6 introduces the mathematical principles of the Decision Support System (DSS) that
has been developed to support the search towards the best compromise solution. Although
hydrodynamic and ecological models are integrated modules of the DSS,yet it isalso possible
to operate them independently from the DSS. Due to this feature, and also because of the
significant differences in principles, these models are treated in chapters 7 and 8 separately
(Figure 1.1).
Finally, Chapter 9 demonstrates how the developed DSS works in the practice. A decision
making process is simulated with the aim to identify a potential best compromise
revitalisation solution for the case study floodplain.
At the end of the thesis aglossary can be found where explanations are given about the special
terms used inthe text.

2. NATURAL PROCESSES INRIVER-FLOODPLAIN SYSTEMS

The purpose of this chapter is to describe natural river fioodplains from the point of view of
all relevant aspects such that morphological, hydrological and ecological processes. However
before going into details it is necessary to define thebasic terms used.
Hydrologists define floodplain as the area, which would be inundated by the design flood of
the river [Zsuffa sr., 1996, pers. com.]. The water level (or discharge) related to the design
flood is specified by means of its probability of occurrence. This definition thus includes not
only thetemporarily inundated terrestrial areas but alsothe river channel(s) and the permanent
standing water bodies,which submerge during such flood.
Ecological definition of Junk et al. [1989] reflects a more general approach, although it is
spatially more restrictive: 'floodplain is the Aquatic/Terrestrial Transition Zone (ATTZ),
which isperiodically inundated by the lateral overflow of rivers or lakes, and/or by direct
precipitation or groundwater'. Thus, permanent water bodies (river channels and oxbow
lakes) are excluded from this definition. Junk et al. [1989] call the union of permanent water
bodies and the ATTZ as the 'river-floodplain system', which is thus equivalent to the
hydrological definition of floodplain.
For this study an intermediate definition has been constructed. Accordingly,floodplain is the
ATTZ of the river together with thepermanent standing water bodies, which would submerge
during the designflood of the river. The term 'river-floodplain system' stands for the union of
the floodplain and theriver channel system.
Note, that according to the above definition, large areas have been detached from the ancient
river-floodplain systems dueto construction of flood control dikes.
2.1

Morphological and hydrological aspects

Morphological and hydrological conditions on fioodplains are highly determined by that of
the adjacent river. Fioodplains are practically absent from the headwaters of the river. Here
the river flows in narrow valleys and the fast flowing water continuously erodes its bed.
Leaving the hilly headwaters, the slope and the velocity of the river drops, which results the
deposition of sediment transported from upstream. This sedimentation process has been
continuously filling up the wide valleys of the river throughout geo-historical times resulting
wide fioodplains between the river and the valley slope. The river is no longer flowing in a
rocky bed but in its own alluvium. The Danube for example becomes alluvial downstream of
Vienna after leavingthe Alps and entering the Kisalfbld fiatland.
Depending on the ratio between erosion and sedimentation, alluvial rivers can either be
braiding or meandering. The river is braiding if sedimentation surpasses the erosion process.
It splits into branches onthe top of thecontinuously aggrading alluvium and creates its typical
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river-floodplain system with many islands, reefs andbranches. AttheKisalfbTd for example
the Danube isbraiding since itscoarse sediment carried from the Alps,gets deposited here.
If sedimentation is in balance with erosion, theriver becomes meandering. It stays in one
channel, which is however continuously meandering aserosion destroys theconcave banks
while sedimentation builds the convex banks. Accordingly, the concave banks are usually
steep while mildly sloping sandy point bars arebuilt upontheconvex banks (Figure 2.1).
The overdeveloped meanders get sooner or later cut-off by a big flood and become dead
branches. Later these dead branches become lakes assedimentation closes their upstream and
downstream mouthstothe river. Such oxbow lakes are typical morphological structures along
meandering rivers (Figure 2.1).Oxbow lakes are subjected to further aggradation dueto
continuous biological sedimentation [Amoros et ai, 1987]and to the deposition of fine
suspended river sediment after floods. This morphological succession may lead tothe
complete disappearance ofthe lake leaving onlyanarrow depression on the floodplain surface
(Figure 2.1).
river-floodplain system
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Figure 2.1 General cross-section ofanatural river-floodplain system
Another wayof morphological succession is when a point bar starts to emerge from the
riverbed dueto sand sedimentation. Later when the meander has moved away, floods continue
thebuilding process bydepositing fine suspended sediment.
The concave banks of meandering rivers areusually elevated above thefloodplain surface.
These natural levees (Figure 2.1) consist ofsilty sediment deposited byfloods right after that
they overtop the steep bank and start toinundate the floodplain. Depending on the directionof
the meandering process natural levees can either bebuilt onthe top aggraded oxbow lakesor
on point barsofformer meanders.Natural levees are of course present onthe banks of oxbow
lakes as well, however their relative height aredecreasing dueto the sedimentation of the
surrounding floodplain areas.
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Thus, the surface of the floodplain is continuously being elevated by the different kind of
sedimentation processes. It goes on until the meandering river moves through the area and
resets the morphological process. Thus, there exists a long-term balance between erosion and
sedimentation.
Hydrology of floodplains is determined by that of the adjacent river. At headwaters, the river
responds quickly to precipitation resulting in quick and peaky flood waves in its narrow
valley. By moving downstream, flood waves are continuously spreading due to the increasing
storage capacity of the bed and its adjacent floodplain, as well as to the natural flood wave
diffusion process. Accordingly, big alluvial rivers are characterised by seasonal flood events
with relatively slow rate of change in discharge. Above the influence of discharge regime,
changes in water levels are directly influenced by the morphology of the river floodplain
system. In case of a wide river channel, smaller water level increase is needed to convey the
increased discharge than in case of a narrow channel. Thus, wide alluvial rivers, especially
with multiple channels, promote the mitigation of rate of water level change during floods.
2.2

Ecological aspects

Three major biotopes can be distinguished in a river-floodplain system:
1. Lotic water bodies characterised by flowing water (river channels).
2. Lentic water bodies with stagnant water (oxbow lakes).
3. Terrestrial areas.
This section describes first the ecological processes in permanent lentic and lotic water
bodies. Subsequently it describes the ecological processes taking place in the unsteady water
bodies (lentic and lotic) and on the frequently inundated terrestrial areas of river-floodplain
systems. It is a special feature of river-floodplain systems that the boundaries of these
biotopes are not stable but recurrently traverse large areas as the inshore edge of the aquatic
environment, the 'moving littoral'',traverses the ATTZ [Junk etal, 1989].
2.2.1 Ecological processes in lentic water bodies
Oxbow lakes on floodplains belong to the 'shallow lake' category. Shallow lakes are
characterised by the lack of stratification. Temperature and dissolved substances are equally
distributed along the water column due to diffusion and_turbulence generated by the wind.
The shallow depth enables the light to penetrate down to the bottom so that primary
production ispossible along the entire water column.
The energy source for biological life and production on the Earth's surface is the Sun. In
shallow lakes algae and water-plants use solar energy and inorganic nutrients to build up
organic material by means of photosynthesis (Figure 2.2}. During photosynthesis C0 2 is
consumed from, while O2 is released into the water column. At night the photosynthesis
pauses and primary producers consume only O2for respiration. Above C, H and O, organisms
also need N, Pand Si, which are available for algae and water plants inthe water column orin
the bottom sediment in the form of inorganic nutrients such as nitrate, nitrite, phosphate and
silicon. Mortality of algae and water-plants results dead organic material (detritus) which than
get mineralised into inorganic nutrients by bacteria. During mineralisation, oxygen is
consumed from the water column.
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The nutrient cycle of a shallow lake is partly open to the atmosphere. Exchange of CO2 and
O2 proceeds through the water surface thanks to diffusion and wind induced aeration.
Nitrogen can also leave and enter the system in the form of N2 by means of bacterial
denitrification and fixation. Only the phosphorus cycle is closed to the atmosphere. Dissolved
nutrients as well as suspended algae and detritus can be imported and exported by means of
water exchange between the lake and its neighbouring water bodies. This process is
significant in floodplain oxbow lakes being periodically leached by floods of the river.
Detritus may leave the system by means of burial into the bottom sediment thus contributing
to the biological sedimentation of the lake. Inorganic nutrients can also be exchanged with the
groundwater system (Figure 2.2).
The quality of the lake water is determined by the concentration of dissolved and suspended
materials and not by their overall masses in the lake. Above biochemical material fluxes,
concentrations can also be modified by physical processes such as sedimentation,
resuspension, rainfall, evaporation, seepage and inflow of waters with different
concentrations.
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Figure 2.2 Primaryproduction and related ecologicalprocesses inshallow lake[after
Bokhorst &Groot, 1993]
The biomass produced by primary producers is the source of nutrients and energy for the
fauna. Plant biomass is consumed on the second trophic level by grazers such as zooplankton,
macro invertebrates and fish (Figure 2.3). The grazers are in turn food for predatory animals
inthe third trophic level. Mortality and metabolism of fauna contributes to the detritus pool of
the lake. Some detritovore fish and macro invertebrates take nutrients and energy by
consuming detritus. All animals in the water consume oxygen and produce carbon dioxide by
means of respiration.
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Nutrients are circulating in a shallow lake ecosystem (with some inputs and outputs) while
energy flows through and leaves the system in the form of heat [Djordjevic, 1993]. This
principle is valid on global scaletoo.
Fauna of the lake can be exchanged with neighbouring water bodies by means of water inand outflow, furthermore fish and aquatic mammals have the ability to migrate independently
from the movement of water.
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Figure 2.3 Ecologicalprocesses inshallow lakeabove thefirst trophiclevel
According to the quantity of nutrients available for production, lakes are classified into two
main groups:
1. oligotrophic lakes: low nutrient content associated with low biomass production
2. eutrophic lakes:high nutrient content with high biomass production
Dueto the sufficient nutrient supply of the river, floodplain lakes are usually eutrophic.
There are two forms of eutrophication: benthonic and planktonic [Djordjevic, 1993|. In case
of benthonic eutrophication, the increased quantity of nutrients boosts the growth of water
plants. Growth of phytoplankton is restricted by the water plants through shading, nutrient
limitation and excretion of inhibitory allelopalhic chemicals [Hootsmans & I.ubberding,
1993]. Benthonic eutrophication keeps the dissolved oxygen content within acceptable limits.
The water remains transparent and suitable for fish. Anaerobe conditions develop only on the
bottom due to the decomposition of dead plants. Benthonic eutrophication iiowever may turn
to planktonic eutrophication. Hootsmans & Lubberding [1993] describe a possible way of this
change:
1. The increased nutrient content stimulates the growth of epiphyte algae,
effected much lesser extent byallelopathic substances than phytoplani ton.

which is

Epiphyte algae limit the light and carbon availability for plants resisting in decreased
rateofallelopathic excretion, which in turn results inthe growth of phytoplankton.
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3. Phytoplankton limits further the macrophyte through shading, and at the end
macrophytes disappears and phytoplankton dominates the system.
Ligtvoet &Grimm [1992] describe anotherpossible way ofthis change:
1. The predatory fish stock of the lake reaches its maximum density and can no longer
regulatetheever-increasing prey stock.
2. The expanding planktivorous fish stock overgrazes the zooplankton resulting in an
excessive growth ofalgae inthenutrient rich water.
Planktonic eutrophication creates an ecologically poor environment. Most fish species
disappear, as they cannot stand the open turbid water. The rest of the fauna are exposed to
anoxic conditions resulted by the decomposition of algal detritus. Extensive algae mortality
mayeven cause disastrous death oftheremaining fauna.
Figure 2.4 summarises the most important factors influencing algae dynamism in a water
body. Physiological factors [Runhaar, 1991] have the most direct influence. They influence
directly the physiological processes, which are photosynthesis, respiration and assimilation.
Zooplankton can also be viewed as physiological factor since grazing results direct physical
destruction of algae. Conditional factors [Runhaar, 1991] are the ones that influence the
physiological factors.
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Figure 2.4 Influence chain ofalgae inshallow lakes
2.2.2 Ecological processes in lotic river systems
Ecological processes in permanent lotic channel systems are described bythe river continuum
concept of Vannote et al. [1980]. The concept states that a continuous gradient of physical
conditions exist from headwater to mouth, and the structural and functional characteristics of
stream communities are adapted to conform to the most probable or mean state of the system
along the river. Producer and consumer communities establish themselves in harmony with
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the dynamic physical conditions of a given river reach, and downstream communities are
fashioned tocapitalise on inefficiencies ofupstream processing [Vannote etal, 1980].
Because of shading by riparian forests, headwaters are characterised by low rate of primary
production. On the other hand the maximum interface between the forested terrain and the
headwaters promotes the input of particulate organic matter (detritus) thus creating a strongly
heterotrophic environment characterised by detritovore invertebrates. As stream size
increases, the reduced importance of terrestrial organic input coincides with enhanced
importance of organic transport from upstream and autochthonous primary production of
algae and water-plants. Further downstream, the increased suspended sediment and fine
particulate organic matter combined with increased depth limit the light availability, resulting
decreased primary production, and the system becomes heterotrophic again. The fish
population is characterised by few cool water species at the headwaters, while more diverse
warm water communities dominate the lower courses and even planktivore species can appear
in the alluvial reaches indicating the semi-lentic nature of the river [Vannote et al, 1980].
This ecological continuum from the headwaters to the estuary in anatural river may be locally
shifted by lateral inflow of tributaries.
2.2.3 Ecological processes in river-floodplain systems
The river continuum concept suffers from two basic limitations: it was developed on small
temperate streams but has been extrapolated to rivers in general, and it was based on a
concept that had been elaborated for the river basin in a geomorphological sense but was in
fact restricted to habitats that are permanent and lotic [Junk et al, 1989].A river-floodplain
system however is a system of connected lentic and lotic waters, which expands to the
transversal dimension too, above the river's longitudinal dimension [Amoros et al, 1987],
and which is characterised by temporal modifications controlled by the hydrological regime
of the river. This system results in adaptations of biota that are distinct from those in systems
dominated by stable lotic or lentic habitats [Junk etal, 1989].
Therefore, Junk et al. [1989] constructed theflood pulse concept for describing ecological
processes inriver-floodplain systems. This concept isbased onthe following principles:
1. Inunaltered large river systems with floodplains, theoverwhelming bulk ofthe riverine
animal biomass derives directly or indirectly from production within the floodplain and
not from downstream transport of organic matter produced elsewhere inthe basin.
2. The major force controlling biota in floodplains is the pulsation (periodical rising and
falling) ofthe water level of the river.
3. The effect of the flood pulse on biota isprincipally hydrological and independent ofthe
nature of its source, so that there are many similarities between floodplains adjacent to
pulsing lakesor reservoirs and pulsing rivers.
4. If no organic material except living animals were exchanged between floodplain and
channel, no qualitative and, at most, limited quantitative changes would occur in the
floodplain.
The channel system is viewed by the concept only as a route for fauna for gaining access to
adult feeding areas,nurseries, spawning grounds,or asarefuge at lowwater or during winter.
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Life cycles and composition of biota utilising floodplain habitats are basically determined by
the flood pulses in terms of their annual timing, duration, height and the rates of rise and fall.
Predictable and prolonged flood pulsetypical for large alluvial rivers favours the development
of anatomical, morphological, physiological and/or ethological adaptations of terrestrial and
aquatic organisms to colonise the aquatic terrestrial transition zone (ATTZ) [Junk et al,
1989]. Such adaptation strategies in low order streams are rather restricted due to the quick
and irregular floods with short duration.
Primary production in floodplain water bodies
Thehydrological state of an oxbow lake varies between two phases:
1. Isolation phase with no surface water connection tothe river.
2. Contact phase with surface water connection tothe river.
The duration of these phases depends on the flood regime of the river and on the morphology
of the lake. Oxbows surrounded by higher levees stay most of the time isolated and only high
floods make them connected to the river. On the other hand, some oxbows become connected
at lower floods or even stay fully connected throughout the year thanks to their low
connection thresholds. The rate of in- and outflow depends also on the sizes of the connecting
morphological structure. If it is a narrow channel then only limited in- and outflows take place
while in case of a wide trench, even slight increase of water level above the threshold may
result the flow of huge amounts of waters.
In its isolation phase, the oxbow becomes a shallow lake where ecological processes develop
as described in section 2.2.1. The trophic level of the lake is basically influenced by the
quality of river water entered the lake during the flood preceding the actual isolation phase.
Inflow of nutrient rich water that is followed by a long isolation period may result in sever
planktonic eutrophication especially if water plants are absent. On the other hand inflow of
nutrient poor water sets the laketo a lower trophic level.
Occurrence of water plants is highly influenced by fluctuation of the water level, which is a
typical phenomenon in oxbow lakes. Fluctuation can impose two sorts of stresses on water
plants: stranding and submergence. Brock et al. [1987] observed severe mortality in the water
plant stands of a Rhine riparian oxbow after that it was exposed to sudden submergence
caused by high floods. The primary physiological stress of submergence is light extinction. In
addition, emergent water plants are also stressed bythe obstruction ofstomatal oxygen uptake
from the atmosphere. Seedlings are much more sensitive to submergence stress than adult
plants, due to their limited adaptation ability. Stranding of water plants by decreasing water
levels causes desiccation stress,which isalso detrimental especially for the seedlings.
Water level increase triggers morphological adaptations, namely certain water plants elongate
their leaf stalks in order to allow leaf-blades to reach the surface [Brock et al, 1987]. This
process is carried out by spending the biomass reserves of the root tubers. Thus, elongation
might significantly weaken submerged plants especially if they have limited tuber reserves.
That is why all Nymphoides peltata of the Rhine oxbow were uprooted as a result of deep
submergence; Nuphar lutea and Nymphaea alba on the other hand suffered less damage due
to their bigger tuber reserves [Brock et al, 1987]. Nymphoides peltata however, shows a
better life history adaptation ability. It has a high turnover rate and it is able to colonise
quickly a site by means of vegetative stolons, furthermore its seedlings can withstand
exposure to acertain extent [Brock etal, 1987].
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Figure 2.5 Influence chain of waterplants infloodplain oxbow lakes
Slow water level increase and decrease on the other hand, allow sufficient time for in situ
processes along the moving littoral [Junk et ai, 1989]. Accordingly, annual water plants are
able to germinate and grow in the littoral zone thus maintaining a moving vegetated stripe
along the inshore edge of the water. Also the submerged water plants suffer less since they
have time to follow the rising water level without exhausting their resources. Primary
production along the moving littoral is supported by intensive release of nutrients thanks to
the accelerated decomposition of organic material on areas periodically changing between
terrestrial and aquatic phases [Wood, 1951].
Fast water level fluctuation with high amplitude may lead to planktonic eutrophication due to
the destruction of water plant stands. Such planktonic eutrophication proceeds much faster
than those ones induced by epiphyte algae or zooplankton overgrazing (see section 2.2.1).
Fast fluctuation of the Danube for example causes that the side arms of the riparian Gemenc
floodplain are subjected to planktonic eutrophication [Csanyi et ai, 1992],while the oxbows,
being lessexposed totheriver, are inthe stateof benthonic eutrophication.
Terrestrial primary production on floodplains
Terrestrial vegetation of floodplains is highly dependent on the inundation conditions. This
dependence is well illustrated by Andrasfalvy [1973] who stated that in natural floodplains 'the
compositionofvegetationindicatestheelevationofthegroundwatertableandthedurationsand
frequencies ofinundations,almostwiththeaccuracyofa "measuring device'".
Inundation has both stimulatory and stress effects onthe flora. Stimulatory effects arethe supply
ofwater and nutrients needed for transpiration and growth.
Inundation imposesthreetypesofphysiological stressonplants(seealso Figure 2.6):
1. Anaerobic conditions develop in the root zone as a consequence of significantly
decreased gas diffusion in the saturated soil [Blom & Voesenek, 1996]. Aerobic root
respiration stops, resulting decreased root growth, decreased transpiration and
13
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decreased translocation of substances within the plant [Gill, 1970]. In addition,
accumulation of toxic products takes place due to anaerobic metabolism of the plant
and bacteria [Gill, 1970;Blom&Voesenek, 1996].
2. Interference with stomatal function: submergence of stomata inhibits oxygen and

carbon dioxide exchange between the plant and the atmosphere. Furthermore, it also
hampersthe removal oftoxic products ofanaerobic respiration.
3. Light extinction.
Thisimpliesthattheoverall stressofinundation increasesasmere soil saturation progressesfirst
topartial inundation and then tocomplete inundation [Gill, 1970].Obviously theduration ofthe
different inundation stressesmattersa lot.The longerthe inundation thegreaterthephysiological
damage. In temperate regions however, only growing season floods impose stresses. Dormant
season inundation has limited stress effect owing to the minimal oxygen demands of roots and
microorganisms [Gill, 1970].Above inundation duration and depth, the duration of flood-free
periodsmattersalso alotbecause thesearetheperiodsavailable for theplanttorecoverfrom the
injuries.
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Figure 2.6 Influence chain ofterrestrialplants on floodplains [after Runhaar,1991]
The high resistance of several plants against inundation is explained by their special adaptation
strategies. Inundation immediately triggers short-term physiological adaptations at most plants.
The lack of oxygen forces the plant to replace aerobic respiration with anaerobic, ethanolic
fermentation [Blom & Voesenek, 1996], even though it results ethanol and acetaldehyde,
which are toxic for the plant [Kozlowsky, 1984, Gill 1970]. Plants with high photosynthetic
rate are better adapted to light extinction, while stomatal inhibition are tolerated by those
plantswhich areabletophotosynthesise at lowCO2level too [Blom &Voesenek, 1996].
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Long-term morphological adaptation is performed by several species through developing
adventitious roots on their flooded stems. These roots grow in the well-oxygenated upper
layers of the water column, andthey take over the oxygen and nutrient uptake role from the
real roots under hypoxia [Kozlowski, 1984; Gill, 1970; Blom & Voesenek, 1996]. Many
species develop anetwork of aerated tissue (aerenchyma) enabling the ventilation ofoxygen
from the unflooded leaves down to the inundated roots, and of carbon-dioxide and toxic
substancesonthewayback(anatomicaladaptation) [Blom&Voesenek, 1996].
Annual and biennial herbaceous species exhibit life history adaptation combined with fast
turnoverrates [Blom&Voesenek, 1996].Forexample,Chenopodium rubrum completesitslife
cyclevery quickly, duringthe short exposure periods,andproduces seedsthat will survivethe
nextflood;thebiennialRumexpalustrisontheotherhandsurvivesflooding inavegetativestate
andpostponefloweringandseedproductiontothenextyear[Blom&Voesenek,1996].
The wide scale of flood sensitivities and adaptation abilities make large differences in
flooding tolerance of plant species.Also the age ofplants matters a lot. In general seedlings
are much less tolerant to flooding than adult plants. Depending on the extent of inundation
stress, plants can be paused in growth, damaged or at worst killed. On ecosystem scale,the
flooding tolerance of a species isdetermined notjust by its chance of survival but also bythe
extentofdamageandgrowthreduction,sincethehigherthereductionanddamageitsuffers,the
morerestricteditscompetitiveabilityagainstconcurrentspecies.
Flooding stress keeps the flora ofthe ATTZ in adynamic equilibrium [Junk etal, 1989]by
periodically shifting backthesuccession.Thelowertheterrainelevationthelowerthelevelof
this succession range. For example only pioneer species can grow atthe lowest levelsofthe
ATTZ during the short terrestrial periods because floods quickly 'reset' the terrain and the
succession starts again. Succession can reach its climax stage (the hardwood forest) onlyon
thehighest groundsofthefloodplain. Theduration ofthesuccession interval isinfluenced by
thelength ofterrestrialperiods.Exceptionally longflood-free periodspromotethesuccession
to reach higher levels so that for example bushes or even trees can establish on low-lying
areas. Life cycle is an important factor too. Occurrence of annual plants is determined by
annual flood regimes while bushandtree communities areinfluenced byhydrological events
onalongtimescale[Junketal, 1989].
Thus,thecombined effects oftiming,duration anddepth offloods andtheduration of floodfree periods both on annual and multi-annual time scales determine the terrestrial plant
communitystructureoftheATTZ.
The fact that inundation conditions vary with elevation makes arather characteristic vertical
zonation of vegetation in natural floodplains. Theupper limit ofeach zone isdeterminedby
the competitive ability of co-occurring species, and the lower limits by their flooding
resistance [Blom & Voesenek, 1996]. Accordingly, the lowest zone of the ATTZ is grown
over by pioneer species during the short terrestrial phases. The next zone above is
characterised by willow bushes followed by willow trees or reedlands on higher levels.The
zone above the willows is characterised by poplars while oak-ash-elm forests occupy the
highest grounds of the floodplain. Seedlings of species from higher zones may temporarily
settledeepinthelowerzonesduringlongflood freeperiods,howevertheysoongetdestroyed
bythenextsignificant flood.
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Morphologically controlled successions on floodplains
In a short time scale, dynamic equilibrium characterises the vegetation structure as floods
periodically shift back the succession. In a longer time scale however, the ongoing
morphological processes and long-term changes in the hydrological regime trigger lasting
changes in the vegetation structure. This long-term succession is thus controlled not just by
autogenic successional processes like competition, vegetation dynamics, eutrophication and
organic matter deposition, but also by allogenic impacts such as the morphological succession
and changes ofwater level within thehistorical time scale [Amorosetal, 1987].
Let's follow the course of such long-term succession at an arbitrary location in a riverfloodplain system. The starting state is the open river channel. The location is now within the
river channel so the ecosystem is characterised by few lotic water plants with rheophilic
fauna. Now, the morphological succession may take two different courses:the river reach gets
cut-off and becomes an oxbow lake,or the meandering process goes on and point bar starts to
be built up at the subjected location. In the first case the lentic aquatic ecosystem of the
oxbow is gradually replaced by pioneer terrestrial vegetation on mudflats followed by Carex
and reed species and finally mixed rough herbage establishes as clay sedimentation gradually
fills the channel bed [Schoor, 1992]. Succession on point bars takes a different course due to
the different, sandy type of soil. Accordingly, pioneer vegetation and willow bushes
preferring sandy soil characterise the start of the terrestrial succession, followed by willow
forests and bymixed willow and poplar forests [Schoor, 1992]. Inboth cases natural levees of
silt can be built up on the top of the sedimentation layers. Such places are usually the highest
grounds of the floodplain where hard wood forests develop. It can thus be concluded that
ecological succession reaches its climax state at those locations where the morphological
succession results anatural levee.
If the meandering river passes through the location, it resets both the morphological and the
ecological successions. This means that two types of dynamic equilibrium characterise the
ecosystem ofnatural river-floodplain systems:
1. On short time scale theflood regime oftheriversmaintains adynamic equilibrium
2. On long time scale the meandering river maintains a dynamic equilibrium by
periodically resetting themorphological succession.
Fauna!production on floodplains
Among animal species living on floodplains, obviously aquatic species (especially fish) are
influenced themost bythepulsing regimeofthe river.
The fish of river-floodplain systems can be classified into two distinct groups: rheophilic and
stagnophilic species. Rheophilic fish live exclusively inthe lotic channel system. They spawn
in the littoral of the river channel, which also provides shelter for thejuvenile fish [Schiemer
& Zalewski, 1992]. Stagnophilic fish prefer lentic water bodies where they spawn, grow, feed
and hide. They use the river channel system only as a migration route. Inthe temperate region
two major abiotic factors trigger the spawning of stagnophilic fish: temperature and flooding.
Each fish species has its well-defined range oftemperature for spawning, however it does not
necessarily means that spawning immediately starts when water temperature reaches that
range. In aquatic systems exposed to regular floodings, the optimal temperature triggers only
the maturation, while the spawning itself is triggered by the arrival of the flood. Rising water
level stimulates mature fish to migrate towards their spawning grounds,which arethe shallow
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inundated parts of the ATTZ. Welcomme [1985] concluded that in the majority of spawning
species breeding is so timed that if floods are delayed or inadequate to trigger migration
reproduction may fail inthat year.
The advantage of floods on reproduction isexplained as follows:
1. High primary production in the moving littoral triggers high secondary production
resulting in optimal food supply for juvenile as well as for adult fish [Bayley, 1991].
Inundation immediately adds numerous fish food organisms to the water, such as
insects, earthworms, and other small terrestrial animals [Keith, 1975]. Reimer [1991]
describes a mass migration of cyprinide fish into flooded areas of an Austrian
floodplain with theprimary purpose of feeding on terrestrial food items.
2. Inundated vegetation means excellent spawning places forphytophil and phytolithophil
fish and they provide shelter for thejuvenile fish against predation. The eggs stay inthe
well-aerated water column asthey are stuck ontothe leaves of submerged plants.
3. Flood creates an area of water that is initially sparsely populated with fish life, a
condition that stimulates the natural reproductive and growth process of the resident
fishes inan attempt to fill the 'void' [Keith, 1975].
The above described 'flood pulse advantage' [Bayley, 1991] of aquatic systems exposed to
floods over stagnant systems isindicated onFigure 2.7.

annualfish
yieldperunit
meanwater
surfacearea

slow
rateofrise(andfall)offloodpulse

fast

characteristic
flowregimes:

Figure 2.7 Effect of rate of rise andfall offlood pulse onfishpopulation [after Bayley,
1991]
Figure 2.7 also indicatesthatfast, unpredictablefluctuationisdetrimental for thefishpopulation.
Fish have got limited time for spawning and even if spawning could take place the sudden
decrease of water level could result in the stranding and death of the extremely vulnerable
immobile eggs and larva's especially in case of those species, like the carp and thepike,which
like to spawn on very shallow inundated grasslands [Pinter, 1992; Inskip, 1982; Edwards &
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Twomey, 1982]. Furthermore, sudden water level decrease may also trap fish into small ponds
wherethey would easily die dueto predation, lack of food and oxygen, orthese pondscan even
dryupresultinginthetotalannihilationofitsfishstock [Welcomme, 1979].
Besidesthe speed of flood pulses,their heights arealsoofgreat influence onthefishpopulation.
Welcomme [1979]found that mortality increases with increasing fish density (which is,inturn,
caused by decreasing water levels) on one hand, on the other hand high rates of growth and
recruitment areresulted byhigh floods oflongduration sincetheymakeaccessible largeareasof
the very productive ATTZ for fish. Obviously, high floods provide more spawning and hiding
places,andresult inabigger 'void' tobefilled.
Thus, strong year-classes of fish tend to result from gradually increasing water levels that are
accompanied byahighamplitude floodof'long duration [Welcomme, 1979].
Keith [1975]presents evidences for the aforementioned dependence offish on flood regime.He
investigated thepopulation dynamicsofthe largemouthbass(Micropterussalmoides)inthe Bull.
ShoalsReservoir, Arkansas (USA).The flat bankofthereservoir (itsfloodplain) wasexposedto
regular floodings, which are of the same effects on the ecosystem as that of floodings of river
floodplains (seeprinciples ofthe flood pulseconcept).
The observation results can be seen on figures 2.8 and 2.9. The strong year-classes of 1957,
1961, 1968 and 1973, when the water level risen above the power pool and inundated the
floodplain, and the weak year classes of 1958, 1964, 1966 and 1969, when springtime water
levels stayed below the power pool, prove the high positive correlation between fish biomass
production and spring time flood amplitude. It is also noted that even though the water reached
itshighest level in 1957,thebestbassspawnsoccurred in 1973.Thereasonisthatthe 1973flood
wasjust slightly lower than that of 1957,onthe other hand itsduration during the spawning and
nursery period was significantly longer thanks to the slow rate of rise of the water level. The
flood in 1957was afast rising one giving limited time for bassto spawn and to hatch during the
spawningand nursery period.
It is important to notice that the timing of floods is also essential. Only those floods effect the
reproduction, which occurduringthespawningandnurseryperiod.
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3. DECISIONMAKINGINRIVER-FLOODPLAINDEVELOPMENT

Thepurpose ofthis chapter istodescribetheprocess ofdecision-making in water resources
development in general, and in river-floodplain development in particular. Case studies are
alsointroducedwiththeaimtoillustratethedecisionmakingprocessonreal-worldexamples.
Decision support techniques applied in the case studies are also investigated, however no
mathematicaldetailsofthesetechniquesaregiveninthischapter.
3.1

Processofdecisionmakinginwaterresourcesdevelopment

River-floodplain systems belong to the realm of waterresources systems.Bogardi [1994]
defines, ''water resources'as 'the occurrence of waterin spaceand time with acertain
(feasible) potential tobeput intohuman, industrial, agricultural etc.useandfor sustaining
the environmentalbalance'. Waterresourcesimplytheexistenceofagiven space,theproject
area, withinthe availablewaterresources andwater demands should match [Bogardi, 1994].
A water resourcessystem thus consists of interrelated elementsof the project area that
determineandcontrolwaterresources.Elementsaremeantinabroadsenserangingfromreal
physical structuresthroughoperationpoliciestoadministrative/ legislativeconditions. Water
resourcesdevelopment means a set of co-ordinated actions aiming to modify the water
resourcessystemforthebenefit ofgoalsemergingfromthesocio-economicenvironment.
Water resources development is executed within the framework of the decision process.
Decision process is started and terminated by the DecisionMaking Group(DMG), the
authority who formulates the problem by aggregating the objectives, incentives, guidelines
and constraints, coming from the socio-economic environment (Figure 3.1). It is also the
DMGwhomakesthefinal decisionabouttheproject. Toemphasisetheoverwhelmingpower
the DMG has on the decision process, Monarchi et al. [1973] even placed this body into
Orwellian dimensions by referring to it as the 'Big Brother' [Orwell, 1947]. Efficient
decision-making doesneedsuchpowerindeed,neverthelessdemocraticprinciplesrequirethat
allinterestedelementsofthesocietyhavetohavetherightfor beingrepresented intheDMG.
Theideal 'Big Brother' inthe hypothetical case studyofMonarchi etal.[1973]for example
consisted ofrepresentatives ofthe local,state and federal governments aswell asthat ofthe
interested enterprises. For more details about the principles and practice of public
participationinwaterresourcesdevelopmentthereaderisreferred toGayer[2000].
Besidespublicparticipation it would also bedesirable if members oftheDMGwereexperts
on the scientific and technical aspects of the actual water resources development project,
althoughitisrarelythecase.
The DMGisthus acomposite body with members having conflicting interests.This implies
thatthe scopeofdecision-making theory must alsoaccount for themechanism ofnegotiation
anddebating andalso for that of changing human attitudes,and perceptions,whichalloccur
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within the DMG when it makes decisions about preferences and constraints, and when it
selects a solution for implementation. Mathematical investigation of this 'macro modeV
[Bogardi & Sutanto, 1994] is a formidable task, even though it cannot be fitted into the scope
ofthis study.
The DMG charges the Planning Group (PG) to identify solution(s) for the specified problem.
PG should consist of professionals from all relevant fields having knowledge in planning and
operations research, as well as experience in communicating with the DMG. This latter refers
to skills inhelping the DMG to formulate specific criteria^and constraints on the basis ofthe
given problem, and to the ability ofpresenting the solutions to the DMG inan understandable,
yet scientifically accurate manner. In case of multiple criteria, the DMG asks the PG to
conduct the search towards solutions, which meet itspreferences. In such a case the PG must
have the ability to aid efficiently the DMG in articulating [Goicoechea et al, 1982] its
preferences for theapplied search method.
These all implies that an interface (Figure 3.1) is needed between the DMG and the PG,
which promotes the efficient communication and cooperation between these two groups. This
interface usually takesthe form ofregular reporting ofthe PG and regular discussions between
the PG and the DMG. The interface is also a forum for concerned citizens and for
organisations (not being represented in the DMG) for expressing their concerns. A well
functioning interface helps to derive solutions, which satisfy the needs of the DMG and the
public on the one hand, and the technical / environmental constraints and preferences, the
DMG and thepublic arenotaware of(duetothe lack ofexpertise) onthe other hand.
After that the criteria and the constraint levels have been formulated and the preferences have
been articulated, the PG takes over the problem and formulates it in a formal (usually
mathematical) way. The general mathematical formulation of amulti-objective (multi-criteria)
problem isgiven byTecle&Duckstein [1994]:
'satisfied z(x) = [z,

(x),z2(x\....zp(x)\

subject to

(3.1)
g,(x)<0 /=l,2,..../w

Where:
x (x\,X2...x„) solution vector inthe w-dimensionaldecision space
xi, X2—x„ decision variables
z(x)
vector ofcriteria functions inthep-dimensional criteria space
gi(x), g2(x) ... gm(x)
constraint functions

The term 'criterion' is defined in this study by adopting the definition of Tecle & Duckstein [1994].
Accordingly,acriterion 'shouldprovideameansfor evaluatingthelevelsofanobjective; assuchitis definedas
ameasurableaspectofjudgementbywhichalternativesolutions ofthegivenproblem canbecharacterised'.
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Figure 3.1 Decisionprocess inwater resources development
A special type of decision problems is when only a single objective (with a single criterion
function) has been identified. In this case the task of the PG becomes optimisation, aiming to
identify the optimal solution. Mathematical optimisation techniques are applied at this stage.
In case of multiple criteria the search goes for the best compromise (or best satis/icing)
solution. Best compromise solution isthe 'best' element ofthe non-dominated set of solutions
[Tecle & Duckstein, 1994], which is identified on the basis of criteria achievements and
articulated preferences ofthe DMG.
Definition of non-dominated solutions isgiven byGoicoechea etal. [1982]:
S ={ x : x e X, thereexist noother x'e X such that
zil{x')>zq(x)

for someq e {l,2, p)

and zk(x')> zk(x)

(3.2)

forallfc*<jr}

Where:
X

s

feasible region2 ofthew-dimensional decision space
set of non-dominated solutions within the feasible region

2

Feasibleregion isthe setofpointsinthedecision space,which satisfy thegivenconstraints.
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It is possible that each feasible point in the decision space is non-dominated. To illustrate it
with a simple example, let's consider a nature reserve area where only three types of
vegetation cover may occur: forest, grassland and marshland. The criteria of forest, grassland
and marshland areas constitute a 3-D criteria space where each feasible point is nondominated.
Generally speaking,the search for the best compromise solution is implemented intwo steps:
identification (full or partial) of the non-dominated set, and selection of the best compromise
solution. These steps can be aided by mathematical multi-criteria decision support (MCDS)
techniques.
Mathematical search tools require formulating alternative solutions as certain points in a
decision space. These points are associated with the corresponding points in the criteria space
with the help of criteria functions. Complexity of measures and criteria however often
prevents the formulation of such spaces, oreven ifthey can be formulated their dimensionality
limits the application of search techniques. In such casesexpertjudgement takes over the role
of mathematical search tools in searching for promising (quasi non-dominated) solutions.
'Trial-and-error' search is often applied in these cases. After that a set of promising solution
has been generated the (quasi) best compromise solution can be selected out with the help of
MCDS techniques.
Criteria functions are in many cases complex sets of functions and models, which suggest to
use the more general term of 'impact assessment' instead. Impact assessment is embedded
into the search process (Figure 3.1). Modelling is an essential part of impact assessment in
water resources development. Modelling the spatial and temporal distribution of water in the
system plays acentral role. Depending on thetype and complexity oftheproblem,the applied
model may be a rainfall-runoff model, groundwater model, open-channel hydrodynamic
model, etc., orjust a set of simple continuity equations. Outputs of these hydrological models
are inputs for thefunctional models, which derive additional information about the impacts of
the project. Parameters indicating water quality, agricultural and energy production,
navigation conditions, ecological conditions etc. are calculated by functional models. These
outputs, along with results of subsequent cost-benefit analysis, provide data for deriving
achievements for the criteria specified bythe DMG andthePG (Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2 Impact assessment inwater resources development
Functional modelling often precedes the search procedure byderiving 'a priori' the functional
relationship between water resources and system performance. In such cases the related
criteria correspond directly to water resources variables. For example, the objective of
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maximum agricultural production is often interpreted in terms of water quantity demands,
which arethe locationsof maxima ofyield functions derived bycropmodels.
Impact assessment forms an integrated, yet distinct part of the search procedure in case of
'trial-and-error' search, and in case of certain mathematical search techniques (e.g. Genetic
Algorithms). In these cases,the search proceeds in an iterative way, during which the criteria
achievements of the actual solution(s) direct the search towards optimal, non-dominated or
promising solutions. This is however not the case with techniques like linear and dynamic
programming where mathematical formulas implicitly account for the search, objectives,
constraints and also for the impact assessment.
The identified solutions have to be presented to the DMG along with criteria achievements
and ranks/utilities derived by MCDS techniques (Figure 3.1). In case if the DMG rejects each
solution, then it charges the PG to identify new solutions on the basis of modified preferences,
criteria and constraints. This iterative process goes on until the DMG is satisfied and accepts
one of the solutions as the best compromise solution for the problem (Figure 3.1). This
approach iscalled 'progressive articulation ofpreferences' [Goicoechea etai, 1982],because
the DMG has the opportunity to find gradually its real preferences by leaning more and more
about the problem.
3.2

Examples of decision support in river-floodplain development

3.2.1 Case studieswithout defined decision spaces
Three river-floodplain development case studies are introduced each of which deals with
generation and evaluation of afinite set of promising solutions.
River-floodplain development in Hungary
Marchand [1993] presents a study dealing with the ecological revitalisation of the Gemenc
floodplain in Hungary. The identified objectives are restoration of lotic habitats, raising the
groundwater levels, reduction of eutrophication and creating a diverse vegetation structure.
Several promising restoration alternatives were formulated by the PG using expert
judgements. These alternatives are based on measures like reopening side channels, creating
new side channels and diverting water from a tributary into the floodplain lakes. The impacts
of the alternatives were assessed by a set of models (1-D hydrodynamic, channel
morphological, water quality and vegetation models), cost benefit analysis and ordinal
estimations of impact on recreation and fisheries. The final result was a pay-off matrix
showing the criteria achievements {cardinal or ordinal) of the promising alternatives. This
matrix istobepresented tothe DMG.
This study illustrates how a proper interface between the PG and the DMG should look like.
This interface hastwo basic components:
1. Reporting on themajor partsof the PG's work.
2. Regular meetings between the PG, DMG and the stakeholders, where they discuss the
results written down inthe reports and agree upon the further course of the project.
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Creek-floodplain development in urban environment
Goicoechea et al. [1982] presents a creek floodplain development problem in an urban
environment. The main objective was to improve flood protection as floods of the creek
endangered the rapidly growing riparian districts of the city of Dallas. The City Council (the
DMG) together with a consulting firm (the PG) and with the South-East Dallas
Neighbourhood Club (concerned citizens) formed the interface for this decision problem and
formulated the set of criteria. Ordinal and cardinal criteria have been identified expressing
level of flood protection, neighbourhood improvement, number of family relocations,
investment and maintenance costs, and management problems. The consulting firm than
formulated eight alternative plans ranging from 'doing nothing', through creating open
parkways and recreation areas, to building a bypass conduit. Impact assessment of the
alternatives resulted in the pay-off matrix. Unlike in the previous case study, the decision
process went further by applying the Weighted Average (WA) [Goicoechea et al, 1982]
MCDS technique to derive the relative worth of each alternative. The alternative with the
highest worth wasthen offered to the DMG asthe best compromise solution.
WA is a utility-based technique where the overall utility (the worth) of an alternative is
calculated as the weighted sum of its criteria achievements. The preference of the DMG is
thus articulated by assigning weight to each criterion. Before calculating their weighted sum,
the achievements have to be scaled inorder to transform ordinal achievements to numbers and
also to make achievements of different criteria commensurate. In the urban floodplain
development example, achievements of each criterionhave been scaled down tothe range of1
to 8,where 1stood for the worst while 8stood for the best achievement. Scales different from
this may also be applied. In fact scaling is also a way of articulating the DMG's preference
structure.
River-floodplain development in Austria
Nachtnebel [1994] presented a project dealing with the development of the Austrian Danube
reach downstream of Vienna. The identified objectives were, increasing hydropower
generation, improvement of navigation conditions, preservation of floodplain ecosystems,
improvement of recreation conditions and preservation of drinking water resources. These
objectives were broken down to several specific criteria such as annual power output, duration
of restricted navigation, area of floodplain forests etc.. The objectives of hydropower
generation and navigation improvement implied that the solutions have tobe based on barrage
construction. Supplementary measures like armouring the riverbed were also identified.
Because of the complexity of these measures, identification of a decision space was not
possible. Thus, it was the PG's task to identify a finite set of promising hydropower
alternatives. The impacts of the identified alternatives were assessed by a set of
hydrodynamic, groundwater and ecological models and the achievements were aggregated
into apay-off matrix. Selection of the best compromise solution was carried out with the help
oftheELECTRE [Benayoun etal, 1966;Roy &Bertier, 1971] MCDS technique.
ELECTRE ranks (partially or completely) discrete solutions on' the basis of criteria
achievements and preferences articulated in terms of criteria weights. Similar to the WA
technique ELECTRE is also able to handle criteria on any kind of cardinal / ordinal scales.
However being a non-utility but outranking based technique ELECTRE is much less
constrained byassumptions than WA.
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3.2.2 Casestudieswith defined decision spaces
River-floodplain development in the Netherlands
Nieuwkamer [1995] worked out a computer based Decision Support System (DSS) for the
development of the Rhine river-system in the Netherlands. The large spatial scale ofthe study
justified the adaptation of a simplified representation of the river-floodplain system (Figure
3.3).
main
channel

*—

floodplain

w

M
Figure 3.3 Nieuwkamer's [1995Jrepresentation ofriver-floodplain system
Figure 3.3 also shows thedecision variables defined for the problem:
1. Depth of excavation onthe floodplain
2. Width of floodplain forest (that can becontrolled bymeans ofvegetation management)
3. Depth of dredging inthemain channel
4. Width ofthe main channel that can be adjusted by lengthening or shortening the groins
Each measure may vary along the length of the river, which means that the decision variables
are function of location along the river course. The user can thus create river management
alternatives by defining these functions with the help of the appropriate menu of the DSS
software (Table 3.1).
Once an alternative is defined, its impact is assessed by a 1-D river-flow model and by
functional models. The resulted criteria achievements, indicating flood control, nature,
landscape, recreation and navigation conditions, along with investment and maintenance cost
estimations are than aggregated into apay-off matrix which isto bepresented tothe DMG.
In spite that the decision and criteria spaces had been identified, Nieuwkamer [1995] did not
employ any mathematical tool to support the search for the best compromise solution,
probably because of dimensionality reasons. The integrated and user friendly DSS software
however facilitates the quick and easy generation and evaluation of alternatives, thus
supporting the iterative way of solution seeking, during which the DMG is enabled to get
acquainted with behaviour of the system and to find the best compromise solution
(progressive articulation of preferences).
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Table3.1 Example of a river management solution as suggested by Nieuwkamer
[1995]
Number of decision
variable (seethe list
above)

Branch ofthe
Rhine

Begin coordinate
(km)

End coordinate
(km)

Value

4.

Waal

0

86

-40 m

2.

Ijssel

0

10

+25 %

2.

Ijssel

25

35

+ 30%

1.

Ijssel

0

10

- 0.75 m

1.

Ijssel

25

32

- 1.50 m

The final goal of the works of Nieuwkamer [1995] and Marchand [1993] was to derive payoff matrices with promising solutions. Selection of the best compromise solution is left
completely to the DMG. Nevertheless, MCDS techniques like WA or ELECTRE would be
applicable inboth cases.
River-floodplain development in ahypothetical river basin
Monarchi et al. [1973] introduced a case study that deals with a pollution problem in a
hypothetical river-floodplain system. The general objective was to reduce the wastewater load
of the river at an acceptable price. Wastewater comes from two riparian municipalities and
from a cannery factory. Six conflicting criteria have been identified, which are dissolved
oxygen (DO) levels at three characteristic sections of the river (a nature reserve area on the
floodplain and two riparian towns), percentage return on equity at the cannery and additions to
tax rates at the municipalities due to improving wastewater treatment. Decision variables are
the proportional reductions of waste loads (expressed in Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD))
at the three pollutant sources. Also a constraint is imposed on the problem, which is the
minimum DO level at the downstream end of the considered river reach. The related objective
and constraint functions were formulated by using simple mathematical models of
decomposition of organic wastes in rivers, as well as equations expressing the relation
between waste reduction and the costs of purification. To find abest compromise solution for
this non-linear multi-criteria problem, Monarchi et al. [1973] applied the SEMOPS
(SEquential Multi-Objective Problem Solving Method) technique developed by Monarchi
[1972].
SEMOPS is conceived to facilitate progressive articulation of preferences. It is not restricted
to assist a certain step of the decision process like WA and ELECTRE, but it rather works as
an algorithm, which guides through the entire decision making process (see Figure 3.1) in an
iterative-interactive way. In SEMOPS each objective function is associated with one or two
aspiration levels that are levels of criteria achievements the DMG desires to exceed, stay
below, stay within or stay outside. Thus, aspiration levels express the preference structure of
the DMG. Based on the aspiration levels, objectives and constraints, a certain number of
mathematical optimisation problems are constructed at each iteration cycle. By solving these
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optimisation problems with an appropriate mathematical technique, the DMG gains
information concerning the set of feasible solutions, and learns about the interrelationships
(trade-offs) between the objectives [Monarchi et al, 1973]. On the basis of the lessons
learned,theDMGmodifies itspreference structurebyadjusting theaspirationlevels,andgoes
forthenextiterationcycle.TheiterationstopswhentheDMGacceptsacertainsolutionasthe
bestcompromisesolutionfortheproblem.3
In the hypothetical case study, presented by Monarchi etal [1973]fiverounds of iteration
wereneededtoreachasolutiontheDMG('BigBrother')wouldbesatisfied with.

'Detailed description ofSEMOPSisgiven inChapter6.
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One of the principal factor of establishment and development of human civilisation on Earth
was the utilisation of river-floodplain systems. It was not by chance that the very first
civilisations were formed along big rivers in Egypt, Mesopotamia, India and China. Man
found advantageous living conditions in river-floodplain systems like nowhere else on Earth.
Extremely high agricultural production with multiple annual harvesting was achieved on the
floodplains of the Nile, Euphrates and Indus thanks to the unrestricted amounts of water and
nutrient provided bytheserivers.Because of theexcellent riverine traffic conditions,the riversystem itself meant a natural frame on which stable and highly centralised states could be
established.
Three main forms of river-floodplain management have been developed during the history of
mankind:passive, preventive and active [Zsuffa sr., 1997, pers. comm.]. Passive management
meant full adaptation to the regime oftheriver: utilising itspositive effects while avoiding the
negative effects of its extremities. Ancient riverine cultures in Egypt and Mesopotamia were
essentially based on passive river management, since next to agricultural utilisation of
inundations, people also tried to avoid damages of floods by settling on the high grounds
outside the floodplain. Passive management however proved to be inadequate inthose regions
where the damages of floods surpassed their advantages. In such places preventive water
management developed, aiming to prevent the damages of the river regime while utilising its
advantages. The basic tool of preventive management was the flood control dike system. The
ancient China wasthe first country where extensive dike systems were erected to defend lands
against river floods. The irrigation of the so-defended lands was ensured by systems of
artificial channels branching-off therivers [Czaya, 1981].
In the temperate zone preventive river-floodplain management proved to be the only way to
satisfy the food demand of the increasing population of riverine countries. Due to sufficient
rainfall and tothe freedom from inundation damages, production on flood-free areas proved to
be much more efficient than in the floodplain. This necessitated the construction of flood
control dike systems. In the Netherlands as early as in the 15lh Century the dike system was
closed along the river Rhine [de Bruin et al., 1987],while in other European countries dikes
werebuilt mostly inthe 18lh and 19th centuries.
Nevertheless early dikes were often ruptured by floods (especially by ice-jam generated
floods) resulting in huge damages. Thus, besides the continuous strengthening of the dikes,
people started to take steps towards preventing the formation of catastrophic floods. This led
to river training works, in the course of which the big meanders where cut short, the side
branches were closed and a uniform riverbed was created and fixed by means of stone
structures like groins and bank protections. The primary objective was eliminating the fords
and reefs inthe riverbed, which hampered navigation and supported the formation of ice-jams.
Straightening and unifying theriver channel also enabled todefend larger areas bydikes.
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River training also aimed to accelerate the run-off process in the river channel in order to
prevent reef formation and also to prevent the superposition of flood waves, thus increasing
the flood control safety [Zsuffa sr., 1999].This aspect of river training indicates the influence
of the active river management approach. Active river management aims both the full use of
the river's potential and the maximum protection against its extremities, which are to be
achieved by controlling its regime instead of accommodating to it, which is essentially done
bypassive and preventive management. In practice, full water regime control can be achieved
on small rivers by means of reservoirs that were already used by ancient civilisations too.
Such full control is however not possible on most of the big rivers since that would require
enormous large reservoirs. The river Nile with the Aswan dam and reservoir is an exceptional
example. At most big rivers control has been achieved locally, bymeans of barrages. The aim
of a barrage is to rise the water level upstream in order to improve navigation conditions, to
ensure gravitational irrigation water intake and/or to gain potential energy for hydropower
production.
4.1

History of river-floodplain management along the Hungarian Danube

The river Danube, after leaving its alpine headwaters, deposits its coarse sediment and forms
the braiding river system of the Szigetkoz on the North-West part of Hungary {Figure 4.1).
Further downstream the river becomes mountainous again as it breaks through the Visegrad
Mountains upstream of Budapest. By leaving this mountainous reach, it enters the Hungarian
Big Plain where after some braiding reaches upstream and downstream of Budapest it
becomes meandering inawide valley, which isbordered bylowplateaus from both sides.

/ ~ ^ v mountainsalongthe
Danube

Figure 4.1 TheHungarian Danube reach
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Thewide floodplains of the Hungarian Danube reach were inhabited already inthe middle age
and an essentially passive floodplain management practice had been introduced, where human
activities were fully adapted to the flood regime of the river. Extensive cultivation was
practised by taking into account the optimal positions of plant species along the flooding
gradient. Accordingly, the high natural levees and point bars were reserved for the valuable
hardwood forests and orchards; on lower areas,pastures were used for grazing the cattle, while
reed and bulrush harvesting took place on the wet, often-inundated marshy lowlands. The
highest cores of the natural levees were occupied by permanent or temporal settlements
[Andrasfalvy, 1973].To reduce further the chance of flooding, people even erected small hills
onthese places and built their houses onthe top of them.Intensive cultivation with arable lands
was notpossible onthe floodplains dueto inundation. The floodplain oxbow lakes and the river
channelswereused for fishery purposes.
It was soon realised that relatively small and local morphological modifications may result
significantly higher gains from floods while their harms could be reduced. This led to the
construction of 'fok'-systems and to the introduction of the related 'fok'-management, which
meant the basis for life on the Danube riparian floodplains from the middle age until the last
century. The basic components of such a system were small artificial channels (in Hungarian
'fok'-s), which cut through the natural levees on the riverbanks and connected the floodplain
lakes and depressions with the river (Figure 4.2). The system of theseprimary fok channels
were supplemented with secondaryfoks connecting the floodplain lakes and depressions to
each other, thus forming an interconnected system, which could supply even quite remote
areaswith water [Andrasfalvy, 1973].
The functions of fok-systems wereas follows:
1. Primary foks prevented sudden, destructive inundations by gradually filling the entire
floodplain during rising floods.
2. These channel systems made it possible to convey the water back to the river after
floods, thus preventing long inundation of vegetation which would have resulted in the
death offish, trees,bushes and grasses.
3. Fok-channelsprovided access for river-fish tothe shallow, easilywarming-up watersof
the floodplain, which were optimal spawning and feeding places. After spawning the
juvenile fish could move back to the river through these channels so that the very rich
fish population of the river could be sustained. These very productive water bodies also
supplied plankton,worms, insectsand preyfishfor fish living inthe river.
4. Inundation supplied water and nutrients tothe forests, orchards and pastures.
5. Fok-channels served as boating routes.
Thus, the often-mentioned legendary abundance in fish of Hungary in the middle ages (as it
was reported by a French monk in 1308 and regarded comparable only with that of Norway)
was not merely the gift of nature. It was the result of human intervention and co-operation
withnature [Andrasfalvy, 1973].
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Figure 4.2 Explanatory figure from the J8' Century about Danube riparian 'fok'systems [Marsigli, 1726]
Fisheries benefited a lotfrom fok-systems notjust because oftheextremely rich fish stock but
also because ofthe very efficient fishing method enabled bythese systems. The method relied
on the fact that fish, on one hand, tend to move to the floodplain with the rising flood for
spawning and feeding, on the other hand the falling floods stimulate them to move back to the
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river. Accordingly, local people simply closed their ways in the fok-channels by special
wooden grates and caught the fish accumulating in the front of these grates before they could
return to the river [Andrasfalvy, 1973]. People also put a great emphasize on sustaining the
large fish stock of the river-floodplain system. Therefore, the mesh size of the grates was set
sothatthejuvenile fish could gothrough and reach the river. Special gates were installed onto
the grate, which were kept open during the rising flood in order to let fish move into the
floodplain for spawning [Andrasfalvy, 1973].
It can thus be concluded that fok-management was essentially a passive method since men
fully adapted to the unrestricted flood regime of the river, however some aspects such as
mitigating the destructive power of floods and preventing long stagnation of inundations
indicate an implicit preventive nature.
As the population increased and people from other regions and even from other countries
settled into the area, the pressure to replace fok-management with intensive agriculture
increased. This resulted a gradual change to fully preventive river management. Already in the
18th Century, large areas of the floodplain were defended by dikes, although these dikes were
usually ruptured by big floods resulting serious deterioration in life conditions. The new
arable lands were frequently destroyed while the traditional fok-management could not be
practised either, because the channels had been closed by the dikes [Andrasfalvy, 1973].This
transitional situation lasted for almost hundred years. Sufficient flood protection was achieved
only at the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries when the huge meanders ofthe Danube were cutshort and a strong dike system was closed along the regulated river (Figure 4.3). The full
regulation ofthe river channel has been completed inthe sixties ofthe 20th Century.
In general, dikes were built close to the straightened river channel in order to gain as much
area as possible. There was however a landlord having huge domains on the floodplain, who
did not join the Water Management Association (the board financing and managing the
works), so his lands were not defended by the dikes [PMMF et al., 1993]. This is the reason
why an about 5-6 km wide and 40 km long floodplain remained between the newdike and the
left bank of the Danube which is nowthe Gemenc floodplain (see Figure4.1 and Figure4.3).
River training and dike construction marked the end of floodplain management, and people
definitely moved out of the remaining floodplains. The abandoned floodplain soon became
habitat for typical, rich alluvial ecosystems and today the Gemenc is one of the few valuable
nature reserve areas along the Danube.
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Figure 4.3 Historical changes in the course of the Danube in the southern part of
Hungarydueto meandering andriver training (seealso Figure4.1)
4.2

Consequences of river regulation and flood protection measures

The importance of flood control and river training works can only be compared with that of
the great geographical discoveries. In both cases huge unpopulated or scarcely populated
territories became available for the intensive development of human civilisation. Countries
like Hungary or the Netherlands practically would not exist if dikes had not defended their
waste riverine floodplains, where most of their agricultural production now takes place.
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Increasingthe areas of cultivated landshowever, could only becarried out attheexpenseof
floodplain ecosystems.
Human interactions resulted that theancient wide floodplains havebeen reduced intonarrow
0-500mwidestripes alongtheriver. Such small,disconnected areascannot fulfil thehabitat
requirements ofmanycharacteristic birdsand mammals. Forexample the famous blackstork
(Ciconia nigra) prefers to build its nest deep in alluvial forests where the distance from the
nearest human disturbance is at least 1000 m [Kalocsa, 1999, pers. com.]. Helmer elal.
[1990]found that apopulation of20pairsofblack stork requiresat least 7000hacontinuous
natural areawith forests wherethey can breed, andwith water bodies wheretheycan forage.
Largefloodplains, which satisfy suchrequirements,could only surviveat few locationsalong
regulated rivers.There areonlythree such large floodplains alongthe Danube:the Szigetkoz
alongtheSlovakian-Hungarian border(seeFigure4.1),theGemencandtheDanubeDelta.
Rivertraininghasshortened andnarrowedtheriverchannelresultinginsignificant increaseof
water velocities. Higher velocity resulted in increased erosion force, which finally ledtothe
degradation of the riverbed. Because of degradation, the annual minimum, mean and
maximum water levelsoftheDanube attheGemenchavedecreased with 1.30, 1.60 and0.80
metersrespectively,duringtheperiod 1901-1996(Figure4.4).
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Figure4.4 Linear trends ofannual maximum, mean andminimum water levels ofthe
DanubeatGemenc'
Incontrast towater levels,the discharges time series oftheDanube arepractically trend-free
asFigure 4.5 indicates.Itcanthusbeconcluded thatthereason ofdecreasing water levelsis
beddegradationindeed,andnotanykindofclimatechange.
1

Recordedwaterlevelsareavailablealsofromthesecond halfofthe 19thCentury,althoughthosedatacannotbe
appended to the data series of the 20* Century because the gauge was changed. However the time series of
differences between water levels of consecutive days can be analysed together, as these data are independent
from the level of the 0 point of the gauge. Thus a 122year-long data series of daily water level increases (or
decreases)canbeapplied fortrendanalysisasshownlater inthischapter.
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Figure 4.5 Linear trends of annual maximum, mean and minimum discharges of the
Danube atGemenc
The process of water level decrease is general for regulated alluvial rivers. For example, trend
analysis demonstrated that the decreases of annual minimum, mean and maximum water
levels of the Rhine at the Dutch-German border were 1.50, 1.30, and 0.50 m respectively,
during the period of 1900-1990, meanwhile no significant trends in discharges were detected
[Keve, 1992].
Ecological consequences of the falling water levels are serious. Shorter inundation durations
and decreased groundwater levels triggered a desiccation process, in the course of which the
typical,alluvial wet flora hasgradually been replaced bydryvegetation [PMMF etal, 1993].In
theGemenc floodplain foresters noticed thisprocessfirst after observing signsofdesiccation on
old willow trees. Decreased river levels also caused the shrinking of floodplain water bodies,
which resulted in significant loss of habitat for aquatic flora and fauna [PMMF et al, 1993].
Furthermore,thedurationofconnection betweentheriverandthefloodplainlakeshasalsobeen
reducedwhichhasworsened theconditionsoflateralfishmigration.
The decreased depth and reduced connectivity of water bodies,as well as the increased nutrient
content oftheriver water (which still enters the floodplain water bodies during high floods) are
responsible for the problem of eutrophication. In the Gemenc floodplain serious planktonic
eutrophication wasobserved inthe side armsand occasionally intheoxbow lakestoo [Csanyiet
al, 1992].
River training has caused changes in the flood wave propagation process too. Nowadays,
individual flood waves are shorter; their amplitude and the rate of water level increase and
decrease are higher than before. These parameters are determined by the slope, length, bed
roughness and the storage capacity of the river. A regulated river with a shortened and
uniformed riverchannel andwithout meanders, branches and large floodplains cannot mitigate
the peaky flood waves coming from the headwaters as effectively as before river training. The
canalisation oftheGermanandAustrian Danube reach enhanced further this problem since the
reservoirsbehindthebarragesarekeptfull,thusdecreasingfurther theriver's storage capacity.
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Thus, the slow seasonal floods of alluvial rivers have been replaced by a flashy flood regime
leading to the serious deterioration ofthe fish population as it is also indicated by Figure 2.7 in
Chapter 2. After detailed analysis Pinter [1992] has come to the conclusion that the natural
reproduction ofthe Danubian carp issuccessful incertainyearsonly,becausethequick decrease
of water levels often result the death of deposited eggs and hatched larvae on the stranded
spawninggroundsofthefloodplain.
Figure 4.6 shows the evidence of these hydrological changes by displaying the trend of the
maximum daily water level decreases of the Danube duringthemain spawning season (April June). Time series of daily water level decreases has been generated by calculating the
differences between water levels ofconsecutive days:
dz, = z,_

(4.1)

Where:
dzt

water level decrease onthe z'-thday ofthemain spawning season
water level on the z'-thdayofthe main spawning season

Zi

Thetrend function fitted onthe 122year-longtime seriesofmax.dailywater level decreases isa
3r degreepolynomial function (seeFigure 4.6),whichprovedto fit thebestamongawiderange
of functions. The steep start of the trend indicates the immediate effects of the major river
training actions that took place inthe second half of the 19 century and at the beginning ofthe
20th century. The gently sloping mid section reflects the limited influence of minor bed
regulation works that have been takingplace after World War I..At the end, thetrend becomes
steep again indicating the effects of the increasing number of river barrages, which have been
started tobeconstructed from thelatefifties inAustria, Germany and Slovakia.
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Figure 4.6 3rd degree polynomial trend of the maximum daily water level decreases
during themain spawning season, Danube at Gemenc
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According to this trend, the maximum daily water level decreases during the main spawning
season has been increased with more than 130% during the last 122 years. Similar increasing
trend can beobserved incaseofthemaximum dailywater level increasestoo.Thetotal changes
are probably even higher, since river training works had been started before 1876 (see Figure
4.3).Unfortunately, norecorded water level dataareavailablefromthatperiod. Inaddition,new
barrages will likelyto beconstructed inthe future aswell,thustherates ofwater level increases
anddecreasesareexpectedtoaugment inthe future.
The aforementioned acceleration of water level changes is also indicated by the hydrographs
presented onFigure4.7.

gi 600

time(month)

Figure 4.7 Typicalannual hydrographs of theDanube from theendofthe 19thand20"
centuries
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4.3

Thepresentstateofthecasestudy system

4.3.1 Geographical, morphological, hydrological and ecological conditions
The case study area of this thesis is situated on the southern part of the Gemenc fioodplain
(Figure 4.8). This part ofthe river-floodplain system is surrounded by the villages of Porboly,
Bata, Szeremle and by the city of Baja. The river-channel system consists of the regulated
main river channel and several sidebranches such asthe Rezeti,Ven-Duna, andthe Kadar.
•K3B railway
F > railwaybridge
majorforestroad
B gaugingstation
•

sluiceandpumpingstation

oxbow lakewith
fok-channels

Figure 4.8 Southernpart ofthe Gemenc fioodplain
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The oxbow lakes and fok-channels of the floodplain form an extensive fok-system. This
system contains four oxbows namely the Cserta, Nyeki, Bata and the Csorosz (Figure 4.8).
The Cserta oxbow is connected to the river channel system by means of the Kisrezeti and
Cserta primary fok-channels. From South, the Sarkany secondary fok-channel connects the
Cserta to LakeNyeki, which is connected to the Danube by means ofthe Cimer Iprimary fokchannel. The Bata oxbow forms a separate system. This lake is connected to the Danube by
the Cimer II and Bata primary fok-channels (Figure 4.8). The Csorosz lake can be found East
from the Nyeki. It has no fok-channel connection, neither to Lake Nyeki nor to the Danube.
Water flows into this oxbow only during high floods when the surrounding natural levees get
submerged. In such casesthe Csorosz virtually merges to LakeNyeki.
There is a railway crossing the area in West - East direction. In the floodplain, it runs on a
dike. This dike has four 60-100 m wide openings, which are spanned by bridges. The purpose
of these openings is to let the water flow downstream during high floods. The Sarkany-fok
flows through one of these openings.
The Bata and Cserta oxbows are relatively new geomorphologic structures. They were active
meanders in 1825 and were cut-off somewhere around the middle of the 19th Century (Figure
4.3). Nyeki is on the other hand a significantly older oxbow. It was cut-off around the middle
ofthe 18thcentury. Because ofthis difference in age,Nyeki is amuch more aggraded than the
other two oxbows. Its bottom level is on 84.20 maD while the bottoms of Cserta and Bata
oxbows are on 83.50 maD and 82.0 maD respectively.
The oxbows are filled and drained through the fok-channels according to the regime of the
Danube. The size of an oxbow varies with varying water levels. Its maximum extend is
defined by the surrounding natural and artificial barriers. Lake Nyeki for example is delimited
by the flood control dike from the West, by the railway dike from the North and by forest
roads built on natural levees from Southeast (see Figure 4.8). The so-defined maximum sizes
of the oxbows are termed as 'cells'. Such cell is the basic spatial unit of this study.
Hydrological and ecological modelling as well as the other analysis works correspond to such
cells. These cells are in fact equivalent tothe 'functional units' in the classification of Amoros
etal. [1987].
Since the decline of fok-management the fok-channels have gradually deteriorated. At present
they are not maintained but filled with sediment and tree trunks. Also their beds have been
filled with earth at many places during the forest road constructions. Thus, the discharge
capacities ofthese channels arequiterestricted, whichenhance the isolation problem ofthecells.
Only few bed fillings are equipped with culverts. The most isolated cell of the system is the
Nyeki. The crests of the bed fillings in the Sarkany and Cimer Ifok-channels are on 86.5 maD.
Below this level the lake becomes isolated from the surrounding water bodies and only
precipitation and evaporation influence itswater balance as it isindicated by Figure 4.9. During
the summer months evaporation usually causes significant decreases in water levels. In winter
however precipitation balances evaporation and the water level gets stabilised (Figure 4.9).
Water may enter or leavethecell alsothrough seepage,eventhough theseprocesses areof much
less influence due to the thick clay layer that covers the surface of the cell. The level of bed
filling in the Cimer I fok is likely to change time to time as a result of truck traffic or road
maintenance works. The rapid fall of water level below 86.5 maD at the end of the-recording
period (seeFigure 4.9) islikelytobetheconsequence ofalowered bedfillinglevel.
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Figure 4.9 Recorded water levelsand Chlorophyll-Aconcentrations intheLake Nyeki
Figure 4.9 also indicates that whenever high floods oftheDanube overtopsthe inflow threshold,
the water level ofNyeki becomes very dynamic and it follows almost immediately the levelof
the river. Thisisexplained bythe small storage capacity ofthe Cserta-Nyeki system.Becauseof
thefast water level fluctuation, spawning conditions inNyeki areinadequate.
The high thresholds keep thewater inthelake onrelatively high levels after floods. This may
imply that such thresholds counteract the desiccation problem within the Nyeki cell, below the
elevation of86.5 maD. High thresholds however, result long isolation periods during which the
stored water evaporates and desiccation occurs. Hydrodynamic simulation of the fok-system
revealed that theNyeki cell dried out completely in 1984andin 1990for 58and 17days
respectively. These results are in agreement with the observations of local people. Ifthe
thresholds hadbeen onalower level, probably nosuch dry-outs would have occurred because
the smaller floods would havebeen abletomaintainashallowbut stablewater level.
During the summer low water periods,planktonic eutrophication may develop inthe open parts
LakeNyeki. For example, the mean Chlorophyll-A concentration onthe 7*ofAugust 1995was
150mg/m3 (Figure 4.9) while the measured maximum was 325.7 mg/m3 onthe same day. The
primary reason was theshallow 1.5mdepths ofthe lake where light was available alongthe
entire water column. Also evaporation contributed to the concentration increase of
phytoplankton and that ofdissolved nutrients.Nevertheless, when the lake got connected tothe
Danube thequality ofits water adjusted quickly tothat ofthe river due totheintensive water
exchange (seeFigure4.9).
Thepredominantly shallow depthsandtherelative few dynamicperiodsmadepossible for water
plantstocolonise LakeNyeki.Rademakers[1990]surveyedthevegetationofthelakeinAugust
1990,and found Nuphar luteainthe water, large reed stands (Phragmitesautralis) onthebank
and pioneer species such asGlyceria maxima, Polygonum spec, Acorus calamus and Rorippa
amphibia along the shoreline. An even denser cover ofwater plants (with Trapanatans)canbe
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found in and around the highly isolated oxbows like the Decsi oxbow in the North of the
Gemenc[Rademakers, 1990].
TheCsertaoxbow is aless isolatedwaterbodysince itsinflow thresholdison84.9maD,which
is the bottom level of the culvert built into the Cserta-fok. Above this level the Cserta follows
immediately the level of theriver, thuscreating anunfavourable environment forthe spawning
fish (Figure4.10).
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Figure 4.10Recorded water levels inthe Cserta oxbow
Because of the dynamic water regime, reed does not grow on the banks of the Cserta, although
Carexripariadoes [Rademakers, 1990].The largedried sections oftheoxbow bed isovergrown
by pioneers like Polygonum hydropiper [Rademakers, 1990], while some water plants can be
found inthepermanently inundated parts.
In contrast to oxbows, the open side arms of the Gemenc like the Rezeti and Ven Duna do not
have submerged or emerged water plants at all. Neither reeds nor Carex riparia grow on their
banksduetothehighly fluctuating water level ofthe Danube [Rademakers, 1990].
The Bata oxbow isalso in intensive contact withthe DanubethankstotheBata-fok (Figure4.8),
which is free of any bed fillings. The highest point of its thalweg is around 83.0 maD, thus
allowing even low floods to enter the oxbow. The Cimer II fok has limited influence on the
Bata oxbow due to a high and narrow bed filling. The oxbow isalso fed bywater from the Bata
canal, which enters through a sluice, built into the dike. The sluice is open whenever the water
level inthe canal exceeds that of the oxbow, otherwise it iskept closed. Ifthe water level inthe
canal rises above 84.97 maD and the level of the oxbow is even higher, pumps start to lift the
excess water into the oxbow. Because of the low discharges in the canal, its influence on the
water level of the oxbow prevails only at low water, when it is able to keep the water level
around 84.4 maD for a while. If the water level of the canal drops and the inflow.decreases, the
level of the oxbow decreases as well. Unfortunately no water level dataareavailable from such
situations,because ofthe insufficient depth ofthe local gauging bar.Themissing data on Figure
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4.11 indicate such situations. The only references for figuring these situations are the
measurementstakeninFebruary 1989whenaminimumof 83.39maDwasrecorded.However,
levelsevenlowerthanthisarelikelytooccurintheBataoxbow.
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Figure 4.11Recorded water levels intheBdtaoxbow
The water level and water quality data presented in this chapter were collected with the help
of the monitoring system that has been installed and operated by the 'Eotvos Jozsef College
of Baja using the financial support of the Dutch Institute for Inland Water Management and
waste Water Treatment (RIZA).
4.3.2 Land uses
The most influencing human activity in the Gemenc floodplain is timber production, which
has been monopolised bythe Gemenc State Forestry Company. Forthe sake ofthe high profit
the Company carries on a very intensive logging activities causing many ecological problems.
This intensive use turned the greatest part ofthe Gemenc intoplantations. The quality of these
plantations, as habitats for alluvial fauna, is very poor comparing to natural alluvial forests
[Kalocsa, 1990]. But even these ecosystems get destroyed when the mature plantations get
clear-cut [Kalocsa, 1990]. The wood felling activities themselves result in noise pollution,
which further deteriorates the quality of the surrounding habitats. Also the fences defending
theyoung plantations cause troubles, asthey have proven to be deadly traps for animals trying
to escape from the rising floods [Kalocsa, 1990].
Besides logging, hunting and some forms of recreation are also taking place in the Gemenc.
The former is again a profitable business for the Gemenc State Forestry Company, which is
therefore interested in sustaining a large game stock. Because of the artificially increased
game stock, forests can hardly renew in a natural way as the many deers eat up all the
seedlings [Petko-Szandtner, 1990]. This is why theplantations have to be defended by fences,
which however results in additional ecological problems (seeabove).
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In 1997 the Gemenc floodplain was declared as part of the Danube-Drava National Park, in
spite that its actual state didn't (and still doesn't) satisfy the requirements of national parks
due to the ecological problems listed above. The reason of this step was probably to create
appropriate legal conditions for the ecological revitalisation of the area. Some positive steps
have already been taken indeed, such as the introduction of limited authoritative control on
wood production and game management. As a result, planting of allochthonous tree species
has been forbidden, clear-cutting has been limited and the game-stock was reduced with a
small extend [Buzetzky, 2000, pers. comm.]. In addition, some side branches have been
reopened with the purpose to make them lotic side-channels again. Nevertheless the bulk of
the work is still ahead. The purpose of the present study is just to aid the ecological
revitalisation process by providing a computer-based tool, which helps to find a compromise
revitalisation solution for the floodplain that isacceptable for all stakeholders.
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When dealing with ecological revitalisation of river-floodplain systems one should take into
consideration that such systems usually consist of two main parts: the river channel system
and the cell-system (Figure 5.1). River channel system incorporates the interconnected
network of river channels, as well as those floodplain areas, which are under the direct
influence of the river. This latter refers to islands, reefs and banks situated close to the river
channels. The ecosystems hosted by river channel systems are characterised by species
adapted to flowing water environment. The cell-system on the other hand is the mosaic-like
system of depressions (cells) on the floodplain surface. The boundary between two cells, or
between the river channel system and a cell, may be a natural levee, or artificial structures
such as summer dikes or elevated forest roads. There may be oxbow lakes in a cell, which can
be connected to the oxbow of the neighbouring cell, or to the river itself, by means of small
channels. Such channel is termed as 'fok' after its traditional Hungarian name (see Chapter 4).
Flooding and draining of the cell system proceed gradually from cell to cell.The flow between
two cells, or between the river and a cell may be conveyed through the fok-channels and/or
through structures such as weirs or sluices. Above a certain elevation however, the water also
flows over the crest of the cell boundary. Cell-systems are habitats for species preferring
standing water environment.

I £ / " \ i / cell (with an oxbow lake)
i

,^ '

==—=-===

'fok'-channel

Figure 5.1 Generalised viewofriver-floodplain systems
The cell system ofthe case study area ofthisthesis has been introduced in Chapter 4.
Because of the significant differences, ecological revitalisation of the two subsystems requires
different approaches. The very first step of the revitalisation process is thus to draw the
boundary between the area envisaged to be developed as cell-system, and the area envisaged
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tobe developed as river channel system. The existing boundary doesn't necessarily need to be
adopted. Some oxbow lakes for example, may be foreseen as parts of future side-channels,
while some ill-developed sidechannels might betransformed intooxbow lakes inthe future.
5.1

Identification of revitalisation measures

Certain ecological problems can be solved by means of simple administrative measures. The
sources of such problems (e.g. pollution or disturbance sources) can be eliminated by creating
and enforcing appropriate nature protection laws and rules. In case of lasting problems
however administrative measures alone are insufficient. Such problems need active,
'engineering' interventions.
Itis also very important to implement ecological revitalisation on self-sustainable way, sothat
the envisaged ecosystems would need no, or very limited human interference to keep them in
the desired state. This implies that revitalisation measures should better not target directly
those elements of the ecological influence chains, which are influenced by other, unchanged
elements. Typical example for such non-self-sustainable ecological revitalisation is spreading
calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)j) over acidified forest soils. The continuous maintenance of the
desired low acidity level requires repeating this process after a few years, because the acid
rainfall restores acidity inthemeantime (see also Figure 2.6 inChapter 2).1
Thus,revitalisation measures should better influence conditional abiotic factors on the highest
level of the ecological influence chains. Once such a measure is implemented, its effect is
transmitted tothetargeted ecosystems through theecological influence chains.
In case of river-floodplain ecosystems, the most influencing conditional factors are the
hydrological ones. Hydrological conditions can be improved by modifying the hydrological
infrastructure of the system. For example, habitats of fish preferring sandy substrate and
oxygen rich open water (barbel, sturgeon), and that of birds nestling in steep banks near to
water (sand martin, kingfisher), can be developed by constructing flowing river channels with
appropriate attributes. Because navigation severely constrains actions in the main channel,
revitalisation of such lotic biotopes is proposed to be implemented by reopening existing side
channels and/or digging new ones. The envisaged side channels have diverse habitat
conditions with flowing parts, pools, sand reefs and steep banks. Such channels must also be
morphologically stable in order to prevent dangerous meandering and to maintain the proper
flow distribution between the side and the main channels, so that sedimentation will not
endanger navigation and flood control safety. There are several examples for thisside channel
approach. Marchand [1993] for example presented a study with three alternative side-channel
revitalisation plans for the Gemenc floodplain, while Schropp & Bakker [1994] worked out a
side-channel plan for a Rhine riparian floodplain in the Netherlands. The principles of
designing sidechannels are laid down bySchropp [1994].
Ecological advantages of side channels are limited, since species adapted to lotic conditions
would benefit only. Improving habitat conditions for lentic and terrestrial ecosystems on the
floodplain needs interventions into the cell-system. As the Flood Pulse Concept [Junk et al.,
1

Real self-sustainable solution would be the reduction of rainwater acidity, even though that would need global
restrictionof industrial airpollution.
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1989] suggests (see Chapter 2), interventions should target the improvement of inundation
conditions. Inundation of the cells is influenced by the geometry of the fok-channels, the
elevation of the cell boundaries and the sizes of the cells themselves. Accordingly, the
following revitalisation measures canbetaken into consideration:
1. Enlarging existing fok-channels or excavating newones (Figure 5.2.a)
2. Constructing thresholds in the fok-channels at the section of cell-boundary (Figure
5.2.b)
3. Installing slide gates into the cell-boundary sections of fok-channels (Figure 5.2.c);
operating these gates according toappropriate operation policies
4. Elevating cell boundaries by erecting summer dikes (Figure.5.2.d)
5. Excavations within the cells (Figure 5.2.e)
cellboundary

a.)

d.)

c)

^=r
cell boundary

rdike

cell boundary

sfok-channel

cell boundary

Figure 5.2 Measuresfor ecological revitalisation offloodplain cell-;ystems
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Based on these measures design alternatives can be constructed for each element of the cellsystem. For example, alternative designs can be constructed for each fok-channels based on
measures no. 1., 2. and 3.. Similarly, alternatives can be defined for the cell boundaries
according to the different design heights of the planned summer dikes. The union of the so
defined sets forms a decision space where each point stands for a particular revitalisation
alternative for the cell-system.
As an example, Figure 5.3 shows a simple cell-system with two cells only. The envisaged
discrete decision space consists of six discrete dimensions:
1. Thepresent stateplus 3summer dike alternatives for boundary a.
2. The present stateplus 3summer dike alternatives for boundaryb.
3. Thepresent stateplus 3summer dike alternatives for boundaryc.
4. 16alternative designs for channel /.; each alternative stands for a specific combination
of bottom elevation, bottom width and bankslope
5. 32 alternative designs for anew channel between the two cells (channel 2.)
6. 4 alternatives for a sluice (different sizes and/or operation policies) planned to be built
intochannel 1.

Figure 5.3 A simple cell-system
Thus, the decision space of this simple example contains 131072 cell-system revitalisation
alternatives. By increasing the number of system elements and/or that of design alternatives at
certain elements, the size of the decision space increases rapidly, which makes the
enumerative search an unviable option even if certain inferior and/or infeasible regions of the
space can be apriori identified and excluded from the search.
5.2

Identification ofevaluation criteria

To evaluate the different cell-system alternatives the Decision Making Group (DMG) has to
express its objectives in terms of evaluation criteria. In case of floodplain revitalisation the
following typesof criteria haveto be taken into consideration:
Investment costs
Investment costs consist of the costs of excavation works and the costs of constructions. In
case of cell-systems constructions refer to the building of channel thresholds, summer dikes,
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sluices. Excavation costs are function of the amount of excavated earth, which is in turn
calculated onthe basis ofthepresent and thedesired terrain geometries.
Operational costs
Operational cost arises if the subjected system needs repeated active flow control actions to
keep its water regime in the desired state. In case of cell-systems operational costs stands for
the costs of operating sluices, which is a function of the number of sluice openings and
closings.
Flood control
Interactions inthe floodplain morphology may have influence on the water regime ofthe river.
Constructions of channel thresholds, sluices and especially that of summer dikes may lead to
increased flood levels as these structures increases the roughness of the floodplain. Expected
increase in design flood levels is thus an appropriate criterion expressing the interest of flood
control.The score (achievement) of acertain cell-system alternative at the related criterion can
becalculated with thehelpofanappropriate hydrodynamic model.
Ecological criteria
Ecological criteria concern the quantitative and qualitative evaluations of habitats of certain
species or group of species. It is a common practice to identify so-called 'indicator' species,
because the presence of these species indicates the presence of the desired complex alluvial
ecosystems.
Land use criteria
These criteria stand for the interest of forestry, agriculture, recreation and other forms of land
uses that maybe present onthe floodplain.
Ecological revitalisation of floodplain cell-systems is thus a multi-criteria decision problem
where the task is to find the best compromise solution within the identified discrete decision
space,according to the applied criteria.
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The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the Decision Support System (DSS) created with
the aim to help the Decision Making Group (DMG) and the Planning Group (PG) in
identifying the best compromise solution for the cell-system revitalisation problem outlined in
Chapter 5. The envisaged DSS is based on the ESEMOPS technique of Bogardi & Sutanto
[1994]. ESEMOPS has been developed from the SEMOPS method [Monarchi, 1972] that has
already been introduced briefly in Chapter 3. This chapter gives a detailed description about
the principles of these techniques and also about the adaptation of ESEMOPS to the cellsystemrevitalisation problem.
6.1

The ESEMOPS based framework ofthe DSS

The major advantage of SEMOPS based techniques is that they enable the DMG to cope with
all of the fundamental aspects of multi-criteria decision problems. Monarchi et ai, [1973]
summarized these aspects as follows:
1. A decision problem is a 'Gestalt entity' [Kohler, 1947] meaning that it can only be
dealt with as a whole, but not in its elements. This implies that the DMG has to be
enabled toconsider thetotal setof elements ofthedecision problem atonce.
2. The DMG's preference function or value structure cannot be expressed analytically, yet
the DMG has to be enabled to articulate its preference structure in a certain
mathematical way.
3. Interrelationships and trade-offs between the criteria are usually unknown or little
known for the DMG at the beginning of the decision process. Thus the DMG has to be
enabled to learn these relationships and also to modify its preference structure on the
basis ofwhat ithasbeen learned (progressive articulation of preferences).
Because of the first aspect, the number of criteria must not be more than 7 (±2), since this
seemstobetheupper limit of simultaneous humanperception [Monarchi, 1972].
SEMOPS actually solves a multi-criteria decision problem as formulated by equation 3.1. For
the cell-system revitalisation problem the decision space of the x solution vectors and the
space of the z vector of criteria functions have been identified in Chapter 5. Exact
formulation of these spaces, as well as operating the DSS software isthejob ofthe PG, which
hasthe required technical-scientific expertise. Theultimate task ofthe PG isthusto contribute
tothe identification ofasolution, which would 'satisfy' theDMG the most.
The PG assists the DMG in articulating its preference structure in terms of aspiration levels
associated witheach criterion. Fivetypes ofaspirations areused in SEMOPS:
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1. 'atmost': z,(x) <ALS :DMG desires to keep j'-th criterion below the AL, aspiration
level
2. 'at least': z/x) >ALt :DMG desires to keep z'-th criterion above the AL,aspiration
level
3. 'equals': zrfx) = ALt :DMG desires to keep z'-th criterion equal to theAL, aspiration
level
4. 'within interval': ALn <Zj(x) <AL,2 :DMG desires to keep z'-th criterion within the
ALu andALQ aspiration levels
5. 'outside interval': zi(x)<ALii or z,(x) >ALa :DMG desires to keep z'-th criterion
outside the interval ofALu andAL,2aspiration levels
Where:
x (x\,X2-..xn) solution vector inthe^-dimensional decision space
Zj(x) z'-thelement ofthe/^-dimensionalvector ofcriterion functions
Monarchi [1972] defined a so-called 'd-functiori1 for each aspiration typesas follows:
atmost: d,=——
ALt

(6.1)

AL
atleast: •</,.=—'z,
equals:

d,=\

'ALL
z,

(6.2)

+

^
AL,

(6.3)
f

withininterval: d,=

—
ALn + ALn

outsideinterval: d, =—
ALa

ALa

(6.4)

ALl2
;
ALn f z,
z, ALi2

(6.5)

Thus, a value of dt <1 implies that the desire of the DMG is satisfied as far as the z'-th
criterion is concerned. The value of dt also indicates the 'measure' of satisfaction and
dissatisfaction, i.e. the closer the value of dtto 1from above the less the DMG dissatisfied.
whilethe farther it from 1from below the morethe DMG satisfied.
In order to prevent the occurrence of zeros, it is advised to scale criterion function values and
aspiration levels prior calculating the (/-values. The scaling interval of acriterion has to beset
such that function values and aspiration levels will stay above and below the interval's lower
and upper limitsall alongthedecision makingprocess.
Searching for the best compromise solution with the help of SEMOPS is implemented in an
iterative-interactive manner. During each iteration cycle, a principal problem and several
auxiliaryproblems are solved. Theprincipal problem isdefined as follows:
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minimize s tt>r

(*)

subjectto

(6.6)

g, (x)<0 / = 1,2,.. .m
V* eT*
dk <1
Where:
s
theso-called 'surrogateobjectivefunction1 ofthe principal problem
gi(x), g2(x) ...gm(x)
constraint functions ofthe initial constraintset
7"
subset of the initial set of criteria (7)that isnotadded totheconstraint set (T'=T
atthestart ofthe decision iteration process)
T*
subset ofthe initial setofcriteria that isadded totheconstraint set (T*=T-T')
Auxiliary problems aredefined inthefollowingway:
minimize s, = ^Tdt(x)
subject to

V/ e 7"
g,(x)<0

i= 1,2,...J«

dk<\

V^e(7*+/)

(6.7)

Where:
si

surrogate objective function ofthe /-th auxiliary problem

Thus auxiliary problems areformed bytemporally adding aparticular criterion (along withits
aspiration level(s))totheconstrainset.
From a pure mathematical point of view the principal and auxiliary problems are in fact
optimisation problems. Itishowever important toemphasize that such surrogate functions are
not substitutes for an explicit expression ofthe DMG's preference function [Monarchi et al,
1973]. By comparing and analysing the solutions of these problems the DMG only gains
information concerning the set of feasible solutions, and learns about the interrelationships
(trade-offs) between the criteria [Monarchi et al, 1973]. Onthebasis of the lessons learned,
the DMG (in cooperation with the PG) modifies its preference structure by modifying the
aspiration levels and goes for thenext iteration cycle. Also theconstraint setcanbe modified
by moving certain criteria functions (along with their aspiration levels) from set T' to setT*.
The iteration stops when the DMGaccepts a certain solution as the final (best compromise)
solution fortheproblem.
Figure 6.1 below shows how SEMOPS based methods actually guide the DMGand thePG
through thedecision process displayed onFigure 3.1inChapter3.
Monarchi etal [1973] applied the Cutting-Plane Technique (CPT)[Kelly, 1960]to solvethe
principal andauxiliary problems. CPTisa non-linear programming technique, which requires
continuous decision variables and that all criterion and constraint functions must be at least
first order differentiable. To eliminate these restrictions Bogardi & Sutanto [1994] replaced
CPT with aheuristic search, based ontheprinciples of Evolutionary Algorithms (EA).Thisis
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in fact the ESEMOPS (Evolutionary SEquential Multi-Objective Problem Solving Method)
method.
DECISIONMAKING
CMPLEMENTATJOJI)

A,

• f t

generalformulationof
theproblem:objectives,
preferences,constraints

/acceptoneofthe \
- f t / solutionsasthebest)
\compromiseone? /

INTERFACE
specificformulationofthe
problem:
PG
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concerned
-constraint levels
citizens
- measures:decision space
-articulationof preferences
intermsofaspirationlevels

mtG

modificationofthe
preferencestructure:
- re-articulationof
preferencesbyadjusting
theaspiration levels
- modifyingtheconstraint
levels;turningaspiration
levelsintoconstraints

presentationof
thesolutions

IDENTIFICATION OFSOLUTIONS

PG

searchforsolutionsbyformulatingandsolvingtheprincipal
andauxiliaryproblems
impactassessment

Figure 6.1 ESEMOPS-based implementation of the decision process displayed on
Figure 3.1inChapter! (italicsare theESEMOPS specific terms)
The major advantage of EA methods comes from their 'black box' feature, i.e. they rely
exclusively on information contained in the input (population of alternative solutions), and
output (surrogate objective values) of criteria evaluations throughout the search towards the
optimum of the actual (principal or auxiliary) problem. Additional information, such as
derivatives, isnot needed.
Applying EA opens new horizons for operation research since its black box nature enables
theoretically to use any kind of impact assessment tools. This gives the chance to couple
search techniques (single- or multi-objective) with today's complex hydrological/ functional
models.Infact this isoneof thechallenges that have beenfaced inthisstudy.
The EA search applied by Bogardi and Sutanto [1994]needs frequent interactions between the
FG and the algorithm, as it remains the user's task to control directly the basic EA operations.
Instead of this tedious approach, the DSS applied in this study incorporates Genetic
Algorithms (GA), another EA technique, to solve the optimisation problems at each decision
iteration cycle. GA makes ESEMOPS muchfaster and more robust as it proceeds the search
automatically, without frequent man/machine interactions. In addition to these features GA
preserves all theabove-described advantages of EA methods.
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6.2

The Genetic Algorithms based kernel ofthe DSS

Genetic Algorithms thus belong to the family of Evolutionary Algorithms. EA methods
basically apply the Darwinian mechanisms of 'natural selection' and 'survival ofthe fittest' on
artificial systems. Similar to biological creatures, artificial beings also tend to improve in
quality or in performance if one creates an artificial environment where the 'fitter' individuals
ofapopidation getselected to reproduce newones.
Among the manifold application of EA techniques function optimisation is one of the most
important. In this case individuals stand for points in the domain space of an objective
function, while individuals' fitness ismeasured bymeans oftheassociated function values.
Because ofthe above-mentioned biological analogy, researchers dealing with the development
of GA have constructed a system of biological terms standing for the specific features of GA
(such asthe already mentioned 'individual', 'population', 'selection' and 'reproduction'). This
terminology hasbeen adopted bythis studytoo.
6.2.1 Principles of Genetic Algorithms
Foundations of GA were laid down by Holland [1975]. Since then, the method has been
developed further, and the mathematical principles have been described by many authors [e.g.:
Goldberg, 1989;Michalewicz, 1992;Milutin, 1998]. Herewith only a brief introduction of the
method isgiven. For more details the reader isreferred tothe works listed above.
What makes GA different from other EA methods is that it requires the individuals
(alternative solutions) to be coded as finite-length strings over some finite alphabet. The most
widespread used alphabet is the binary system that incorporates only two characters ('0' and
'1'). In case of a multi-variable objective function for example, with non-negative integers as
independent variables, the binary coding may simply stand for the binary forms of these
integers.
Such simple integercoding can be applied on any bounded and dcnumerable domain sets. The
binary strings in such cases simply decode to the within-set serial numbers of the set
elements'. Accordingly, such sets may contain real numbers, arrays, or even design
alternatives for the elements of a floodplain cell-system. Figure 6.2 for example shows the
binary coding of a certain solution (individual) for the simple cell-system revitalisation
problem introduced in Chapter 5 (see Figure 5.3). This solution is composed by the second
design alternative for boundary a ('00' stands for the first one), the fourth alternative for
boundary b,the second alternative for boundary c,the fourth alternative for channel /, the 19lh
alternative for channel 2and the second alternative for the sluice tobe built into channel /.
b
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Figure 6.2 Binary coding ofasolution for thecell-systemshown byFigure5.3
1
In fact the decoded integers must be increased with one; '000' thus refers to element no. I., while '111' refers to
element no. 8. in a set with 8elements in all.
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Note, that there must be a one-to-one correspondence between the design alternatives
formulated for a certain cell-system element on the one hand, and thetotal set of binary codes
that may appear in the related sub-string on the other hand. This means that the number of
design alternatives must be a power of two and the length of the related sub-string must equal
tothis power.
Binary representation of bounded but infinite domains (e.g. intervals on the continuum of real
numbers) is possible by means of linear mapping. Details about linear mapping are given in
Milutin[1998].
Besides code, the other feature of individuals that GA uses is their fitness. In case of
maximisation problems objective function values of individuals can directly be used as fitness
since GA is essentially a maximisation algorithm too. This also suggests that in case of
minimisation problems, such as the principal and auxiliary problems of ESEMOPS, the
multiplicative inverses of objective function values canbetaken as fitness.
Note,that for fitness (objective function) evaluation the actual values of independent variables
areused and nottheir binary codes.
The general stepsof a GA based function optimisation search are as follows:
1. Random generation of the initialpopulation of binary strings. The length of the strings
must match the length of encoded individuals from the domain space of the objective
function
2. Decode each string in the population to get the actual values (meanings) of the
individuals
3. Calculate the fitness ofeach individual
4. Iftermination condition ismetthen stopthe search, else continue
5. Based on fitness values of the old population, create a new population by means of
selection, crossover and mutation and gobacktopoint 2.
This iterative process gradually evolves towards the optimum of the function. For the
mathematical proof of this convergence, the reader is referred to Goldberg [1989] and
Michalewicz [1992].
The number of strings in a population is usually fixed and that is the population size. A
population however may contain more than one copies of an individual. These copies are
termed as clones.
The process of selection copies individuals from the old population to an intermediate one by
using probabilistic rules: a certain individual gets copied with a probability proportional to its
fitness and tothe number of itsclones present intheold population:
Ps(i)=-^~
y-i

Where:
P„(i)
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ft
fitness
ofthe z'-th individual
mi
number of clones ofthe i-th individual inthe population
N

N

number of individuals inthepopulation (thus ^ m, equals to the population size)
1=1

Thus GA considers the optimal solution of the objective function as a random variable. The
set of individuals together with their selection probabilities give an estimate ofthe probability
distribution function ofthis variable. What the numerical implementation of selection actually
does is nothing but using a Monte Carlo method to generate a statistical sample (the
intermediate population) of this variable from the set of individuals present in the old
population. This way of selection is also termed as 'biased roulette wheel selection'
[Goldberg, 1989; Milutin, 1998] as it imitates the spinning of a roulette wheel whose slotsizes are biased inproportion tothe selection probabilities.
Selection alone deals only with a tiny sub-domain of the objective function. The reproductive
actions of crossover and mutation introduce new individuals thusenable the GAtoexpand the
search towards the entire domain. Crossover actually imitates the biological process of
breeding. In practice, selection and crossover work simultaneously: after selecting a pair of
strings, crossover is applied on theseparents by cutting them at a randomly selected site and
exchanging the resulted sub-strings (Figure 6.3). The so-derived offsprings then enter the
intermediate population instead oftheir parents.
cuttingsite
i

OlllOlOOlllOOlOOllOOOOOilOllOOlOl
parents

oiiioiooiiiooioonooooooiolixoio
^HalO'ion o i i o o i o i

offsprings

Figure 6.3 Simple (one-point)crossover
Not all selected pairs of strings get crossed over. Crossover is controlled by the crossover
probability which is usually 0.5-0.6. Based on this probability, actual crossovers are triggered
byan appropriate Monte Carlo algorithm.
Although crossover expands the search to a great extend, GA may still be trapped in certain
subsets of the function domain. For example, if a certain bit-position takes c1' in each string
of the population, then selection and crossover are no more able to move the search to those
region of the domain where the coded forms of the individuals contain '0' at that bit-position.
Ifthe optimum is inthat region, then the search gets inevitable diverted towards local optima.
The role of mutation isjust to prevent such degeneration by stepping along each string and
changing the bits from '0' to ' I ' and vice versa with a certain probability (Figure 6.4). This
mutationprobability must be kept low (0.005 - 0.007) otherwise GA would become a random
walk.
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Figure 6.4 Mutation
Selection, crossover and mutation thus result a new population. Fitness evaluation of the new
population results a likely better estimate of the probability distribution function of the
optimum, which in turn serves to generate an even fitter population. This iterative search is
stopped if no more improvement in fitness is detected, and thus the optimum is assumed to be
achieved. In practice, such termination condition is met when the convergence rate of the
maximum (and/or the mean) population fitness drops below a certain level. Thereafter, the
individual with the highest fitness ismarked asthe GA based solution for the given problem.
Finallythebasic features ofGA canbe summarized as follows [after Goldberg, 1989]:
1. GA works with the coding of individuals and nottheir actual values
2. GA searches from apopulation ofpoints and not from a single point
3. GA uses only the fitness of individuals to direct the search, no derivatives or other
auxiliary information are needed
4. GA usesprobabilistic transition rulesnot deterministic ones.
6.2.2 Fitness scaling
Diversity of fitness values within the population may cause problems to the GA search. At the
start of the iteration, few individuals of the randomly generated initial population may be
much fitter than the rest. As a result subsequent generations will predominantly contain clones
and offsprings of these few individuals, and thus GA may easily get trapped in sub-domains,
from where crossover and mutation can hardly remove it. Low fitness diversity, that may
occur at the end of the search, does cause problems too, as the little differences in selection
probabilities would degrade GA to a simple random walk.
The solution for these problems isfitness scaling. The simple, linear fitness scaling (applied
prior selection) transforms fitness values as follows [Goldberg, 1989]:
f>a-fl+b
Where:
f*
ft
a, b

scaled fitness ofthe z'-th individual
un-scaled fitness ofthe z'-th individual
scaling coefficients

Theaand bcoefficients arederived byapplying the following conditions onequation 6.9:
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Where:
/mean,fmean population means ofthe scaled and un-scaled fitness values (clones counted)
/max
scaled fitness ofthe best individual inthe population
Cmax scaling factor (usually kept within the interval of 1.2 to 3)
These conditions on the one hand ensure that selection probability of individuals with closeto-average fitness will not change significantly after scaling,on theother hand they maintain a
stable ratio between selection probabilities of best individuals and that of population average
all alongthe iteration process,thuspreventing diversity problems.
As equation 6.8 indicates fitness values must be nonnegative numbers. Fitness scaling
however may result negative values. Therefore, GA first checks the occurrence of such
situation by scaling the worst individual of the population. If this check results negative
fitness (fmin<0), then GA modifies the Cmax scaling factor by calculating it from equation 6.9
(along with the a and bcoefficients), and resumes the scaling process.The required additional
condition ensures non-negativity:
/1=0

(6.11)

6.2.3 Embedding GA into the DSS
The role of GA inthe modified ESEMOPS method isthusto minimize the surrogate objective
functions incase oftheprincipal and auxiliary problems.
The domain space of the surrogate objective functions is identical to the decision space of the
multi-objective problem, while decision variables stand for the independent variables of the
functions. Because principal and auxiliary problems are minimization problems, individuals'
fitness is calculated by inverting the surrogate objective values. These values are in turn
calculated from criteria achievements and aspiration levels as equations from 6.1 to 6.7
indicate. Criteria achievements are output of impact assessment that evaluates each decoded
individual oftheactual population.
GA must inevitably cope with constraints, if nowhere else then at the auxiliary problems. The
simplest solution for this problem is to replace stillborns (individuals violating the actual
constraints) with feasible individuals in the population. It does however cause troubles at
highly constrained problems as it may degrade GA to a mere random walk searching for
feasible individuals. In fact two kinds of searches have to be executed at constrained
problems: first the set of feasible individuals have to be located, from where the optimum has
to be selected out. Thepenalty method [Goldberg, 1989] enables the GA to do both searches
in a simultaneous way. Instead of discarding stillborns this method degrades their fitness in
relation to the degree of constraint violation. The penalty function applied in this study is
based onthis approach, eventhough it actually penalizes the surrogate objective values:
S
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Where:
surrogateobjective value ofthez'-th(stillborn) individual inthe population
maximum of the surrogate objective values of feasible individuals within the
population; sjmax =0ifall individuals are stillborn

s,
Sfmax

number ofconstraint functions at the actual decision iteration cycle

net
d'

dvalue ofthe /-th individual atthey'-thconstraint function2

Equation 6.12 thus ensures that surrogate objective values of stillborns stay above that of the
worst feasible individual ofthe population.
For the rest the GA based solution of principal and auxiliary problems follows the general
steps of genetic algorithms as Figure 6.5 indicates.
(start)

aspirationlevels
/ constraints

solutionforthe
.actualproblem.

7

randomgeneration of
the initialpopulation
generation ofa new
population byselection,
crossoverandmutation

fitnessscaling

n/termination
\
\conditionmety

m

decoding

U

impactassessment

^^1
^/f

surrogate objective
criteria
7 ^ ^ functionandfitness
a c h i e v e m e n t s / ^ ^ evaluation

Figure 6.5 GA based iterative search process for locating solutions of principal and
auxiliaryproblems inESEMOPS
The role of impact assessment is to calculate the achievements of the actual individual at the
applied criteria. Evaluation of ecological and land use criteria is based on the outputs of
ecological and other functional models. Ecological and land use criteria and the related
models applied in this study are introduced in Chapter 8. Input for the functional models are
hydrological data, which has to be generated by means of hydrodynamic modelling, as it has
been pointed out in Chapter 3(see Figure 3.2). The hydrodynamic model applied in this study
isintroduced subsequently in Chapter 7.

2
This implies that allconstraint functions have to be transformed into d functions. For example the constraint
g(x)<0oftheoriginalmulti-criteria problembecomesan'at most' typeconstraint wheretheun-scaled 'aspiration
level' is zero.
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6.3

RationaleofapplyingESEMOPS

One of the major advantages of SEMOPS based techniques over other applicable multiobjective decisionsupporttools(e.g.WeightedAverage,ELECTRE)istheperceptiblewayof
preference articulation.That istosay,desired levelsofcriteria attainments aremucheasierto
grasp for the members ofthe DMGthan for example criteria weights. Aspiration levels also
supportbettertheprocessofbargainingamongthedifferent interestgroupsoftheDMG,since
strengthening and relaxing aspiration levels indicate directly the gains and losses a certain
sub-groupbooksduringthebargainingprocess.
Another advantage of ESEMOPS isthat it supportsprogressive articulation ofpreferences.It
enablesthePGandtheDMGtogetacquaintedwiththehydrological andecologicalresponses
of the subjected cell-system against the different revitalisation approaches. Similarly, the
financial aspects of the different approaches get also revealed during the decision iteration
process.Basedontherevealed trade-offs andinter-relationships amongthecriteria,theDMG
isenabledtoaccommodateitspreference structuretothereality.
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7. HYDRODYNAMIC MODELLING

This chapter introduces the hydrodynamic modelling module of the Decision Support System
(DSS). In the first section a classification and an overview of existing approaches for
hydrodynamic modelling of floodplains is given; thereafter the newly developed model is
introduced, while the third section provides thejustification of applying this specific model in
theDSS.
7.1

Brief overview ofapproaches for hydrodynamic modelling of floodplains

The simplest way of modelling the water regime of floodplains is using 1-D steady state
models. De Jonge et al. [1992] and Marchand [1993] for example used early versions of the
SOBEK model [Delft Hydraulics & RIZA, 1997] for calculating water levels at different
discharges inthe Rhine riparian Millingerwaard and the Danube riparian Gemenc floodplains.
These were in fact steady state flow profile calculations with channel cross-sections traversing
the entireriver-fioodplain system.
Note that these 1-D steady-state applications rely on the assumption that a horizontal water
surface traverses each cross sections of the river-floodplain system any time. This assumption
is however not applicable in those cases when obstacles such as levees, dikes or structures
hamper the inundation ofthe floodplain. Inthese cases the restricted in- and outflow processes
result a hydrograph on the floodplain, which is different from that of the river. To get such
hydrograph one needsto employ unsteady simulation models (1-D or2-D).
Cunge [1975] developed the first sophisticated numerical model for simulating the water
regime of floodplains. This is a quasi 2-Dcell model in which the floodplain and the river are
subdivided into cells connected to each other by means of links. Cells may represent sections
of the river or depressions on the floodplain surface. Each cell has level water surface. Links
can be of two types: river or weir links. Obviously, river reaches are connected to each other
by river-type links. Weir-type links connect those cells, which are divided from each other by
means of summer dikes or levees. Outputs of Cunge's model are simulated water levels in the
cells and simulated discharges inthe links.This model was applied for several case studies(e.g.
Mekong Delta, Senegal river) with the common aim of simulating the propagation of floods in
case of different water resources development options,such asconstructing barrages,canalsand
reservoirs.
Weiss [1976] improved Cunge's model by assuming that water levels in river cells are
inclining in the general direction of flow, which is normal to the cross sections separating the
cells. Furthermore, Weiss' model calculates river discharge from the mean energy heads ofthe
river cellswhile Cunge's model considers only the water levels ofthecells.
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The model INUNDA [Duizendstra & Schutte, 1993] was developed for simulating the water
regime of those floodplains of the Dutch Rhine branches, which are situated behind summer
dikes. INUNDA handles these 'polders' as single cells linked to the river by means of weirs
that represent different summer dike sections, or by means of outlet sluices built into the
summer dike. Boundary conditions are water levels of the river at the links. Thus, the major
difference with respect to the other cell models is that INUNDA does not involve the riverbed
intothe model.
Another way of quasi 2-D floodplain modelling is to schematise the floodplain morphology
into a network of channels, thus making the system handleable for 1-D simulation models.
Kjelds et al. [1996] for example applied the MIKE 11 model [Danish Hydraulic Institute,
1998] for simulating the consequence of dike ruptures along the Dutch Rhine reach. A
complex channel network model was developed which enabled to simulate the flooding of the
waste flat areas inside the flood control dikes.
Decreasing the spatial scale requires replacing quasi 2-D models with real 2-D models. Weiss
[1976] for example applied a real 2-D model for simulating water levels within a river cell of
the quasi 2-D model. Weiss' cell model provided boundary conditions for the real 2-D model.
7.2

New hydrodynamic model for floodplain cell-systems

The hydrodynamic model that is to be incorporated into the proposed DSS must satisfy two
basic requirements:
1. Itscode hasto be fully integrable into the DSS software.
2. Its simulation speed must be extremely high in order to facilitate the work with the
DSS.
Because of the first condition commercially available softwares can hardly be applicable
unless their source codes were available. The second requirement practically excludes the
channel network concept because of the time-consuming complicated calculation methods of
1-D models. The desired model is thus a kind of cell model. Existing cell model approaches
however cannot be applied directly because of their simple link representations (weirs or
prismatic channels). Long 'fok'-channels with highly variable morphology and geometry
cannot be simplified into such simple links without loosing characteristic features of the
system.
Accordingly a new cell model had to be constructed for simulating the water regime of
floodplain cell-systems. The name of this model is 'FOK\ which refers to the ancient
Hungarian name of such systems. The schematised system consists of system cells, boundary
cells and connecting links. Definition of system cells is identical to that of the 'cells' given in
Chapter 5. The attribute 'system' is needed only to make distinction between system and
boundary cells in the model configuration. The case study system of this thesis consists of
four system cells, which are the Cserta, Nyeki, Bata and Csorosz oxbows together with their
inundation areas (Figure 7.1).
Thus system cells are the maximum extends of the oxbows during floods. Like in case of the
INUNDA model, boundary conditions of FOK are water level time series of the river system
at those sections where the cell-system is connected. These sections are in fact the boundary
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cells. The Gemenc cell-system has four boundary cells (Figure 7.1) representing either the
Danube water levelsor that ofthedirectly interconnected sidearms.
Linksarecomposite structures. One link may consist ofafok-channel and several hypothetical
overland flow weirs (Figure 7.2). Overland flow weirs enable to continue simulation
even in
case if water flows not only in the fok-channel but also over the crest of the cell
boundary.
Fok-channels can be replaced with structure weirs. This is the case when a trapezoid
weir is
built into the channel resulting that most of the head losses get concentrated at the section
of
this weir. It isnotnecessary tohave afok-channel ora structure weir ina link. For exampl
eno
such structures exist between theNyeki and Csorosz oxbows (Figure 7.1) and thus
;the related
link consists of only overland flow weirs.
1 Kisrez6tj-fok
2Cserta-fok
3Sdrkdny-fok
4 Cimer-fokI.
5 Cimer-fokII.
6 Biiia-fok

POrbOly

Rez&i

branch

systemcell
bourdarycell

Figure 7.1 Thepresent state ofthe Gemenc cell-system and itsmodel configuration

Figure 7.2 Schematised linkconnecting thecells inthe FOK model
At this point it is necessary to state that the accuracy of FOK is restricted to those situations
only when no significant overland flow occurs. Accurate modelling of water levels at full
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inundation of the floodplain is likely to require another model (a real 2-D model), or at least a
morerefined model configuration to describe the different flow patterns.
The purpose of the FOK model is thus to simulate water levels in the system cells and
discharges inthe links as afunction ofwater levels inthe river.
The governing equations of FOK are based onthree fundamental assumptions:
1. The volume of water stored in a system cell depends only on the water level and the
topography ofthecell [Cunge, 1975].
2. The discharge in a link is a function of link morphology and of the actual water levels
inthe connected cells [Cunge, 1975].
3. Quantities of water flowing between the river and the cell-system are so small that
modifications inthe cell-system would not influence water levels inthe river.
The governing equation system of the model consists of continuity equations for the system
cells:
dV "'<
—L = ^Q,I+Qsl+{P-E)-Al

y=l

rise

(7.1)

Where:
Vj :
volume of water stored inthey'-th system cell (m3)
rise : number of system cells (-)
t:
time (s)
nlj:
number of links ofthey'-th system cell (-)
Qij :
inflow to (or outflow1 from) they'-th system cell through its ;'-th link (m3/s)
QSJ: seepage flow between they'-th system cell and the groundwater (m Is)
P, E : precipitation and evaporation intensities inthe area of thecell-system (m/s)
Aj :
area ofthewater surface inthey'-th system cell (m2)
Qsseepage flows can be neglected as clay sedimentation usually makes the floodplain surface
quite impermeable. Substituting dVl = dz ; • A; into equation 7.1 thus results:

dz,
dt

Al

P-E = fl(z,zb,P,E,t)

y'=l rise

(7.2)

Where:
z(z/,Z2 zmc) :water levels ofthesystem cells (maD)
zb(zbi,zb2,....z„bc): water levels of the boundary cells (maD) (nbe: number of boundary
cells)

' Outflow from acell isinterpreted inthemodelasnegative inflow.
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Since zb, P and E are known functions of t (boundary conditions), the equation system is in
fact a system of first order ordinary differential equations:
- ^ - =/ , ( / , z )

j = l,....nsc

(7.3)

The simplest way for the numerical solution of this equation system isapplying the Euler
method, which advances the solution from f tot"+'=f+At as follows:

zf^z'j+At-fjirj")

7=l,..../«c

(7.4)

This scheme ishowever numerically quite unstable. Unconditionally stable scheme can be
constructed by substitutingt"+I intothe right hand side [Cunge, 1975]:

zf=z ; + A / - / y ( r , , z " + ' )

j =l,...mc

(7.5)

This scheme is however very complicate to calculate because the unknown z"+I variables are
present in the non-linear link discharge terms of the right hand side. Cunge [1975] resolved
this problem by developing the discharge terms in Taylor series and disregarding the higher
order terms. Hence discharges and their derivatives are needed only from time point t" where
they can be calculated from the cell water levels computed by the previous step. The resulted
implicit linear equation system isthen solved bymeans ofthe 'double sweep' method.
The calculation efficiency of Cunge's method enabled to model systems with several
hundreds ofcells, even onthe computers ofthe seventies. The number ofcells onthe
floodplain ofa medium river hardly reaches the level where the advantages of Cunge's
method become significant. Furthermore Cunge's method would need the derivativesof
discharges, which are rather complicated to derive due to the complex morphology of fokchannels.
Thus, an alternative numerical method has been applied, which isthe fifth order Runge-Kutta
scheme with adaptive stepsize control [Press et al, 1992]. The step equation of this method
hasthe following general form:
zf = z ; + A z , ( A f , f \ z \ / y )

j =\,....nsc

(7.6)

WherehzJ \At,t", z " , / ; J stands for the complex fifth order Runge-Kutta increment.
Adaptive stepsize control estimates the error of the time step, and ifit is higher than aprespecified limit the step is repeated with a smaller Atstepsize. If the error is lower, the
algorithm goes forthe next step with anappropriately increased stepsize. This dynamic
stepsize adjustment satisfies the desired accuracy on one hand, on the other hand itreduces
computational efforts by increasing the stepsize at the smooth sections of the function where
even high stepsizes satisfy the desired accuracy. This efficiency is however likely to decrease
with increasing number of cells, since always the maximum of estimated errors of calculated
cell water levels istaken ascharacteristic error oftheactual time step.
Detailed description of the fifth order Runge-Kutta method with adaptive stepsize control can
be found inAppendix 1.1.
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7.2.1 Calculation ofdischarges inthe links
In the course of numerical integration the FOK model continuously calculates discharges in
the links as a function of water levels in the connected cells. The total discharge of a link is
givenbythe following equation:

(7-7)

Q^Qf+Y.0™*
jt=i

Where:
Qf:
discharge inthe fok-channel (or structure weir) ofthe link (m3/s)
nw :
number overland flow weirs inthe link (-)
Qwk: discharge over thek-thoverland flow weir ofthe link (m3/s)
Discharge over a general trapezoid weir is calculated by superimposing a rectangular and a
Thomson weir [Haszpra, 1987]:
2

Qw = S-\--M-t-j27g-(zu-zw)2

+ — •//•ctga-V?lr-(z„--zw)2 1

(7.8)

Where:
zu :

water level upstream (maD)

H:
t:

weir discharge coefficient (-)
width oftheweir crest (m)

a:

inclination oftheweir sidewall

8:
zw :

submergence coefficient (-)
elevation oftheweir crest (maD)

The 8submergence coefficient is a function of the ^relative submergence (Figure 7.3). This
latteriscalculated from the following equation:
V =

Z

- ^

zu-zw
Where:
Zd :
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water level downstream (maD)
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Figure 7.3 Relation between relative submergence andsubmergence coefficient incase
of trapezoid weirs [after Starosolszky, 1970]
If floodplain channels were simplified into short prismatic channels, then it would be possible
to calculate the discharge directly from the upstream and downstream cell water levels, by
using the Chezy equation. Cunge's [1975] cell model actually does so. Such simplification is
however far too rough in the case of fok-channels due to their highly variable geometry.
Variable geometry results variable flow conditions. In the wide and deep sections the water
flows slowly, while it may speed up even to supercritical flow in the narrow contractions or
over thebed fillings.
Consideration of variable geometry and flow conditions would make runtime flow calculation
complicated and time consuming. Hence, FOK calculates fok-channel discharges by means of
linear interpolation among the known points of their deliveryfunctions. These points of the
delivery functions are determined by the FOKBUILD program,prior simulation. FOKBUILD
actually performs flow profile calculations with the purpose to derive upstream cell levels at
different combinations of discharges and downstream cell levels. Two delivery functions are
generated for each fok-channels according to the two possible flow directions. Figure 7.4
shows one of the delivery functions of Cimer-fok I. in the Gemenc cell-system (see also
Figure 7.1).
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Figure 7.4 Deliveryfunction ofthe Cimer-fok I.for the Nyeki-Danube flow direction
(theflow profile calculatedfor the markedpoint isdisplayed on Figure7.8)
Calculation ofdelivery functions for fok-channels
According to the second fundamental assumption of FOK, the flow in a fok-channel is
considered steady state atany time point. Steady state flow innatural channels isassumedto
be gradually varied.Mathematical description ofsuch flow isbased onthe steady state form
ofthedynamic de Saint-Venant equation:
dv
dx

dh
dx

v-r +g - +

g-{Sf-Sa)=0

Where:
v
x

mean flow velocity (m/s)
distance along thechannel measured inthe direction of flow (m)
gravitational celerity (m/s2)
depth above the deepest point ofthe section (m)
bed slope(-)

g
h
So

or2

friction slope(-)

K

Of-

discharge ofthe fok-channel (m/s)

K =k-A- R213 : conveyance ofthe flow section (m3/s)
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k:
A:
R:

Manning-Strickler smoothnesscoefficient (m1/3/s)
wettedareaofthecross-section (m2)
hydraulicradiusofthecross-section(m)

Bysubstituting v=— , equation 7.10 takesthefollowing form:
A

£.«y.4£j+ *•,.(•_*).
Arranging furthertheequation:
-Qf2-A''
g

dA dh dh
dh dx dx

„

„

By substituting — =T and — =
S0, and reversing the direction of the x axis, the
dh
dx dx
equation takes theform applied by Chow [1959]:
dz

Sf -S0

dx

\-(sfc/sff

+S0

(7.13)

Where:
T:
z:

width of the water surface (m)
water level inthe fok-channel (maD)
— :section factor (m v )
critical section factor (m5/2)

Thus, the FOKBUILD program carries out flow profile calculations based on the numerical
integration of equation 7.13. Since it is again a first order ordinary differential equation, the
numerical solution is based on the fifth order Runge-Kutta scheme with adaptive stepsize
control [Press etal., 1992](see Appendix1.1).
In the course of integration, conveyance (K) and section factor (.v/) values have to be
calculated at the actual cross sections. To reduce computational efforts and to avoid
complications arising from compound channel sections,the actual values arc derived by linear
interpolation among the given points of conveyance and section factor functions of the cross
sections. These functions are determined indiscrete points for each input cross section ofeach
fok-channel by apre-processor module of FOKBUILD. Detailed description of the calculation
ofthese functions isgiven inAppendix1.2.
It isalso very important to consider that two sorts of water flow maydevelop ina fok-channel:
1. Submerged flow: the flow issubcritical all along the channel.
2. Freeflow, the flow is supercritical incertain sections.
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In the first case, flow profile is calculated in discrete Runge-Kutta steps starting from the
downstream cell level and proceeding towards the upstream cell level, which is the ultimate
goal.
In case of free flow, the transition from subcritical to supercritical flow takes place at the
section of hydraulic drop where the flow is critical. Hydraulic drop must be accompanied bya
hydraulicjump at the end of the supercritical reach unless the level of the downstream lake is
so low that supercritical outflow occurs at the downstream end of the channel. It is possible
however that morethan one supercritical reach develop ina fok-channel.
Flow profile calculation in channels with supercritical reach(-es) becomes rather complicated
because ofthe following reasons:
1. The flow profile isnot continuous inthe section ofhydraulicjump.
2. Locating the hydraulic jump requires additional computations based on equilibrium
calculations of momentum, pressure, friction and gravity forces acting onthejump.
3. For the sake of numerical stability subcritical reaches should be calculated from
downstream to upstream, while supercritical reaches should be integrated from
upstream todownstream [Chow, 1959].
Given all these complications the question is justified whether it is really necessary to
calculatetheflowprofile allalongthechannel.
Recall that the ultimate goal of flow profile calculation isto determine the upstream cell level,
which means that the computation can be started at any section, provided that the water level
is known at that section. If there is no supercritical reach upstream this section then the flow
profile calculation ends up at the upstream cell level. In case of free flow such control section
is obviously the first hydraulic drop from upstream where the flow is critical. That is to say,
critical water level can unequivocally be calculated from the discharge and from the geometry
ofthe section, since the section factor isequal tothe critical section factor [Chow, 1959]:

Where:
zc:

critical water level (maD)

Equation 7.14 also means that the denominator of the ratio on the right hand side of equation
7.13 (l-(sfjsf)
) is zero. If the denominator is zero then the numerator, which is Sj-So,
should also be zero, otherwise lim — =±oo, which is not feasible in case of gradually

*-*x\dx)
varied flow. Accordingly, lim — isa finite boundary value that equals tothe critical slope.
x
->*\dx)
Suchpoint isalso called asthesingularpoint ofthedifferential equation [Chow, 1959].
Thus, critical flow may occur in those sections only where Sj^So and sf=sfc, in other words:
where the normal depth [Chow, 1959] is equal to the critical depth. Whether critical flow
really develops in such sections is also dependent on the upstream and downstream
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conditions. For example, if downstream water levels are so high that the hydraulic jump is
pushed upstream of the point (or even the entire supercritical reach disappears), then the flow
remains subcritical inthe section.
Accordingly, the FOKBUILD program calculates the discrete points of the delivery function
intwo steps.Inthe first step it calculates upstream levels at different discharges assuming free
channel flow. In the second step FOKBUILD computes upstream levels at the same
discharges but at different downstream levels (Figure 7.5).
points calculatedin
thefirststep ofa
FOKBUILDrun

pointscalculated in thesecond
step ofa FOKBUILDrun

.Qf(3)

Of(2)

Qf(1) = 0

y

/

/

/

l

/

/

/

/

/

Z*: elevation belowwhichZdhas noinfluence onchannel flowatany Z u

Figure 7.5 Discretepoints ofafok-channel delivery function
In case of free flow calculations, water is supposed to enter the downstream cell in
supercritical state, sothe numerical integration can be started from the critical level of thefirst
potential control section, which is the first singular point from downstream. The critical water
level itself is calculated from equation 7.14. Now if the calculation does not go below the
critical level, then the starting section is the real control section and the Runge-Kutta
integration ends up at the upstream cell water level. If calculation goes below the critical level
then it indicates that the flow is supercritical at that location. It is not necessary to calculate
this supercritical reach neither to locate the hydraulic jump. For further calculation the
integration can be continued from the next potential control section, which isthe next singular
point upstream. The last such potential control section, above which no supercritical flow
occurs, istheactual control section inthechannel (figures 7.6 and 7.7).
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link that connects them. The reason of deceleration is that even small differences in water
levels of such 'merged' cells could result in very high discharges, which in turn may lead to
numerical instability, unless the time step has been decreased appropriately. This is why the
adaptive stepsize control automatically decreases the time step in such situations. Such
periods of low calculation speed sustains as long as the water surface drops below a level
where thedecreased dischargesenable to increasethetimestep.
To overcome this problem the FOK model has been supplemented with an algorithm that
virtually 'merges' neighbouring cells into one composite cell if hydrodynamic conditions
enable to do so. For example, the Nyeki and Csorosz oxbows of the Gemenc cell-system
(Figure 7.1) practically merge intoone lakewhenever the natural levee,thatdividesthem,gets
submerged. Accordingly the merging algorithm modifies the model configuration in such
situations as displayed on Figure 7.9.
Rezetibranch
Ven-Duna branch

composite
system cell

Bata

system cell
boundary cell
DanubeatBMa
link

Figure 7.9 Modified model configuration of the Gemenc cell-system that accounts for
the mergence ofNyeki and Csoroszcells
The link between two merged cells{submergedlink) thus being automatically eliminated from
the calculations. The elevation-area (A(z)) function of the composite cell is derived by adding
theA(z) functions of the component cells. Having the calculation bottleneck removed in such
a way, the simulation becomes on average ten times faster, without compromising on the
accuracy.
The condition upon which a link gets submerged (and the connected system cells get merged)
isas follows:
z, > zL

z, > zl.

<£

A

dt

dt

<£

Where:
z,, Zj : water levels inthez'-thandy'-thcells(maD)
zlk:
flow threshold oftheA:-thlink that connects the f'-th cell with they'-th cell (maD)
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e:

accuracy ofthe integration

This condition is checked at each internal link (link between system cells) at the start of each
time step.Itmay even happen that more than two system cells get merged into one composite
cell.
It is also very important to split up composite cells if hydrodynamic conditions demand to do
so. Accordingly, the submergence of each submerged link has to be checked right after each
completed calculation step.This check hasthe following steps:
1. Splituptemporally the composite cell atthe link intotwocells (cell a and cell bf
dz dz
2. Calculate the time derivatives of water levels (—-, — - ) inthese cells with the help of
dt dt
equation 7.2
3. Make temporally an e high difference between the water levels of the two cells
according tothe derivatives:
s
s
dza dzb
z„ =z„ +—; zh=zb h —
if — - > — b
"
° 2
2
dt
dt
£
.
£
dza dzb
z„=z„ — ; zk-zk+ —
if — - < — ° " 2 * * 2
dt
dt

(7.16)

dz dzh
4. Calculate againthe derivatives of water levels (—-, — - )
6
dt dt
5. If these derivatives indicate an increasing difference in water levels then it means that
the link isno more submerged, elsethe link can still be considered submerged sincethe
water level difference tends to staywithin theaccuracy limit
If the submergence tests result that any of the composite cells has to be split up, then the
program modifies cell configuration accordingly, repeats the last calculation step and goes for
the subsequent step.
Note, that the above-described cell-merging algorithm is applicable only if the graphs formed
by the merged system cells are always trees. That is to say, a loop cannot be cut into two
pieces merely by cutting one of its arcs. Of course, this shortcoming of the FOK has to be
eliminated inthe future.

2

Cellaandcellbmaystillbecompositecells.
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7.3

Rationale of the new hydrodynamic model

One of the most important reasons of developing a new hydrodynamic model was the
extremely high simulation speed demanded by the DSS. The FOK model is indeed much
faster than anyother software capabletodothejob, thankstothefollowing special features:
1. Efficient numerical integration provided by adaptive time step control.
2. Applications of pre-calculated delivery functions that enable to skip runtime flow
calculations in fok-channels.
3. Automatic, runtime composition anddecomposition ofcomposite system cells.
If the Gemenc cell-system were modelled by a 1-D model using channel network
configuration, then it would take about 10-15 minutes on a computer with Celeron 366
processor to complete a 21 year long simulation [Sziebert, 1999, pers. com.]. For the FOK
model ittakes only 6seconds!
Another advantage of FOK (and of cell models in general) over 1-D models is the ease in
handling discontinuities in the water surface. Discontinuity occurs for example when the
water level drops below the flow-threshold of a link. FOK simply sets the discharge of the
link to 0and continues the simulation. 1-D models however would get confused unless special
'tricks' such as the 'Preissman funnel' [Delft Hydraulics & RIZA, 1997] are applied in order
tomaintainavirtuallycontinuous water surface.
Discontinuity occurs at the section of hydraulic jump too. Transitions between supercritical
and subcritical flows cause in general a lot of numerical problems as it has already been
pointed out. When the FOK was developed the actual version of the SOBEK model for
example could only deal with subcritical flow conditions; it stopped the calculation whenever
the flow turned to supercritical [Delft Hydraulics & RIZA, 1997]3.The FOKBUILD program
(pre-processor of FOK) however is able to locate and 'bridge' supercritical sections when
calculating delivery functions for thechannels.
One must however keep in mind that these advantages of FOK are due to its special design,
which restricts its applicability to hydrodynamic modelling of floodplain cell-systems. 1-D
models (likethe SOBEK) onthe other hand areable toassist a much wider spectrum of water
resources development projects.
Finally, the flow chart displayed on Figure 7.10 summarises the most important steps of
modelling with the FOK.

5

The latest version of SOBEK is capable to calculate both subcritical and supercritical flows [Verwey, 2000.
pers.com.].
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Figure 7.10 Flow chart of theFOK model
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The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the ecological models and assessment tools
embedded into the Decision Support System (DSS). The role of these tools is to evaluate
ecological criteria in case of each alternative cell-system solution that is generated during the
multi-criteria search process.
After discussing the basic principles in Section 8.1,an extended overview, classification and
evaluation of ecological models found inthe literature are given (Section 8.2). Finally Section
8.3 introduces the models, assessment tools and the related evaluation criteria actually applied
in the DSS. These models and tools have been selected and developed on the basis of the
conclusions derived from model evaluations.
8.1

Principles of ecological modelling

Ecological models are mathematical interpretations of the internal and external relations of
ecosystems. Ecological models consist offivemain components [after Jergensen, 1989]:
1. Independent or input variables: characterise the internal and external factors having
influence on the modelled elements of the ecosystem. Internal factors are abiotic or
biotic elements of the ecosystem, while external factors come from the environment
surrounding the ecosystem. Those independent variables, which can be modified
arbitrarily bythe modeller (within limits of course), are also called as control variables.
2. Dependent variables: these can be of two types: target (or output) variables and
auxiliary variables. Target variables characterise those elements of the biocenosis,
which are actually targeted by modelling. Auxiliary variables are often needed to be
involved because ofthe complex relations ofthetarget variables.
3. Equations: describe mathematically the relations between the dependent and
independent variables. Core equations are the ones, which are directly applied by the
model (e.g.:numerical schemes ofdifferential equations).
4. Parameters: the constant elements ofthe equations that are subjects of calibration.
5. Universalconstants:constants,which usually do notneed tobe calibrated.
The purpose of ecological modelling is to enable quantitative predictions of consequences of
changes in influencing factors onthetargeted biotic elements ofthe ecosystem.
Output of ecological models can take several different forms. Biogeochemical models
[J0rgensen, 1989] result masses, concentrations or other type of variables indicating the
biomass of certain species or group of species. These models consider the flow of material
and the law of mass conservation conditions them. Bioenergetic models [J0rgensen, 1989] on
the other hand, are based on energy conservation and they consider the flow of energy in the
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system. Their target variables are measured in energy units. The close relation between
biomass and its energy content however, makes quite simple to transfer a biogeochemical
model to a bioenergetic model and vice versa [Jorgensen, 1989]. Therefore this study does not
makedistinction between models ofthesetypes,but treatsthem uniformly asbiomass models.
Habitat models calculate the quality and the spatial extend of habitat available for a certain
species or group of species. Core equations of habitat models indicate only the preference of
the modelled species towards the different biotic and abiotic variables characterising the
habitat. These core functions can either have a binary or continuous form. Binary functions
tell only whether the species is present in, or absent from the habitat. Continuous functions
result in a number between 0 and 1, indicating the dependence of the species on the habitat
conditions. This number can either bea probability ofpresence (P)or a ratio of spatial extend
within a unit area (ratio) or a fictive index indicating the suitability of the habitat for the
species (SI). 0indicates thatthe habitat istotally unsuitable for thespecies while 1 meanssure
presence, full cover oroptimal conditions (Figure 8.1).
b.)
P. SI1.0
ratio
0.5-I

habitat factor

0.0

habitat factor

Figure8.1 Examples for continuous (a.) and binary (b.) core functions for habitat
models
Dynamic ecological models involve the time as independent variable. Dynamic biomass
models are based on the dynamic differential equations of the state (.v)with the corresponding
initial conditions [Djordjevic, 1993]:
ds
dt

f(x,s,u,aj);

s(t0) =s0

Static models on the other hand disregard the time, either by modelling the expected stale of
theecosystem, or byassuming that the ecosystem is in steady slate.
8.2

Overview of ecological models for floodplains

8.2.1 Vegetation models
Ecological models, whose target variables characterise Ihe vegetation life, are called
vegetation models. Certain vegetation models are termed asphysiological, as their equations
describe real physiological processes. The rest of the models are called conditional, because
the equations of these models relate vegetation directly to the conditional level of the
vegetation influence chain .

For more about vegetation influence chains see Chapter'.
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Input variables however do not necessarily refer to the level of the model. Physiological
models for example usually receive input from the conditional level. In these cases however,
it is the task of the model to bridge the gap from the conditional level to the physiological
level,which, onthe other hand, increases complexity and requires several auxiliary variables.
Habitat type vegetation models are called ecotope models. Ecotope is a specific vegetation
community whose survival depends on the specific conditions of the hosting biotope.
Ecotopes are defined by their vegetation composition and measured by the areas they are
occupying. Thus, ecotope classification of vegetation is different from the taxonomic
classification, since it is based on common abiotic requirements and not on structural and
evolutional similarities of the component species. The ultimate outputs of ecotope models
indicatethe spatial distribution of ecotopes over the considered geographical space.
Input for dynamic vegetation models are time series of hydrological and meteorological
variables from the considered time period, plus the time invariant variables such as soil
factors or terrain elevations. It is possible however, that all input variables are time invariant.
For example, this is the case of simulating successional developments under constant
hydrological and meteorological conditions.
Static vegetation models for floodplains describe the expected state of the dynamic
equilibrium maintained by the influencing water system along the flooding gradient. In case
of static ecotope models, expected states are ecotopes on the expected stages that the
succession achieves at different locations of the floodplain. Input for static models
corresponds tothe expected stateoftheabiotic environment.
Binary ecotope models are also called matrix models [Witte, 1990; J0rgensen, 1989] since
their equations can be aggregated into matrices. Each dimension of such matrix represents an
independent variable. The dimensions of the matrices are subdivided into classes. Each
combination of these classes specifies an element inthe matrix, which isthe ecotope expected
to develop atthe site.
An overview of models found in the literature, is given in the subsequent sections. The
selected models represent specific combinations ofmodel classes described above.
Static conditional binary ecotope models
The multidimensional matrix models of Duel [1991] and Pedroli [1993] are examples for this
typeof models.
Duel's Rhine Matrix Model (RMM) has been developed for the floodplains ofthe river Rhine
in the Netherlands. It has five dimensions namely: geomorphological unit, soil type, expected
annual inundation duration, isolation and vegetation management. The variable 'isolation'
represents the influence of natural levees or summer dikes on inundation conditions. Thus,the
hydrological input for RMM (the expected annual inundation duration) is calculated directly
from river water levelsand not from water levels measured or calculated on thesite.
The Gemenc Matrix Model (GMM) of Pedroli [1993] has been developed for the Danube
riparian Gemenc floodplain. It has only two dimensions: geomorphological unit and expected
annual inundation duration (Table 8.1). Like the RMM, the GMM uses hydrological input
derived directly from river levels, although it does not take into consideration the isolation
factor. This later implies that the GMM can only be applied for those parts of the Gemenc
floodplain, which are inopen connection tothe Danube.
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Spatial distribution of inundation duration is calculated from the river levels and from the
elevations of the floodplain terrain. Having the spatial distribution of all influencing variables
in hand, matrix models enable to derive the spatial distribution of expected ecotopes in the
form of vegetation maps. All these calculations involve processing of geographical data,
which can effectively be done by GIS, as it has been demonstrated by Marchand [1993] and
deJongeefa/. [1992].
The primary objective of the RMM model was to describe the consequences of lowering or
elevating the floodplain surface by means of excavation or filling-up. This implies that only
the surface elevation and the soil type were considered as control variables. The GMM model
was created to analyse the consequences of different floodplain restoration alternatives, which
involve the creation of new side channels and reopening old ones [Marchand, 1993]. Such
interactions may change the hydrological regime of the Danube, which means that besides
terrain elevation, the river water levels are also control variables. This also means that a
hydrodynamic model, with which the altered hydrological regime can be modelled, was
needed. Marchand [1993] applied the 1-D, unsteady WENDY model (the predecessor of
SOBEK [Delft Hydraulics &RIZA, 1997]) for the Gemenc.
Table8.1 Thematrix of the GMMvegetation model[after Pedroli, 1993]
Expected annual inundation

geomorphological units

Duration(d/y)

naturallevee

pointbar

channel fill-up

<18

A

A

A

11-26

B

B

B

26-37

c •

C

C

37-51

E

E

D

51-73

F

F

G

>73

H

H

I

openwater

other

> 110
Ecotopes:
A: hardwood forest

C :willowdeadarmvegetation and/orreedland

B: poplar-willow forest

F :youngwillowvegetation orpioneer
vegetation ornovegetation

C :poplar-willoworvi'i\\o\ v-monostandfor est

1 :Carexripariaorpioneervegetation

D: mixedroughherbage
E: willowfloodplain fores t
F:willowdeadarmvegeta

tion

J :watervegetation
K..:mainchannel

Dynamic conditional binary ecotope model
Tait [1990] introduces the Everglades Vegetation Model (EGVM), which is a module of a
complex hydrodynamic-ecological model developed for the Everglades wetland in Florida,
USA. The common spatial units of the complex model are the 4x4 km rectangular cells
arranged inagrid covering theentire 23 300km2 large wetland.
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The EGVM is a matrix model too. The matrix of EGVM has two dimensions, namely the
annual hydroperiod averaged over the 5year-long time step,and the initial ecotope at the start
of the time step. Hydroperiod is the number of months in a yearthat a certain cell rsinundated
by more than 15.2 cm of water. This annual hydrological statistical variable is calculated from
the cell's surface elevation and from the water level time series of the cell generated by the
hydrodynamic simulation module (EGHM)oftheEvergladesmodel.Eachcombination ofinitial
ecotope and average hydroperiod points to an element in the matrix, which is the expected
ecotope inthe cell attheend ofthe5year-long time step.Forexample,theecotope of 'sawgrass
marshes, tree islands, wet prairies, and sloughs on peat' will change to 'wet prairie with native
woody species on peat' if the 5-year average hydroperiod is less than 8 month/year in the cell.
Note that EGVM considers the soil type (peat or calcareous) too, although it is implicitly
accountedfor bythedefinition ofecotopes.
The EGVM model takes into consideration the effect of fire too. The model checks a random
number against the fire probability parameter (Monte Carlo method), and inthe event offirethe
initial ecotope of the cell changes to the ecotope determined by the fire transition matrix of the
model [Tait, 1990].Theprobability offireisadversely proportional tothe hydroperiod.
By considering elevation, soil type and structure type (channel, levee, etc.) of cells as control
variables, the complex Everglades model enables to analyse the effect of a wide range of
interventions such asexcavation, deposition, leveeconstruction and installation ofsluices.
Dynamic conditional continuous ecotope model
Toner & Keddy [1997] developed a vegetation model for the floodplains of the Ottawa River
in Canada. The model's space of dependent variables consists of only two, rather general
ecotopes: the zone of woody species and the zone of herbaceous species. The hydrological
independent variables are annual hydrological parameters averaged over the considered multiannual simulation time steps. These parameters are derived directly from the recorded levels
of the Ottawa River and from the elevations of the modelled floodplains. Thus the Ottawa
Vegetation Model (OVM), like the GMM model, is restricted to the open floodplains of the
river.
In the course of model development, regression analyses were carried out on field ecotope
data on one hand, and on combinations of hydrological parameters averaged over different
time steps on the other hand. The hydrological parameters were derived from the growing
seasons of the years and the time steps were year groups preceding the year of ecotope data
collection. The regression analyses resulted in several alternative models based on the
formulated regression equations. These models were subsequently evaluated by statistical
techniques, and the one with the best performance was selected as the ultimate vegetation
model for the Ottawa River floodplains. Other independent variables such as soil drainage and
characteristics of wind-induced waves were also involved in the regression analysis, although
they had proven to be insignificant and were not involved intotheultimate model.
The resulted model has two independent variables: the expected last day of the first flood (Id)
and the expected first day of the second flood (tsc) within the growing season. The time step
(over which the annual Idand tsc values are averaged to get their expected values) is 12years.
The Id variable characterises the effect of the entire first flood, as first floods of the Ottawa
River usually start before the onset of the growing season [Toner & Keddy, 1997].Because of
similar inter-specific reasons, tsc alone proved to be appropriate for representing the effect of
the second flood.
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The core equation of OVM is the regression equation giving the probability of occurrence of
woody cover (p)atacertain location ofthe floodplain:
(
In

\

=-0.23• « +0.16-tec-1.42

(8.2)

As Toner & Keddy [1997] concluded, the above regression model corresponds to the
establishment ofwoody seedlings ratherthan survival ofadult woodytrees.
Dynamic conditional biomass model
The GTREE model, developed by King & Grant [1996], simulates the populations of
seedlings of hardwood species in the so-called 'green-tree reservoirs' in the USA. Green tree
reservoirs are stands of hardwood forest that are impounded with levees, equipped with water
control structures and flooded during the fall and winter to provide mast and invertebrates for
waterfowl. The forests are dominated by three species: overcup oak (Quercus lyrata), willow
oak {Quercusphellos) and the water elm {Planera aquatica). Each reservoir is subjected to
spatially uniform floods, which enables to consider them as spatial units for the model.
Seedling biomass of each of the three dominant species is represented in the model by two
series of 10 dependent variables standing for the number and height of age classes from 1to
10years ina reservoir.
The GTREE model is based onthe following state equations:
dNu
-^- =-PMRv-Nt

dH„
~^- = GR,

; = 1 > - - 3 <'=U - 1 0

(8.3)

Where:
Ny
PMRy
Htj
GRy

number of seedlings inage class iof species/ (-)
proportional mortality rateofageclass iof species/(s"1)
height of seedlings inage class /of species/ (m)
growth rateofageclass/ofspecies/ (m/s)

The core equations of GTREE were derived by applying the Euler numerical integration form
on these differential equations (equation 8.4). Simulation time step (At) is set to 6 months,
which enables to divide each year of the simulation period into a growing and a dormant
season.
N'tt = Nf - PM0 •N-;

H' = //;-' +Gv

(8.4)

Where:
bfij
pfij
PMy
Gy

number of seedlings inageclass iof species/ attime t (-)
height of seedlings inageclass iof species/ attime /(m)
proportional mortalityofageclass/of species/duringtheactual season (-)
growth ofageclass /of species/ atthe actual season (m)

If the simulation reaches the turn of a year, the model advances the dependent variables of
each age classes one class upward. For the first age class, a constant input of seedlings is
considered atthe start of each year.
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G iscalculated from themaximum potential growth rate ofthe species reduced by coefficients
standing for flooding, desiccation and shading stresses:
(8.5)

G,J=FCJ-LCrMGJ
Where:
Kj
MGj

flood coefficient (-)
light-availability coefficient (-)
maximum potential growth during the actual season (m)

Height growth occurs during each growing season. Flood coefficient (FC) is a function of the
percentage of time flooded during the growing season (GF). As Figure 8.2.a indicates FC
expresses both the flooding and desiccation stresses. Each modelled seedling in a green tree
reservoir has its optimal flooding where FC equals to 1. Light-availability (LC) is a function
of the tree basal area (BA) of the forest (Figure 8.2.b), as BA indicates the extent of light
extinction caused bythe forest itself.

50

, 100
BA(m2/ha)

Figure 8.2 Flood and light-availabilityfunctions of water elm inagreen treereservoir
[after King &Grant.1996]
Mortality occurs both in the growing and in the dormant season. Growing season mortality is
minimal if GF is optimal for the species. Shorter or longer Hooding increases mortality
because of desiccation and flooding stresses (Figure 8.3). Dormant season mortality is a
function of percentage of time flooded during the dormant season (DF) and the depth of
dormant season floods (DD).
year 1.
year4
year 6.-10.

50

100
GF (%)

Figure 8.3 Growing season proportional mortality functions (PMi of different age
classes of waterelminagreen treereservoir [after King&Grant,1996]
The above functions were derived by extensive regression analyses on recorded botanical and
hydrological data.
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The purpose ofthe GTREE model was to simulate theeffects of alternative management
strategies in thegreen tree reservoirs. Management strategy consists of timber harvesting
plans and inundation strategies. This implies that the hydrological statistical variables (listed
above) andthe forest basal area areall control variables.
King & Grant [1996] do not mention any hydrodynamic model where the data for
hydrological input come from. Nevertheless, the evaluation of management strategies implies
the existence ofa hydrodynamic model (let's call it GTREEH), which simulates thewater
levelsin agreen-tree reservoir.
Dynamic physiological biomass models
Dynamic physiological models simulate vegetation growth by modelling the complex
physiological processes theplant species perform.
The MEGAPLANT model [Scheffer etal, 1993] was created forsimulating the biomassof
submerged water plants (g/m ) ata certain location ina water body. The total biomass is
distributed among four plant organs: overwintering structures (seeds, tubers, turions etc.),
roots, sprouts, and the upper layer (shoots spreading beneath water surface). By the onsetof
the growing season the plant starts itsannual growing cycle. From that moment onwardsa
fixed percentage of the actual overwintering biomass isspent on building the other organs of
the plant. Additional biomass is produced by means of net primary production. The
distribution of the total available biomass among roots, sprouts andthe upper layers is
controlled byplant specific parameters. Attheendofthe growing season, thevegetation
biomass (roots, sprouts, upper layers) is transformed into overwintering biomass with afixed
efficiency.
Net primary production (P„) equals togross primary production (P) minus the maintenance
respiration (Rm). Maintenance respiration is proportional to the vegetation biomassand
doubles byevery 10°C:
r-2o
K =2 ,0 •rm20 •(WU+WS+WR.)

(8.6)

Where:
Rm :
maintenance respiration (g/m2/d)
T:
watertemperature (°C)
rm2o : (maximum) specific maintenance respiration at 20 °C (g/g/d)
WU,WS,WR:
dryweights ofupper layer, sprouts and roots (g/m)
Daily gross primary production iscalculated byGaussian integration [Goudriaan, 1986]of
specific gross primary production (p) over time and depth. Specific gross primary production
iscalculated bymeans ofthe following equation:
P=Pmax-f(D-f(T)-f(D)
Where:
p:
pmax :
J{I):
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specific grossprimary production (g/g/h)
maximum specific grossprimary production (g/g/h)
response function of in situ light intensity ( / (uE/m 2 /s))(-)
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J{T):
J{D):

response function oftemperature (-)
response function ofthedistance ( D (m)) between thetissue and theplant top (-)

This implies that growth-respiration and nutrient limitation are assumed to be constant, and
they are implicitly accounted for by the value of the pmax parameter. In case of the eutrophic
water bodies of floodplains, constant (zero) nutrient limitation is a feasible assumption
indeed.
The lightresponse function is formulated inaMonod fashion:

fw=TLr

(8-8)

Where:
IH:

half-saturation light intensity (|aE/m2/s)

Temperature dependence ofphotosynthesis isdescribed byaHill function:
1 35-T 3
f(T) = ,
,
7°+14 3

(8.9)
V

;

The^D) function stands for the decreased photosynthetic activities of aged tissues situated on
the lower parts ofthe plant:
f(D) = - ^ ~
DH+D

(8.10)

Where:
DH '•

half-saturation distance (m)

In situ light is a function of the distance from the water surface, solar radiation, water surface
reflection, periphyton shading, turbidity, and self-shading. The applied formula is the
Lambert-Beer equation [Scheffer etai, 1993].
Three causes of mortality are explicitly included in MEGAPLANT: wave damage, grazing
and mortality owing to competition at highplant densities. Grazing is modelled by means ofa
fixed grazing rate while competition mortality follows the thinning law [Westoby, 1984].
Wave damage affects the upper layer and the sprout, and it decreases in a Monod fashion by
the increasing water depth:
MWU = WU-mrtmax

M
a
— ; MWS =WS•mrtmm
HH+H
""

f-t
—
HH+H

a

(8.11)

Where:
MWU,MWS :upper layer and sprout mortality caused bywaves (g/m"/d)
mrtmax '• maximum mortality rate atthe shoreline (where //=0) (1/d)
H:
water depth atthe subjected location inthe water body (m)
HH : half-saturation water depth (m)
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The simulation time step of MEGAPLANT is 1day, since respiration, growth and mortality
arecalculated on dailybasis.
Although MEGAPLANT is essentially a physiological model, it still demands several
simplifications and assumptions in order to overcome the problems that would arise from
modelling all the complex physiological processes a rooted plant actually performs. In
contrast to higher order vegetation however, phytoplankton enables to cope with all relevant
physiological processes without significant compromises,thankstothe following reasons:
1. Physiological processes of such simple organisms are much less complex,
mathematically well described in the literature and require the consideration of
relatively limited number of dependent and independent variables
2. Modelling of auxiliary variables in water, such as concentrations of dissolved nutrients,
isalso relatively straightforward
3. The homogeneous distribution of abiotic factors in water enables to work on large
spatial scales, which makes modelling faster and easier
The DELWAQ model [Delft Hydraulics, 1995] for example, which is another representative
of dynamic physiological biomass models, has been designed to simulate phytoplankton
concentrations in water. This model is based on the advection-diffusion equation describing
the dynamism of dissolved and suspended substances:
dc
dl

d\c •u) d\c •v) d\c•
ck
dy
dz

±MDA
ck\

dx

d_
dy

dz

D,

'dz

•S(c,x,y,z)
(8.12)

Where:
c
concentration of dissolved or suspended substance (g/m )
u,v, w components ofthe water velocity vector (m/s)
Dx, Dy, Dz components ofthediffusion tensor (m2/s)
S
source or sink of substance (g/m3/s)
The S source (or sink) term stands for bio-chemical reactions producing or consuming
modelled substances in the water column. Suspended phytoplankton is produced by means of
primary production. The related source equation isas follows:
S.

0rgp

- rrsp

)

Where:
rgp:
rrsp :

net algae production flux (gCarbon/m /d)
rate of gross algae production (1/d); it is a function of available light, temperature
and dissolved nutrient concentrations inthe water column
rate of respiration (1/d)

Accordingly, concentrations of dissolved nutrients (NH4, NO3, PO4, Si) have to be involved
into the simulation as auxiliary variables, which in turn involve further substrates and flux
equations. Phytoplankton disappears from the water column in the course of mortality, which
is described by another flux equation. Ultimately, DELWAQ involves all significant
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substances and processes related to phytoplankton dynamics (see also Figures 2.2-2.4), except
allelopathy and zooplankton grazing, although the open design of the model enables the user
to construct and involve related process equations.
The core equations of DELWAQ are derived by applying different numerical integration
forms on the partial differential equation. The high discretisation freedom provided for the
user enables to adopt the model to water bodies with sizes and shapes of any kind. The core
equations require hydrodynamic input such as time series ofvolumes, inflows and outflows of
water per computational cell. These data have to beprovided by hydrodynamic models. Fintor
& Zsuffa [1995] applied the FOK model to generate such time series for each system cell of
the Gemenc cell-system before simulating their phytoplankton dynamics by DELWAQ.
Comparative evaluation ofthepresented vegetation models
Figure 8.4 below indicates the time scales of the presented vegetation models according to
their simulation time step.
minutes

1d

DELWAQ

MEGAPLANT

0.5 y
GTREE

5y

12y

EGVM

OVM

RMM,GMM

ecotope models

biomass models
plankton water plants

several decades

hardwood wetland ecotopes
seedlings

floodplain ecotopes

Figure 8.4 Timescales of themodels based ontheirsimulation timesteps
Biomass models thus have much lower time scales than ecotope models owing to the fact that
vegetation biomass ismuch more dynamic intimethan spatial extents ofecotopes.
There are two general processes stimulating the temporal dynamism of ecotopes: succession
and the dynamism of abiotic environment. Under steady abiotic conditions, succession of
proceeds on multi-annual scales (except the pioneer stages). Dynamic abiotic conditions of
floodplains induce a more dynamic ecotope system, although it still takes several years for
most floodplain ecotopes to undergo definite changes. That is to say, increased inundation
stress needs atime period from 1yearto several decades to cause definite changes in awoody
ecotope thanks to the preserved reproduction capacities of flood resistant adult trees.
Decreased inundation stress would not result sudden changes either (unless the succession is
at startingphase),asit only removesthe 'obstacle' from theway of succession.
Plant biomass on the other hand shows strong within-year dynamism, not only in case of
annual and perennial plants but also in case of seedlings of woody species. This dynamism is
determined by four processes: growth, reproduction, mortality and export-import (only
phytoplankton). Growth and reproduction of algae is highly influenced by solar radiation and
dissolved nutrient concentrations both of which may change significantly from one day to
another. In floodplain water bodies, the in- and outflow processes enhance further the
dynamics of algae biomass. This is why the time step of DELWAQ had to be decreased to
some minutes when it was applied to the small water bodies of the Gemenc floodplain [Fintor
& Zsuffa 1995].The dynamism of herbaceous and woody biomass is of course much slower
notjust because of the lack of export-import but also because the production and mortality of
such species are much slower processes than that of algae. That is why the MEGAPLANT
and the GTREE models have 1 dand 0.5 year long time steps respectively.
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Short time steps for physiological models are also demanded by the modelled physiological
processes. Primary production and respiration proceed in daily cycles, which imply that the
simulation time stepmust notbe longer than oneday.
Long time steps of conditional models require abiotic input on the same long time scales.For
hydrological input it implies to use variable, which contain the relevant information over the
hydrological regime within that time step. This information is stored in the simulated time
series of influencing hydrodynamic parameters. This implies that influencing hydrological
variables has to be derived by extracting this information from the time series, by means of
statistical analysis. Accordingly, the RMM, GMM, OVM, EGVM and GTREE models
require such statistical analysis prior modelling (Figure 8.6).
Conditional approach disregards the internal mechanism of relevant links in the vegetation
influence chain. Thus, it is the modeller's task to formulate alternative equations with which
the resulted gaps can be bridged. The substituting equations are called 'black boxes'
[Jergensen, 1989; Runhaar, 1991] (Figure 8.5). Matrices of the RMM, GMM and EGVM
models as well as the MPR and GR functions of GTREE and the regression equation of OVM
aretypical examples for black boxes.
MEASURES

CONDITIONAL FACTORS
floodpulses
ofthe
Danube

creating/
restoringside
channels ^ . t . errain
elevation

expected
annual
inundation
duration

PHYSIOLOGICALFACTORS

BLACKBOX
(thematrix)

ecotopes

geomorphological
unit

Figure 8.5 Flow-chart of the GMMmodel (seealso Table 8.1)
Models have to be calibrated. For matrix models this means extensive regression analysis of
measured field data. As a result, the tables of matrix models get filled in. In case of
conditional continuous models regression analysis can be employed for locating the most
suitable model equation (see OVM model of Toner and Keddy [1997]). In case of
physiological models (and at some conditional models too) the form of the core equations is
determined on a theoretical basis. These equations however do contain several parameters
(besides global constants) that have to be calibrated. Calibration in this case means adjusting
the parameters sothat the output of themodel get ascloseto measured field data as possible.
Adequacy of hydrological input of conditional models is different. The two hydrological
variables of the OVM model {Id and tsc) for example mean adequate interpretation of the
effect of floods on vegetation, since the length of the recovery time (tsc-ld) is also taken into
consideration, above the stress effects of the floods of the Ottawa River. The RMM, GMM
and EGVM models on the other hand, are based on quite simple hydrology-vegetation
relationship as the influence of the entire hydrological environment is considered by the
expected (or 5year average in case of EGVM) value of only one variable. Furthermore, these
hydrological variables correspond to the entire year, so the effect of seasonality is ignored,
which otherwise plays a significant role in the temperate climate. (That is why the OVM and
GTREE models separate thegrowing and dormant seasons.)
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Ecological models are inevitable specific to those abiotic factors that have not been
considered explicitly as independent variables.The presented conditional models are therefore
all very site-specific. They can only be applied for those regions where data came from for
calibration. These data implicitly account for the influence of climate, water quality, soil etc..
In addition to such regional restrictions, the applicability of GMM and OVM models are
restricted to the riparian parts ofthe Gemenc and Ottawa floodplains being directly influenced
bythe river.
Even site-specificity would not be a big problem unless all envisaged control variables are
taken as explicit independent variables. This is however not the case with the RMM, GMM,
OVM, EGVM and GTREE models as they are also specific to the influencing hydrological
regimes. The OVM model is especially specific to the flood regime of the Ottawa River as its
two independent variables implicitly consider the general, 'two floods per growing season'
pattern of the river. The RMM, GMM models are also quite hydrology specific since they
consider the effect of inundation only by means of the single variable of annual inundation
duration, thusrelying on thecharacteristic annual distribution of flood waves of the Rhine and
Danube rivers. In fact, hydrological specificity of conditional models is inevitable because the
variation ofthewater regime within their largetime steps is disregarded.
Hydrological specificity however prevents applying these models for evaluating the
consequences of changes in the influencing hydrological regime. Thus, the presented
conditional models, or models based on such approaches, cannot be applied directly for
evaluating ecological criteria within the envisaged Decision Support System for floodplain
restoration.
Hydrological specificity can be avoided if hydrological input comes from an appropriately
low time scale. For floodplain conditions this implies daily hydrological input. Such a short
time scalehowever requires sophisticated, physiologically based models.
8.2.2 Fauna models
Ecological models, whose target variables characterise the fauna life of the modelled
ecosystem, are called fauna models. According to the general classification of ecological
models, fauna models can be biomass or habitat models on the one hand; or they can be
dynamic or static models on the other hand. Within habitat models distinction can be made
between binary and continuous models according to the form of the core suitability functions.
Unlike vegetation models however, it is not possible to construct physiological models for
fauna due to the complexity of physiological processes of animals. Fauna models on the other
hand must consider the ethological and phenological relations of animals to the ecosystem.
Migration, reproduction, hiding, feeding are the activities that have to be integrated into the
model withthehelp ofethological and phenological analyses.
An overview of fauna models found in literature, is given in the subsequent sections. The
selected models represent specific combinations ofmodel classes described above.
Dynamic biomass model
Tait [1990] introduces the Everglades Ecological Model (EGEM), which is a module of the
complex Everglades model (see also Section 8.2.1). The EGEM simulates the weight
concentration of three generic type groups: small fish, invertebrates and centrarchids. The
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concentration dynamism of these aquatic organisms is assumed to follow the principles of
dispersion:
dc d (_, dc\ d
_ =_ £ ) , • — + —

dt

cx\

3c)

dy

dy

+S(c,x,y)

(8.14)

c:
concentration ofaquatic organisms (g/m2)
Dx, Dy, Dz: components ofthe dispersion tensor (m2/s)
S:
source or sink ofaquatic organisms ( g m ' V )
The dispersion tensor components are proportional to the temporal gradient of water level.
Both increasing and decreasing water levels result higher dispersion. No dispersion takes
place below a certain depth. The S source (or sink) term stands for heterotypical and
homeotypical coactions in the course of which aquatic organism biomass is produced or
consumed inthewater column.
The source term of reproduction is assumed to be a rectangular hyperbolic function of the
concentration:
S =maxrph

c

(8.15)

cm+c

maxrp : rate of maximum recruitment (gm"V')
h:
water depth (m)
cm :
concentration of aquatic organisms (gm"2d"')at whichSrp = 0.5maxrp
Mortality sink is a linear function of aquatic organism concentration, describing the effect of
increased homeotypical competition for food:
Smr =-c •mm(bmr +Smr•c;maxmr)

(8.16)

bmr : base mortality rate (s"')
Smr : mortality-concentration gradient (s"'g"'m2)
maxmr : maximum mortality rate (s"')
Additional mortality isresulted by predation:
/ up

(8.17)

Spr =-min V cp: •cont\c\ maxpr•c
V '=1

np :
number of predator species feeding on aquatic organisms (-)
cp,:
density ofpredator species i(m )
corii(c) :consumption rate ofpredator species ;at concentration c (gs")
maxpr : maximum predation rate (s" )

-K

The corij(c)is a linear function between a lower and an upper limit cf aquatic organism
concentration. Below the lower limit, no predation is assumed to take place, while above the
upper limit the consumption does not increase any further because the maximum consumption
capacity ofthepredator is assumed tobe reached.
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The numerical solution of this equation is based on the 4x4 km grid applied generally for all
modules ofthecomplex Everglades simulation model.
Habitat models
The presence and size of populations of aquatic organisms depend on the size and on the
quality of thehosting habitat. The size of habitat can be characterised by several hydrological
parameters depending on the behaviour of the species. For example habitat of species living
on the land-water ecotone can be characterised by the perimeter of the water surface, while
the habitat of benthic invertebrates can be quantified by the bed surface area of the water
body. Size of habitat of species living in the medium of water however is not necessarily
characterised by the volume of water. Most fish are dependent on a certain layer of the water
column. Benthos feeders (e.g. the carp) are feeding on the bottom, while surface feeders feed
below the water surface. As all freshwater fish are substrate spawner, reproduction is again a
surface-, and not volume dependent process. This surface dependency is even more enhanced
in shallow lakes like those inthe river floodplains. These all imply that the size of fish habitat
can be characterised by the area of water surface. This however does not mean that the depth
isnegligible as influencing factor.
The quality of an aquatic habitat isdetermined bythe following factors:
1. Quality ofthewater: dissolved oxygen content, turbidity, temperature
2. Type ofthe substrate
3. Density of aquatic vegetation
4. Hydrological variables: depth and velocity ofthewater, water level fluctuation
Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) models for aquatic species describe the quality of the habitat
according to the above factors. A HSI model has continuous core functions each of which
indicates the suitability of the habitat for the species according to a specific condition of the
site. 0 index value indicates that the habitat is totally unsuitable, while 1 means optimal
conditions from that certain point of view.
Figure 8.7 shows the HSI curves for northern pike (Esox lucius) developed by Inskip [1982].
The specific HSI graphs correspond tothe following habitat conditions [Inskip, 1982]:
// : ratio of spawning habitat to summer habitat (area during the spawning season that is
less than 1 m deep and vegetated, divided by the total midsummer area of the water
body). The quality of spawning substrate is indicated by the different curves: A:
vegetation obscures most (>80%) of the bottom, plant material dense throughout the 15
cm of the water column above the substrate (flooded sedge or grass meadow); B:plant
growth less lush than in A but more than 60% of the bottom obscured in vertical
projection from depth of 15 cm above the bottom; C: vegetation or debris covers much
of the bottom but plant material does not occupy much of the water column
immediately above the substrate (compacted vegetation, fallen leaves,woody branches);
D: thinly scattered vegetation ordebris only
h : drop in water level during embryo and fry stages; A: embryo and early fry stage (until
the yolk sac absorbed) during which it is sticking on plant surfaces; B: late fry stage:
moving ability
1} : percent midsummer area with emergent or submerged vegetation
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Figure 8.7 Habitatsuitability indexgraphs for northernpike [after Inskip,1982]
For the common carp (Cyprinuscarpio), Edwards &Twomey [1982]developed asimilar HS1
model.
Aggregation of the specific HSI values results the overall HSI of the habitat. The model of
Inskip [1982] selects the lowest specific HSI asthe overall HSI.This approach isbased on the
assumption that the critical (limiting) factor determines the overall habitat quality [Djordjevic,
1993]. Other aggregation techniques, such as multiplication or geometric mean, can also be
applied. Multiplication of the specific HSI-s isbased on the assumption that all habitat factors
are of equal importance and the habitat is optimal only if it is optimal from all aspects
[Djordjevic, 1993]. Geometric mean implies compensation effect, i.e. if the majority of
specific HSI-s is inthe optimal range then the overall HSI is also ina good range even ifsome
specific HSI values indicate that the habitat is not suitable at certain aspects [Djordjevic,
1993],
Multiplying the surface area of the water body with the overall /AS7 results the Weighted
Usable Area (WUA) [Djordjevic, 1993], which characterise both the quality and the quantity
of habitat of the species.
Based on the concept of WUA, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service developed the Instream
Flow Incremental Methodology (IFIM) for calculating the WUAof aquatic organisms in lotic
water bodies. The IFIM subdivides the investigated river or creek reach into component cells
and calculates the WUAfor these cells separately. Then the total WUAof the reach is derived
by summing up the component WUA-s.
The IFIM isbased on the following ecological assumptions [NERC, 1993]:
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1. The modelled species exhibit microhabitat selection strategy. It means that the species
tend to move to small sub-regions (cells) of the water body where the conditions are
optimal for crucial activities such as feeding or reproduction. Conditions in the
neighbouring cellshave negligible influence ontheorganisms living inthe cell.
2. Individuals select the most desirable conditions within the stream but will use less
favourable areas asthey become more crowded.
3. Individuals of species respond directly to available hydraulic conditions. This means
that the temporal variations of hydrological variables do not influence the modelled
fauna. Always the actual values of hydrological variables determine the WUA at a
certain time point. (Note that this is not valid for fish species preferring the lentic water
bodies of floodplains as habitats.)
Bray [1996] applied the M M for rainbow trout {Oncorhynchus mykiss) and caddishfly
(Hydropsyche sp.) inthe rapids of the St Marys River in Canada. Thetotal WUAofthe rapids
was calculated by summing the WUA-s of four component cells. The suitability of the cells
was characterised only by the index of mean water depth. WUA-s were calculated for four
discharges for each life stages of the two species. The depths and flooded areas of the cells
were calculated by steady state hydrodynamic modelling. The relationship between discharge
and total WUA was derived by fitting a curve on the four calculated points. Finally, time
series of WUA-swere created oh the basis of monthly historical discharge time series of the
river. The WUAtime series were then subjected to time series analysis in order to reveal the
relation between the river regime and the habitat conditions.
8.3

Ecological models and related criteria applied in the DSS

The Decision Support System (DSS) for floodplain revitalisation needs ecological models,
which enable to calculate the achievements of different cell-system solutions at the criteria
related tothe floodplain ecosystems.
8.3.1 Vegetation models applied inthe DSS
The most important requirement towards vegetation models is that they must not be specific
for the water regime since the identified revitalisation measures (see Chapter 5) aimjust the
modification of water regime of the floodplain cell-systems. For this reason, the envisaged
models must preferably be physiologically based ones.
Model and criteria related to aquatic flora
For modelling water plants,the MEGAPLANT model [Scheffer etal, 1993] has been applied
(see Section 8.2.1). The authors of this model made the FORTRAN source code available,
whichenabled tointegrate itintotheDSS.
In its original form, MEGAPLANT assumed constant water depth, which is not valid for
floodplain water bodies. In case of fluctuating water depth however, the model should also
account for stranding. Stranding causes stress on the plant leading to growth inhibition,
injuries and even to death. Accordingly, the modified MEGAPLANT model does the
following when stranding occurs:
1. Haltsthe growth process for thetime of stranding
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2. Decreasesthevegetation biomass atthe end ofthe stranding period; the biomass loss is
assumed to beproportional tothe stranding time:
WU = WU •

WU•-

mt.

• ws=ws-

ws-

; WR = WR-

WR-

mt s J

(8.18)
mt.

Where:
duration ofthe continuous stranding period (d)
stranding time lethal for theplant (d)
mt.
WU,WS,WR dryweights ofupper layer, sprouts androots (g/m )
Hydrological inputs for the modified MEGAPLANT model are daily water levels in the cells,
simulated bythe FOK model.
Evaluation criteria related to water plants are thus calculated on the basis of water plant
biomasses simulated by MEGAPLANT. The applied criterion refers to the area that is
considered to be occupied by the subjected water plant in the cell. This is the water plant
zone. A certain location is considered to be occupied by the water plant zone if the average
plant biomass during the growing season exceeds a given threshold. In this study the value of
5 g/m2 has been specified for this threshold. By assuming homogeneous conditions in the
horizontal directions, the lower and upper elevation limits of the water plant zone can be
derived by means of linear interpolation between biomasses computed on discrete elevations.
Having the lower and the upper limits in hand, the area of the water plant zone can be
calculated for each simulation year on the basis of the elevation-area functions of the cell
(Figure 8.8).

z,,z
1'*-2 '

: discrete elevations where water plant biomass is calculated withthe help of MEGAPLANT

Z u , Z | :upper and lower limit ofthe water plant zone
A :area of thewater plant zone

Figure 8.8 Waterplant zone within acell
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The so-defined water plant zone is thus an annual random variable. The evaluation criterion,
applied in the DSS,refers to acertain point of the distribution function of this variable that is,
water plant zone with a given exceeding probability. This value is estimated by means of
statistical analysis of time series of water plant zones derived by long-term (at least 20 years
[Zsuffa sr., 1994]) multi-level simulations with MEGAPLANT. The exceeding probability
applied inthis study is0.5.
Othervegetation models and criteria applied in the DSS
It would be ideal if physiological models for other vegetation existed too, and were integrable
into the DSS. For algae the DELWAQ or similar models would be an appropriate choice
unless its integration was not hampered by the lack of the program code. As far as terrestrial
plants are concerned no physiological models were available at the time of development of
the DSS. The available conditional models are on the other hand not applicable due to their
site and hydrological specificity. Since developing new and sophisticated vegetation models
does not fit into the scope of this study, alternative, simplified models had to be constructed
with which criteria standing for terrestrial vegetation can be evaluated. Simplification
however inevitable leads to conditional modelling.
The applied conditional model predicts the occurrence of only one, rather general ecotope,
which is termed as 'forest zone'. This ecotope comprises alluvial forests of all types ranging
form willows to hard wood species. Meadows and grasslands are also included. The extent of
the forest zone is assumed to be determined bythe growing season inundation. Accordingly, a
certain spot inthe cell isassumed tobewithin thiszone ifthe following condition holds:
GFp]<GFFm„

A GFp2>GFFmin

(8.19)

Where:
GFpi growing season inundation (d)ofthe spot with exceeding probability pi
GFP2 growing season inundation (d)ofthe spot with non-exceedingprobability p2
GFFmax maximum growing season inundation the forest zone tolerates (d)
GFFmm minimum growing season inundation the forest zone requires (d)
Ti=pl~' is thus the minimum tolerable return time (in years) of growing season inundations
longer than GFFmax, while Tj= p2'' is the minimum tolerable return time of inundations
shorter than GFFmi„. The upper and lower elevation limits of the forest zone (zu and z/) can
thus be determined from the following conditions:
GFp2(zu) = GFFmm ; GFp](z,) =GFFm_x

(8.20)

Actually, zu and z/ are calculated by means of linear interpolation within the appropriate
intervals of discrete elevations where GFpi and GFP2 values are calculated by means of
statistical analysis of long term water level time series simulated by the FOK model. The
criterion itself (which is the expected area of the forest zone) is then calculated form the
elevation-area function ofthe cell.
The GFFmax, GFFmin, T/and 7^ parameters have to be calibrated by means of regression
analysis. Such analysis however falls out of the scope of this study. Instead the values applied
for the case study (the Gemenc floodplain) are derived from information found inthe relevant
literature [Schoor, 1992;Kozlowski, 1984;Gill, 1970]. Accordingly:
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GFFmax=90d;

GFFmin=\d;

T, = 3y;

T2= 2y

The 1day minimum inundation (which has to occur at least in every second year) is required
for forestry purposes, since the amount of rainwater is insufficient for the optimal growth of
timber trees in the Gemenc floodplain [Kalocsa, 1997, pers. com]. This also means that,
forests do grow above the z„elevation too, although their growth rate is less than optimal due
tothe lackof water.
This approach is thus similar to that of the RMM and GMM models, although it considers
only one,rather general terrestrial ecotope. Improving the ecotope resolution tothe same level
(see Table 8.1) is not advised because the low adequacy of this conditional approach does not
bearproportion to suchadequateecotope classification.
Besides water plant and forest zone, also athird ecotope criterion isapplied inthe DSS,which
isthe water zone. Water zone isthe habitat of all aquatic life including algae,water plants but
also fish and invertebrates. In fact water zone stands for the permanent water body within the
cell. Water zone is defined in a pure hydrological-statistical way: it is the part of the cell,
which is under water for more than a certain number of days during the growing season
(GFW), and the return time of violation of this condition cannot be lower than a certain
number of years {Tj). Accordingly, water zone is the area below a certain zw elevation, which
isderived form the following condition:
GFpi(zJ = GFW where p3 =T;1

(8.21)

For this thesis the GFW is set to 130 days, which ensures water cover for at least 85%of the
153 days long growing season. Desiccation of the water zone is tolerated only in every third
year,thus 7y=3y.
8.3.2 Fauna models applied in the DSS
The envisaged fauna models cannot be based on the biomass approach because of the
following reasons:
1. A floodplain cell system is connected to the river channel system, which means that
significant amounts of fauna biomasses may leaveor enter the modeled system.
2. Biomass exchange between the cells is the result of migration through the fokchannels. Such migration is a complicated process controlled by several factors, so it
cannot be modeled bythe simple, density dependent diffusion like in case ofthe EGEM
model ofTait [1990].
These all implies that only habitat models are applicable in the DSS.The direct application of
available HIS models [Inskip, 1982;Edwards & Twomey, 1982] is not possible because these
models essentially assume steady state hydrological conditions. Furthermore these models
give qualitative evaluation only, which is not sufficient because habitat sizes may also be
different in case of the alternative cell-system solutions. Thus, new models had to be
developed for modeling habitat conditions for aquatic fauna in floodplain cell-systems.
The fish habitat model
This model is developed especially for the common carp (Cyprinus carpio) although it canbe
applied for other cyprinide species too, after adjusting model equations and parameters. The
spatial unit ofthe envisaged model isthe cell. Both thequantitative and the qualitative habitat
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analysis correspond to individual cells. Because of the significant differences in habitat
requirements, distinction should be made between spawning, embryo, juvenile and adult
stage.Thehereby-presented model deals only withthe spawning and embryo stages.
For the spawning and embryo stages, the following model assumptions have been derived
from the relevant literature [Inskip, 1982, Edwards & Twomey, 1982; Welcomme, 1985;
Pinter, 1993]:
1. Spawning takes place within well-defined range of temperature. In temperate regions
this implies that spawning takesplace in spring and early summer
2. Spawning takes place in shallow,0.4-0.8 mdeepwaters.
3. Spawning may occur at low water, rising water or peak flood but only very rarely
during falling floods. Water level drawdowns interrupt spawning, while rising water
levels stimulate spawning.
4. Vegetation ispreferred as spawning substrate against gravel sand orclay.
Additional assumptions are also applied, which are specific for the case study system (the
Gemenc cell-system):
5. Water quality conditions are assumed to beoptimal for spawning
6. Conditions for spawning arehomogeneous inthe horizontal directions
Because of the first assumption the model deals only with the period that ranges from April
till June. The second assumption specifies the zone in the cell where spawning may occur
(Figure 8.9).

spawningzone

Figure 8.9 Spawning zone andperiods of water cover availablefor fish and embryos
at acertain t*timepoint
The so-defined spawning zone thus provides a quantitative evaluation of the spawning habitat
for a certain day. For qualitative evaluation the following habitat suitability index functions
areapplied (seealso Figure 8.10):
// : Effect of water level change. This index refer to the third model assumption i.e. it says
that spawning is inhibited if significant drawdown occurs (// = 0 if dz <-0.05 m/day)
while it isstimulated incase of rising water levels(// = 1\fdz> 0.15 m/day)
h : Effect of water cover on the embryo. This index stands for the detrimental effect of
stranding. It is assumed that 5day or less water cover is lethal for all embryos since this
time is not enough for hatching, and even if some eggs could hatch they would get
killed too,because hatched larvae tend to remain immobile for some days after hatching
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h:

[Pinter, 1992;Edwards & Twomey, 1982]. 16days water cover on the other hand seems
to be enough for all carp embryos for reaching the mobile phase when they are able to
leave the spawning site before stranding [Pinter, 1992; Edwards & Twomey, 1982]. The
time of water cover available for embryos mated on a certain day (/*) on the upper and
lower limitsofthespawningzone,isindicated onFigure 8.9 (tcu* and tcl*).
Effect of spawning substrate. This index corresponds to the fourth model assumption.
Vegetated substrate refers to water plants and inundated terrestrial plants, while open
substrate corresponds to the scarcely vegetated or non-vegetated substrate. In the model
a certain site is assumed to be vegetated if it is above the lower boundary of the water
plant zone, which is determined by the vegetation-modelling module of the DSS (see
Section 8.3.1). This approach is based on the assumption that a continuous plant cover
ranges from the water plant zone, through riparian vegetation till the terrestrial
herbaceous species. If the vegetation model results that no water plant zone develops in
the cell during the actual year, then the substrate is assumed to be vegetated only above
the lower boundary of the forest zone; below the forest zone only scarce riparian and
water vegetation could grow duetothe unfavourable hydrological conditions.

0.5

open
substrate

vegetated
substrate

Figure 8.10 Habitat suitability indexgraphsfor fish spawning
HSI values for the entire spawning zone are derived by averaging of the HSI-s calculated at
the upper and lower limits of the zone. When calculating the overall HSI, the model applies
the assumption that the critical (limiting) factor determines the overall habitat quality
[Djordjevic, 1993]. Accordingly, the lowest of the three specific HSI values is taken as the
overall HSIofthe spawning zone on acertain day.
Weighting the area of spawning zone with the overall HSI results the Weighted Usable Area
(WUA), which gives a quantitative and a qualitative evaluation of spawning conditions. Such
WUA values are calculated for each day of the spawning season. Mean values of these daily
WUA-s can thus be derived for each simulation year. This mean WUA is again an annual
random variable determined by its probability distribution function, which can be estimated
on the basis of long-term simulation. The criterion related to fishspawning habitat refers to a
specific point of this function, i.e. a mean WUA with a certain exceeding probability. The
exceeding probability applied in this thesis is 0.6667, which means that the return time of
occurrence of mean WUA-s lessthanthe specified value, is 3years.
Modelling habitat for foraging waders
Stagnant water bodies of river floodplains are very important feeding places for rare wading
birds. One of Europe's most valuable waders is the black stork (Ciconia nigra). The favourite
nesting and foraging habitats of this species are the remote sites of river Hoodplains where it
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can feed onjuvenile fish in the shallow, wadable water bodies. Unfortunately, only very few
places have been left in Europe, which satisfies these habitat demands. One of them is the
Gemenc floodplain. Preserving and improving habitat conditions inthese places are important
on continental ecological scale too, as these places provide resting and foraging opportunities
for storksand for other waders during migration [Kalocsa, 1999,pers.comm.].
The hereby-presented habitat model deals with the foraging conditions of black storks. The
following assumptions areapplied [Kalocsa, 1999,pers.comm.]:
1. The most important foraging period is the late summer and early autumn (August September). This is the time when the storks prepare themselves for migration by
eating much more than usual. Also storks from other nesting places may take a rest in
thefloodplain duringthisperiod and feed onthejuvenile fish stock ofthelakes.
2. A good foraging place is a shallow, wadable water body rich in juvenile fish. It is
important that the water body must be wadable in its entire area. If it contained deep
areas of significant extent, then juvenile fish would escape from the foraging birds to
theseplaces.
A floodplain cell is rich injuvenile fish if spawning was successful. Accordingly, the WUA
of spawning is a good indicator for the quantity of prey fish available in the cell. Whether the
stork can have access to this food or not depends on the presence of the conditions specified
by the above model assumptions. These all suggests to construct suitability index functions
for these foraging conditions with which the WUA of spawning habitat can be weighted to
derive akind ofnumerical evaluation ofthe stork foraging conditions inthecell.
The suitability index functions for stork foraging conditions are as follows (see also Figure
8.11):
//

Ratio of wadable area to the total area of the water body. A certain site of the water
body is assumed to be wadable if the depth is less than 0.8 m. This index can be
calculated for each day ofthe feeding season.
Ratio of the number of foraging days to the total number of days during the foraging
period. The number of foraging days is weighted sum of dayswithin the foraging period
where theweighting factors arethe// index values.
I,
11
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Figure 8.11 Suitability indexgraphsfor storkfeeding conditions
Thus, the WUA of stork foraging habitat in a cell is calculated by weighting the WUA of
spawning habitat with the1? index.
This WUA is again an annual random variable. The criterion applied in the DSS for
evaluating stork foraging habitat is the WUA with 0.6667 exceeding probability. This value is
derived bymeans of statistical analysis of longtime series ofsimulated WUA-s.
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9. APPLICATION OFTHEDECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM ONTHE
CASE STUDY PROBLEM

The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate the use of the Decision Support System (DSS)
with the help of a case study. The selected case study area isthe southern part of the Gemenc
floodplain situated along the right bank of the river Danube in Hungary. The main features of
this area, as well as its present ecological problems have already been described in Chapter 4.
The objective of the case study itself is to find a solution for the identified ecological
problems, while considering the other functions of the areas. Obviously a compromise
solution istobe sought.
Ecological problems, which are the direct consequences of land use activities, can usually be
solved by means of administrative measures. Accordingly, noise and communal pollution,
caused by the different recreation activities, can be restricted by creating and enforcing
appropriate rules regulating the access to, and the settlement in the floodplain. Similarly,
ecological problems caused by intensive wood production also need administrative regulation.
The forestry company has to be forced to shift from the present clear-cutting method to
ecologically sound forest management. Marchand [1993] also suggests to divide the
floodplain into-different land use zones. Accordingly, no activities would be allowed in the
most valuable parts of the floodplain; even the entrance would be forbidden to these places.
These ecological nuclei would be surrounded by protective buffer zones where only very
limited forestry and recreation activities would be allowed. The rest ofthe floodplain might be
exposed to more intensive land use, which however should be practiced in ecologically sound
ways.
Administrative measures alone are insufficient for solving those eco-hydrological problems,
which are the results of the altered hydrological regime. These problems need active,
hydraulic-engineering interventions. The hydro-ecological revitalisation program of the riverchannel system of Gemenc has already been started. In 1993 and 1997the closing stone dams
of the Ven-Duna and Kadar-Duna branches (see Figure 4.8) were partially removed making
them flowing side channels again. It is now time to take the necessary steps towards the
revitalisation of the floodplain cell-system. The DSS introduced by this study has been
developed with the purpose toaid suchprojects inthe future.
9.1

Data acquisition and preparation

Application ofthe DSS on the case study system requires the following base data:
1. Geometrical data of existing elements of the cell-system: elevation - surface area
functions of the cells; cross sections of the existing fok-channels; elevations of the cell
boundaries.
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2. Hydrological boundary conditions for hydrodynamic modelling: water level time series
ofthe Danube atthe boundary cells.
3. Meteorological boundary conditions for hydrodynamic modelling: monthly average
precipitations and evaporations.
4. Parameters for theecological models.
Geometrical datawere derived from the results of land surveys carried out bythepersonnel of
the Eotvos Jozsef College within the period 1993-1995. During these surveys the Sarkany,
Cimer I, and Cimer II fok-channels as well as the beds of the Cserta and Nyeki oxbow lakes
were surveyed in cross sections of appropriate density. These data form the basis for
calculating the geometry of the channel design alternatives and the quantities of required
earthworks (excavation andthreshold construction).
Digitalized topographical maps formed the basis for calculating the elevation - area functions
of the cells, which are used by the continuity equations of the FOK model. Calculation of
these functions has been carried out with the help of the IDRISI [Eastman, 1992] GIS
package. As a first step of this calculation procedure a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) has
been generated for the subjected cell. This DEM was then input to a GIS routine, which
calculated surface areas on different elevations'. The so-derived elevation-area functions were
improved further onthe basisofthe surveyed cross sections ofthe oxbows.
Reliable daily water level data of the Danube was available from the gauge of Baja (see
Figure 4.8) for the period 1901-1996. Before using this data it was necessary to check its
homogeneity and if necessary to identify a sub-series, which is homogeneous and represents
the present hydrological conditions. Accordingly, a series of homogeneity tests were executed
on time series of different statistical parameters extracted from the given daily water level
data. These tests resulted that only the water levels from the last 20-25 years can be accepted
as homogeneous. Even this acceptance needed considerable relaxation in the significance
levels as the tests resulted rather low probabilities of homogeneity. Ultimately, water levels
from the period of 1976-96 have been singled out as boundary conditions for hydrodynamic
simulations within the DSS. A detailed description of the homogeneity tests is given in
Appendix II.
Monthly average precipitation and evaporation data have been derived from appropriate
meteorological maps. It was also possible to calibrate these data on the basis of recorded
water levels. Especially data from Lake Nyeki (see Figure 4.9) have proven to be applicable
for thispurpose as itstime series iscontinuous for the lowwater periods too,when no in-and
outflows occurred and also no significant water exchange took place between the lake and the
groundwater due to its thick clay bed. This means that the major causes of water level changes
were precipitation and evaporation indeed. The intensity of precipitation excess (precipitation
- evaporation) can thus easily be estimated on the basis of the temporal gradients of recorded
water levels inLakeNyeki.
Finally, the acquired and generated base data have been stored in appropriate databases that
canbeaccessed bythedifferent programmes oftheDSS.

' DetailsaboutthisGISapplicationcanbefound inSigner[1999].
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9.2

Establishing theenvisaged configuration ofthe cell-system

To simulate the decision process related to the revitalisation of the subjected cell-system, a
virtual Decision Making Group (DMG)have been setupwith members representing the main
objectives and constraints. Accordingly, an ecological stakeholder group within the DMG
stands for ecological objectives. Stakeholders are delegated by the forestry company and by
the water authority too, in order to represent the interest of wood production and flood
control. Last but not least a fourth stakeholder group isresponsible for the financial feasibility
of the revitalisation project. Its objective is to minimize the investment and operational costs.
The DMG is assisted by a virtual Planning Group (PG) with appropriate theoretical and
practical knowledge about the applied DSS software. This cooperation refers in fact to the
'interface' component of the decision process that has been discussed in Chapter 3 in general
and inChapter 6in particular.
The first step of planning the ecological revitalisation is to establish the configuration of the
cell-system that forms the common basis for alternative solutions. Setting up the
configuration thus means positioning the weirs, sluices and fok-channels in the given system.
This isin fact the first decision problem the DMG hasto face.
The configuration, formulated for this case study, is shown on Figure 9.1. Accordingly new
fok-channels are planned to be excavated between the Nyeki and Bata, as well as between the
Nyeki and Csorosz cells. This results a contiguous cell-system with primary water intake
through the Kisrezeti-fok. The purpose of the upstream intake is to raise water levels in the
entire system in order to counteract desiccation. The new channel between the Nyeki and Bata
cells results in a system with large storage capacity that has the potential to mitigate the fast
water level fluctuation for the benefit of fish reproduction. To keep the water on the desired
high levels,the downstream outlets ofthe system haveto be closed totally or partially. This is
why the Cserta, Cimer I and Cimer II channels (see Figure 4.8) are planned to be closed
completely. Because of similar reasons a stone weir is planned to be built into the boundary
section ofthe Batafok-channel (Figure 9.1).
Connecting the system to the Rezeti branch is advantageous also from the point of view of
sediment inflow. Rezeti is a very gently sloping, long side-branch of the Danube where most
of the incoming sediment gets settled down already in its upstream reach. The little island in
the branch for example (see Figure 9.1) has been built up by sand deposition. These all means
that the sediment content of the water flowing into the cell-system through the Kisrezeti-fok
will be much lower than that of the Danube. Thus, the Rezeti branch would function as a
sediment trap, which hampers the acceleration of the aggradation processes in the cells.
Nevertheless, it would be worthwhile to analyse thoroughly sedimentation and erosion
processes that would occur in the proposed cell-system. Such research however could not be
fitted intothe scope ofthis study.
According to the envisaged configuration a new channel is proposed to be constructed
between the Csorosz cell and the Danube too. It is believed that this connection would
improve the water regime control inthis cell, which might be needed bythe special ecological
function (see later) associated with Csorosz.
Installing sluices is also envisaged. These would be simple manually operated sliding gates.
One location of such potential sluice is the Kisrezeti-fok, as it would provide a better control
on the water regime of the entire system (Figure 9.1). Sluices are also envisaged to be
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installed intothechannelsoftheCsoroszcell.Thesesluicesmakepossibletoimprove further
thewaterregimecontrolinthiscellforthebenefit ofitsspecialecological function.
The above-mentioned special ecological function of Csorosz is to provide good foraging
conditions for black storks and for other waders. Black stork (Ciconia nigra)is the most
valuable bird of the area. Its favourite food isjuvenile fish. Good foraging condition inthe
Gemenc floodplain is essential notjust on local, but also on continental scales, since storks
migratingfrom Central-andNorthernEuropeusetheGemencasarestingandforagingplace
[Kalocsa, 1999, pers. corrim.]. The shallow and flat Csorosz cell would be an excellent
foraging site, provided that hydrological conditions are proper. The role of the planned
channelsandsluicesisjusttoprovidesuchproperconditionsasmuchaspossible.
LEGEND:
/

/
,_
^

cell
planned stoneweir inthe
boundary of Bata cell

• V potential sluice in
fok-channel
1 Kisrezetifok
2 Sarkanyfok
3 Batafok
4, 5. 6 newfok channels

Figure9.1 The envisagedconfigurationofthe casestudycell-system
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Figure 9.2 shows the model configuration ofthe envisaged cell-system. Inspitethatthe Cimer
I and Cimer II fok-channels are planned to be closed the model configuration still contains
links at these locations. The purpose of these links is to model the overland flow that still
occurs at these locations during floods. These links thus contains only overland flow weirs
whiletherest ofthe linksincorporate fok-channels too.
Rez6tibranch

Bata

Figure 9.2 Model configuration of the case study systemfor hydrodynamic simulations
with FOK
As Figure 9.2 also indicates the graph formed bythe system cells is atree, which prevents the
occurrence of looped cells within any potential composite system cell. This is an important
precondition for the proper work of FOK because the actual cell-merging algorithm is not
ableto handle such composite cells asithas been pointed out in Section 7.2.2.
9.3

Formulation of thedecision space

The above outlined cell-system configuration thus gives the common basis for generating the
decision space where the DMG can search for the compromise solution with the help of the
DSS. The decision space is composed by discrete sets of design alternatives generated for the
different system elements, according to the measures introduced in Chapter 5. The sets are
generated on a way to cover the total range of feasible design options. In case of fok-channels
thismeansthat design alternatives are ranging from channels with high and narrow thresholds
to channels with deep and wide beds. For example a set of 256 design alternatives has been
developed for the Kisrezeti-fok, and the spectrum of this set is ranging from a channel
alternative with 84.3 maD bottom level, 3.1 m bottom width and 1:1 bank slope, to the one
that has aconstructed threshold with 87.3maDcrest level, 1 mcrest width and 1:2side slope.
Channel alternatives may also differ in terms of their courses. The new channel between the
Bata and Nyeki cells for example has two alternative courses. These courses differ only in
their upper sections: one utilizes the bed of the Cimer I fok-channel, while the other uses the
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ditch2 along the flood control dike (Figure 9.3). The lower section of both courses is placed
into the lower section of the same ditch, thusbothcourse alternatives utilize existing channel
beds,which enable toreduce excavation costs.

Figure 9.3 Alternative courses for the newfok-channel between the Nyeki and Bdta
cells
Summer dike alternatives are ranging from the highest feasible dike to the zero option. This
latter refers to the case when no dike is built on the boundary at all. There are for example 4
summer dike alternatives for the boundary between the Nyeki cell and the Danube. The first
one is the zero option while the second, third and fourth alternatives prescribe the building of
a summer dike with a crest elevation of 87.8, 88.1 and 88.4 maD respectively.
The sets of sluice alternatives comprise different gatedesigns as well asthe zero option (when
no sluice is built into the boundary section of the channel). Gate designs differ only in their
gate heights. The shape of the gate is the same as that of the modified channel at the cellboundary section (see Figure 5.2.c), where the sluice is to be installed. The effect of different
gate heights play role when the water flows over the topoftheclosed gate.
Operationpolicy of the sluice inthe Kisrezeti-fok prescribes active gate operation only for the
growing season. For the rest of the year the sluice is kept closed. For the growing season the
policy prescribes to open the gate only if water level inthe Rezeti branch is higher than that of
the Cserta cell; otherwise the gate has to be closed. The purpose is to keep the water levels in
the system as high as possible. This policy is implemented on a daily basis,which means that
the person in charge checks the water levels every day and if necessary goes to the site and
opens or closes the gate.
The sluice between the Nyeki and Csorosz cells is kept closed during the foraging period of
storks (August and September), while it is kept open during the rest of the year. The third
sluice, which connects the Csorosz to the Danube, iskept closed for the whole year except for
the foraging period when it gets open whenever the Danube level drops below that of the
Csorosz. The purpose of these policies is twofold: on the one hand it is desired to generate
good spawning conditions in the Csorosz by 'merging' it to the Nyeki cell where high water
levels with slow fluctuations are expected to occur; on the other hand it is aimed to turn this
lake into a shallow, wadable water body for the foraging period by disconnecting it from

2
This ditch was excavated in the 19"'Century with the purpose of winning earth for building the neighbouring
dike.
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Nyeki and by decreasing its water levels down to the threshold (bottom) level of the sluice
between the Csoroszandthe Danube.
Sluice operation policies arethus the same for each sluice alternative, even though itwould be
possible toenlarge the decision spacebyformulating several alternative policies.
Each point inthe decision spacethusrefers to aparticular cell-system revitalisation solution.
Binary coding of the solutions, required by the Genetic Algorithms (GA) kernel of the DSS,
refers to thewithin-set serial numbers ofthe design alternatives. The code given onFigure 9.4
for example refers tothe following cell-system solution:
- 88-th design alternative for the Kisrezeti-fok
- 2-nd alternative for theenvisaged sluice inthe Kisrezeti-fok
- 63-rd alternative for the Sarkany-fok
- 72-nd alternative for the new channel between theNyeki and Bata cells
- 1-st alternative for the summer dike between the Danube and theNyeki-cell (zero option:
no summer dike)
- 5-th alternative for the summer dike and stone weir built into the downstream boundary
ofthe Bata-cell
-4-th alternative for thenew channel between theNyeki and Csorosz cells
- 1-st alternative for the summer dike between theNyeki and Csorosz cells
- 1-st alternative for the sluice in the new channel between Nyeki and Csorosz cells (zero
option: no sluice)
-6-th alternative for thenew channel between theDanube and the Csorosz cell
- 1-st alternative for the sluice in the new channel between the Danube and the Csorosz
(zero option: no sluice)
- 1-st alternative for excavations within theNyeki cell (zero option: no excavations)
- 1-st alternative for excavations within the Csorosz cell (zero option: no excavations)
,
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Figure 9.4 Binary coding ofacertainsolutionfor the Gemenccell-system
As Figure 9.4 also indicates there are several system elements not being represented in the
binary coding. It is because no design alternatives have been developed for them due to
different constraints. For example, no summer dike alternatives have been created for the
boundary between the Cserta and Nyeki cells. This isbecause the representatives of the water
authority within the DMG have vetoed such ideas, as the gaps on the railway dike must be
kept free of any obstacles in order to ensure the required flow passage daring high floods.
Building summer dike on the railway dike itself makes no sense as the op of this dike is
above the highest flood levels. Because of similar reasons, no summer dik ;alternatives have
been formulated for the high natural levee, which forms the northern boundary of the Bata to
the Danube (Figure 9.1).
The lengths of the binary sub-strings indicate the sizes of the component sets. The first two
sub-strings for example indicate that altogether 256 design alternatives and 4 sluice
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alternatives have been formulated for the Kisrezeti-fok. The length of the full string on the
other hand indicates the size of the decision space itself. Accordingly, the decision space
formulated for thiscase study contains altogether 35 184372 088832cell-system solutions.
The Planning Group (PG) thus searches for the best compromise solution within this decision
space, according to the criteria, constraints and aspiration levels specified by the Decision
Making Group (DMG).
Before starting the ESEMOPS based search it is necessary to build up a database for the
decision space, which contains all the necessary data of each element of each component set.
In case of a channel alternative for example this database contains the delivery functions
(needed by the FOK model), the geometry of the modified cross sections and the quantity of
earth and stone excavated and/or filled in. The modified geometry and the quantities
earthwork are calculated on the basis of the present geometry and the desired bottom level,
bottom width and bank slope. These calculations are executed by the FOKBUILD preprocessor prior calculating the delivery functions. The database also contains the geometrical
and earthwork data of the different summer dike alternatives, as well as the parameters of
hypothetical overland flow weirs, which model the effect of the different summer dike
alternatives in the FOK model. These data are calculated by means of the BNDBUILD preprocessor. Finally, the database contains the elevation-area functions and the required
earthworks of the different cell alternatives too. Calculation of these data is the task of the
CELLBUILD pre-processor.
As the representation ofthealternative cell-system solutions within the GA engine of the DSS
implies, accessing the database of the decision space must be based on the serial numbers of
the different system element alternatives. Technically this means that that it must be a direct
access database where the data of the alternatives are stored in records addressed by their
serial numbers.
9.4

Formulation ofevaluation criteria

Ecological criteria are calculated from the results of ecological modelling, as described in
Chapter 8.Forthis case studythe following ecological criteria have been formulated:
zi : area ofthewater plant zone inthe Nyeki and Bata cells
z: : area ofthewater zone intheNyeki and Bata cells
zs: Weighted Usable Area(WUA)for spawning intheNyeki and Bata cells
Z4 : area oftheforest zone inthe entire system
Z}: WUA for foraging storks intheCsoroszcell
These area-type criteria are dimensionless, as they refer to relative areas (zone areas divided
bythetotal area ofthecell(s)).
Investment cost (z6) is an essential evaluation criterion too. Investment cost of cell-system
revitalisation consists of the costs of excavations and that of constructions (channel
thresholds, summer dikes, sluices). These costs are function of the amounts of earth- and
construction works (Table 9.1), which is to be downloaded from the database of the decision
space.
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Operation costs arises only if the envisaged cell-system comprises sluices. These costs are
function of expected annual numbers of closings and openings of all sluices in the system,
which are calculated on the basis of the 21 years long simulation with the FOK model.
Accordingly, this expected number of sluice operations is applied as criterion indicating
operational costs(Z7).
As the selected criteria indicate, no special ecological priority has been assigned to the Cserta
cell. It is because this is the most upstream cell and it has a direct connection to the river
channel system, which all limit the possibilities of rising water levels and mitigating water
level fluctuations inthe cell.
Table9.1

9.5

Unitcosts of thedifferent revitalisation measures

Channel
excavation
(HUF/m3)3

Channel threshold
construction
(HUF/m3)

Summer dike
construction
(HUF/m3)

Cell excavation
(HUF/m3)

Sluice
installation
(HUF/piece)

1,000

3,000

2,000

500

1,000,000

The simulated decision making procedure

In order to demonstrate the ESEMOPS based DSS developed for ecological revitalisation of
river floodplains, a decision making procedure has been simulated. The subject of this
simulated decision making was the case study cell-system in the Gemenc floodplain. The tool
was the computer based DSS and the participants were the different imaginary stakeholder
groups of the virtual DMG. During the simulated decision process the virtual PG was
assisting the DMG by operating the software and helping the DMG in interpreting the outputs
and indirecting the search.
Zsuffa et al, [2000, a] and Zsuffa et ai, [2000, b] present alternative decision making
simulations implemented onthe samecase study system withthe helpoftheproposed DSS.
Before launching the decision iteration process it is important to locate the criterion-specific
optima within the given decision space. Having this idealpoint [Tecle & Duckstein, 1994] in
hand the DMG becomes aware of the best possible results it can achieve at each criterion.
This is especially useful in those cases when interpretation and evaluation of criteria scores
are difficult (for example the WUA-s of criteria zj and z5). By knowing the targeted level of
such criteria the DMG is provided with a basis where it can easily evaluate criteria
achievements -at least on arelative scale.
Solving the criterion-specific optimisation problems can be done with the help of the DSS
software without modifying its algorithm. First the aspiration level of the criterion (that is to
be optimised) has tobe setonanunfeasible extreme level;now ifthis aspiration level istaken
as a constraint then the applied penalty method forces Genetic Algorithm (GA) to search for
the solution closest to this constraint level without taking into account the scores of the other
criteria. The so-derived criterion-specific optima arepresented onTable 9.2

1

HUF:HungarianForint
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Table 9.2 Criteriascores ofthe idealpoint ofthe problem
Zl

22

23

Z4

zs

Z6

Z7

0.085 0.165 0.041 0.656 0.034 7.172

0

Figure 9.5 below shows the convergence of the GA search that located the optimum of
criterion z$ within the given decision space. As the figure indicates it took about 100
generations toreach a level from where nofurther improvement wasexpected to occur.

71
81
91
number of generations

Figure 9.5 Convergence ofthe GAsearch thatlocated thegoal level ofcriterionzg
Theconflicting nature ofthe subjected multi criteria problem prevails bylooking at all criteria
achievements of the criterion-specific optimal solutions (Table 9.3). It can easily be
concluded that there are strong conflicts among the interests of the stakeholder groups
standing for ecology, forestry and finances within theDMG.
Table9.3 Criteria achievements ofthe criterion-specific optimal solutions
Criteria
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Optimal solutions for:
Zl

"">

z3

-•/

-5

-<s

Zl

0.085

0

0.075

0

0.005

0.008

Zj>

0.101

0.165

0.15

0.054

0.052

0.062

Z3

0.032

0.015

0.041

0.007

0.006

0.007

Z4

0.306

0.35

0.429

0.656

0.256

0.317

z

5

0.001

0

0

0

0.034

0

Z6

53.51

106.65

130.18

127.14

98.27

7.172

z?

7.429

7.143

19.62

3.905

0

-7

1 1 1
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Thus the DMG must establish its initial aspiration levels by relaxing the levels specified by
the ideal point; otherwise the desired compromise solution will never be achieved.
Accordingly, the DMG initiated its aspiration levels by relaxing the levels of the ideal point
with 10%4. These aspiration levels along with the GA based solutions of the related principal
and auxiliary problems are presented on Table 9.4.
Table 9.4 Aspiration levels and criteria scores inthefirstdecision iteration cycle
Criteria

Initial
aspiration
levels

Principal
problem

Zl

0.077

Z2

Auxiliary problems
1.

2.

0.015*

0.078

0*

0.148

0.07*

0.098*

z$

0.037

0.007*

0.034* 0.016*

Z4

0.59

0.322*

0.402* 0.332* 0.411*

Z5

0.031

0*

Z(,

7.889

7.173

5
* aspiration is not satisfied
Zl

0

3.

4.

5.

0.069* 0.004* 0.007* 0.015* 0.015*

0.157 0.147* 0.061* 0.052*

0*

0*

7.

6.

0.07*

0.069*

0.037 0.007* 0.006* 0.008* 0.008*

0*

0.591 0.289* 0.337* 0.338*
0*

0.031 0.019* 0.019*

26.84* 27.49* 47.83* 49.34* 29.58*

7.855

7.792

7.14*

0

0

8.48*

7.43*

14.86*

3.81

Note that the numbering of auxiliary problems refers to the number of criterion, which has
been fixed as constraint. Also note that all aspirations are of 'at least' type except investment
costs (Zf,) and sluice operations (z?),which are of'at most' type.
Solution of the principal and auxiliary problems indicates clearly that the aspirations of the
DMG are still too strict. Satisfying the aspiration level of one criterion results in
dissatisfaction at the rest of the criteria. Accordingly the DMG decided to relax further its
aspirations at each criterion and to go for another iteration cycle (Table 9.5).
As Table 9.5 shows the scores ofz$are rather uniform and close tothe aspiration level (except
at aux. prob. 3).This indicates that z$isquite independent from the other criteria and that it is
likely possible to get close to this 0.02 aspiration level regardless to what is desired at the
other criteria. These all convinced the DMG to relax this level abit (to0.018)andto fix itasa
constraint for the subsequent iteration cycles.
Otherwise, the results indicate that the aspiration levels ofz/, z2, z3, z4 and z6 are still too strict
and need further relaxation. Especially satisfying the aspiration level of the forest area {z4)
costs too much both financially and ecologically.

4

Except for:,,wherethis initial aspiration level wasseton5.
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Table9.5 Aspiration levelsand
Aspiration
levels

Principal
problem

Zl

0.065

Z2

Criteria

•

t

criteriascores intheseconddecisioniterationcycle
Auxiliary problems
1.

2.

3.

0.016*

0.065

0.019*

0.06*

0.13

0.07*

0.093*

0.13

Z3

0.03

0.008*

0.014* 0.025*

Z4

0.5

0.337*

0.441* 0.389* 0.403*

Z5

0.02

0.019*

0.019* 0.019*

Z6

15

7.85

Z7

10

0

4.

0.032

0*

7.9

8.19

6.

0.005* 0.012* 0.016*

0.093* 0.069* 0.065*

38.61* 29.73* 22.83*
9.24

5.

0.07*

0.007* 0.007* 0.008*
0.51

0.339* 0.337*

0.019*

0.021

0.019*

33*

9.649

11.69

11.33*

2.952

0

The relaxed aspirations as well as the constraint were input for the third decision iteration
cycle (Table 9.6).
Table9.6 Aspiration levels, constraint level and criteria scores in the third decision
iteration cycle
Criteria Aspiration Constraint Principal
levels
problem
levels

Auxiliary problems
1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

Zl

0.055

0.016*

0.057

0.063

22

0.1

0.069*

0.091*

0.101 0.093* 0.064* 0.07* 0.065*

Zi

0.025

0.008*

0.014*

0.031

Z4

0.44

0.337*

0.421* 0.381*

0.36*

0.449 0.387* 0.317*

0.019

0.019

0.024

0.024

0.024

0.023

0.023

36.57* 48.42* 38.51*

12.09

19.47

8.921

13.62* 14.67* 14.38* 15.52* 2.857

3.048

0.018

zs
Z6

20

7.823

Zy

10

0

0.023* 0.012* 0.015* 0.01*

0.025 0.007* 0.008* 0.007*

The results of the third cycle strengthen the belief that a relatively strong correlation exists
between z/, z2 and zj on one hand and z« on the other hand. Cheap solutions have low
ecological scores while ecologically sound alternatives are quite expensive. Auxiliary
problem no. 2 resulted an especially good ecological solution even though its extremely high
costs was unacceptable for the stakeholder representing finances, and the representative of
forestry was not satisfied either. Accordingly, the ecological group of the DSS got convinced
to do a final relaxation in the first three criteria in order to achieve better scores at the costs
and ifpossibleatthe forest areatoo.
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The relaxed ecological aspiration levels were input for the fourth iteration cycle where they
were added to the constraint set. By this it has become possible to locate either the cheapest
solution, or the solution with the biggest forest area within the set of solutions satisfying the
ecological aspirations. To solve these constrained optimisation problems the aspiration level
of the criterion being optimised has to be set on an extreme level and the rest of the criteria
that have not been added to the constraint set have to be disregarded. These special auxiliary
problems along with the principal problem associated with the given aspiration and constraint
structure are solved inthe fourth decision iteration cycle (Table 9.7).
Table9.7 Aspiration levels, constraint levelsand criteriascores inthefourth decision
iteration cycle
Criteria Aspiration levels

Constraint
levels

Principal
problem

Optimal solutions for:
z4

Z(,

Zl

0.05

0.058

0.064

0.061

Zi

0.08

0.093

0.01

0.093

Z3

0.02

0.031

0.025

0.031

0.396*

0.512

0.374*

0.025

0.018

0.019

Z-l

0.44
0.018

Z5
Z6

20

27.16*

147.65*

27.06*

Zl

10

13.71*

8.48

12.1*

The principal problem of the fourth cycle resulted an excellent solution. Scores of ecological
criteria significantly outperform the aspiration levels while that of the forest area and costs do
not cause unacceptable high violations. Infact the investment costs (z6)of this solution isvery
close to the lowest possible value related to this constraint structure, as it is proven by the
optimal solution for z6 (see Table 9.7). Optimal solution for z4 however shows that it is still
possible to increase the forest area even though it likely causes rapid increase in investment
costs. The still unsatisfied forestry stakeholder therefore demanded a last search targeting the
cheapest solution that satisfy the ecological constraints plus a forest area constraint which has
been derived by slightly relaxing itsaspiration level (Table 9.8).
As Table 9.8 indicates satisfying both the needs of ecology and forestry doubles investment
costs. This convinced the DMG to stop the decision iteration process and to choose the
solution of the principal problem of the fourth iteration cycle as the ultimate (best
compromise) solution for the given multi criteria decision problem. The forestry stakeholder
got finally convinced that increasing the forest area from 39.6 % to 42 % does not bear
proportion withtheboom incosts.
Note that scores of z6 were being disregarded after the second decision iteration. It was
realized that these scores tend to stay below 15, which the DMG considered to be an
acceptable level ofoperational efforts.
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Table 9.8 Constraint levels and criteria scores inthe fifty decision iteration cycle
Criteria

Constraint levels

Optimal solution forz<s

2/

0.05

0.072

z:

0.08

0.107

23

0.02

0.034

z4

0.42

0.421

Z5

0.018

0.024

26

54.86

21

14.48

Figure 9.6 below shows the convergence of the GA search that located the best compromise
solution. The applied GAparameters are given on Table 9.9.
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Figure 9.6 Convergence of the GA search that located the solution of the principal
problem inthefourth decision iteration cycle
Table9.9 GAparameters applied inthe DSS
Population size

Crossover probability

Mutation probability

Scaling factor

51

0.6

0.007

3

Because of the applied penalty method, GA actually implemented two subsequent searches
whenever it dealt with constrained problems: it started searching for the feasible region of the
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decision space and then it gradually shifted the search towards the optimum of the actual
auxiliary or principal problem. In case of the GA search shown on Figure 9.6, it took a lot of
effort to locate the feasible region. The first solution, which satisfied all the four constraints5,
was found only in the seventh generation, and the effective search for the optimum could only
be started somewhere around the 15-th generation when feasible solutions reached a stable
high proportion (around 43/51) within the population. The solution of the problem was
assumed to be achieved at the 107-th generation when the convergence rate of population
means and minimums have dropped below apre-specified limit.
It is important to state that the best compromise solution of the multi-criteria problem should
not necessarily be a principal problem. Depending on the choice of the DMG it may also be
an auxiliary problem.
9.5.1 Introduction ofthe identified best compromise solution
The compromise solution located bythe decision iteration game iscomposed bythe following
design alternatives:
-

-

-

104-th alternative for the Kisrezeti-fok: building a threshold in the boundary section of
the channel with acrest elevation of 85.7 maD, crest width of 2.8m and 1:1 side slope
2-nd alternative for the sluice in Kisrezeti-fok: installation of a sluice with a 1m high
gate
68-th alternative for the Sarkany-fok: a threshold with crest elevation: 85.2 maD, width:
1mand side slope:1:2
220-th alternative for the new channel between the Nyeki and Bata cells: bottom level:
85.2 m, bottom width: 1.9 m, bank slope: 1:2; the course of the channel is the one
displayed on Figure9.3.a
1-st alternative for the summer dike between the Danube and theNyeki-cell: zero option
22-nd alternative for the summer dike and stone weir built into the downstream
boundary of Bata-cell: the top of the summer dike is on 87.3 maD,the crest of the stone
weir (built into the summer dike) is on 86.8 maD, its crest width and side slope is 2m
and 1:2respectively
2-nd alternative for the new channel between theNyeki and Csorosz cells:bottom level:
85.2maD,bottom width: 2m,bank slope:1:1
1-st alternative for the summer dike between theNyeki and Csorosz cells:zero option
2-nd alternative for the sluice in the new channel between Nyeki and Csorosz cells: the
height ofthegate is2m

- 7-th alternative for the new channel between the Danube and the Csorosz cell: bottom
level: 85.1 maD,bottom width: 2m,bank slope: 1:1
- 2-nd alternative for the sluice in the channel between the Danube and the Csorosz:
height ofthe gate is2m
- 1-st alternative for excavations within theNyeki cell: zero option
- 1-st alternative for excavations within the Csorosz cell: zero option

' These are the constraint levels ofz,, z2, z3 and zs.
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Criteria achievements of the best compromise solution are presented in Table 9.7.
Accordingly, 5.8 % of the total area of Nyeki and Bata cells belongs to the water plant zone,
9.3 % belongs to the water zone and 3.1 % is the Weighted Usable Area for spawning fish.
The Weighted Usable Area for foraging storks inthe Csorosz cell is 2.5 % with respect to the
total cell area. The expected size of the forest zone in the entire system is 39.6 % of the total
area of all four cells. Investment costs is 27.16 million HUF, and the expected number of
annual sluice operations is 13.71.
Figure 9.7 below shows the effect of the best compromise solution on the water levels of the
Bata cell. It shows two water level time series: one is recorded data from 1995-96, while the
other isthe result of simulating the best compromise solution with thehelp ofthe FOK model.
The positive ecological effects are indicated by the significantly increased low water levels,
which will counteract the desiccation problem to a great extent. Also the flashy water level
fluctuation hasbeen mitigated for the benefit of spawning fish. Decreased amplitudes of water
level fluctuation indicate the positive effect on water plants as the plants have become less
exposed to stranding and submergence stresses.
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Figure 9.7 Effect of the compromise solution on the water levels of theBatacell
The water regime of the Nyeki cell would not undergo such extreme changes as that of the
Bata (Figure 9.8). Although low water levels get somewhat raised and the fluctuation has
been mitigated on the lower elevations, the water regime on the higher elevations has not been
changed significantly. This is probably due to the compromise made with forestry and
finances. That is to say increased inundation on the higher grounds is likely detrimental for
the forests growing there, furthermore such increase can only be achieved by erecting a
summer dike on the cell boundary between Nyeki and the Danube, which would however
cause a significant increase in investment costs.
The water regime of the Csorosz cell is in fact identical to that of Nyeki throughout the year
except for the stork foraging period (Figure 9.9). This is because the sluice between these
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cells is kept open causing the two cells to merge into one single water body. During the
foraging period however the two cells get disconnected by closing the sluice and the Csorosz
gets emptied as much as possible with the help of its downstream sluice in order to make it
wadable for the birds. Indeed the water level tends to stay below the maximum wadable depth
duringthe foraging period as indicated byFigure 9.9.
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Figure 9.8 Effect of thecompromise solution onthewater levelsoftheNyekicell
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Figure 9.9 Effect ofthe compromise solution onthewater levels ofthe Csoroszcell
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9.6

Review of thedecision making process

Figure 9.10 below shows the flowchart that summarizes the entire decision-making process as
described intheprevious sections ofthis chapter.
START„
databaseofhydrological
andmeteorological
boundaryconditions

dataacquisitionand
preparation

establishing the
envisagedcell-system
configuration

morphologicaldataof
thecell-systemelements
databaseofthedecision
space:
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- boundaryweirparameters
- elevation-areafunctionsof
cells
- quantitiesofearth-and
_ constructionworks
^
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spacewiththehelpofthe
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formulationof
evaluationcriteria

<J^PLEMENTATIO^>

optimizationofeach
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solutions/
/
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<

acceptone oA
thesolutions?
22/
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auxiliary problemswiththehelpofGA

*. downloadinganduploadingdatabases
Figure 9.10Flowchart ofthedecision makingprocessfor cell-system revilalizalion
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The flow chart of the GA based kernel of the decision process is presented by Figure 6.5 in
Chapter 6. Figure 9.11 below shows how the impact assessment step of GA was actually
implemented within the DSS.
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initialize individual counter
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databaseofthe
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evaluatedcellsystem individuals

nextindividual
j=j+1
/binary codes /
•/of individualsr~~'
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element alternatives
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Figure 9.11Flow chart of impactassessment (criteriaevaluation) within GA
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Besides the already-mentioned databases Figure 9.11 also presents an additional database,
which contains information about cell-system solutions (or 'individuals' according to the GA
terminology) that have already been evaluated by the actual GA search. As Figure 9.11
indicates this database enables to skip the evaluation of repeated individuals (in other words:
'clones'), and thus it results in significant savings of runtime. Such savings is essential for
completing the decision iteration process within a feasible time interval. That is to say, in
spite of the temporal and spatial adaptation abilities and ofthe application of channel delivery
functions (which made the FOK model much faster than any other models as it ispointed out
in Chapter 7) the speed of hydrodynamic simulation is still too slow for a DSS where several
thousands of alternatives have to be evaluated during the subsequent GA searches. This
database made possible to reduce the time of the GA runs to their thirds on average. For
example the GA search that located the compromise solution processed altogether 5457
individuals, even though only 1910 of them were actually evaluated because the rest were
simplythe clones ofthese individuals.
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10.1

Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to create a Decision Support System (DSS) for ecological
revitalisation of river floodplains. The scope of the DSS was restricted to the lentic cellsystem of the floodplain, which is characterised by stagnant water bodies having fluctuating
water level. Because of flood control, navigation and land uses, and also because of conflicts
between the different ecological objectives, floodplain revitalisation is inevitably a
constrained, multi-objective decision problem where the task is to identify the best
compromise solution.
Ecological revitalisation of floodplains requires appropriate modifications in the water regime
since this is the most influencing abiotic factor for floodplain ecosystems. Modifying the
water regime of a cell-system can be implemented by modifying its water conveyance
infrastructure. Revitalisation measures like narrowing or enlarging 'fok'-channels, erecting
summer dikes along the cell boundaries, installing and operating sluices etc. have been
identified. Based on these measures a discrete decision space have been set up for the case
study system where each point stands for a particular cell-system alternative. Formulation of
an explicit decision space enabled to use mathematical search techniques thus facilitating the
identification of the best compromise solution. When establishing the decision space, it is
possible to take into account certain constraints by confining the space in an appropriate
manner. This improves the efficiency of the DSS since it has to search a smaller space. In the
presented case study for example no summer dike alternatives were formulated for certain cell
boundaries because such flow-obstacles would increase flood levels upstream thus causing
flood control problems.
The mathematical search method embedded into the DSS isthe ESEMOPS technique. One of
the major advantages of ESEMOPS is that it enables the Decision Making Group (DMG) to
articulate its preference structure in a perceptible way. That is to say, aspiration levels are
much easier to grasp for the members of the DMG than e.g. criteria weights applied by other
techniques. Aspiration levels also support better the process of 'bargaining' among the
different interest groups of the DMG, since strengthening and relaxing aspiration levels
indicate directly the gains and losses acertain sub-group books duringthe bargaining process.
Another advantage of ESEMOPS is that it supports progressive articulation of preferences. It
enables the DMG to get acquainted with the hydrological and ecological responses of the
subjected cell-system against the different restoration approaches. Based on the revealed
trade-offs and inter-relationships, the DMG is enabled to modify its preference structure and
adjust itto reality.
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ESEMOPS actually forms mathematical optimisation problems by aggregating the criteria
functions and the related aspiration levels into so-called 'surrogate objective functions'. The
solutions of these optimisation problems arethen used toadjust the preference structure andto
proceed the search towards the best compromise solution. The technique applied in this study
for optimising of the surrogate objective functions was Genetic Algorithms (GA). The major
advantage of GA over other single objective search techniques is that it only needs the coding
and the objective function values of alternative solutions for directing the search. It does not
need derivatives or other sort of auxiliary information. Because of the complexity of the
subjected cell-system revitalisation problem, deriving such information would be very
problematic if not impossible. Another advantage of GA is that instead of searching from a
singlepoint, it searches the entire decision space all at once,thus reducing the chance of being
trapped at local optima, which is likely to be a danger in case of such complex problems like
revitalisation of floodplain cell-systems.
There is however a significant shortcoming of GA, which had to be faced in this study. It
comes from the extremely high number of alternative evaluations the GA has to execute
during one search. This may cause infeasible long runtimes even on the most powerful
computers.
Calculation of criteria function values of alternative cell-system solutions, have been carried
out with the help of hydrodynamic and ecological modelling. The applied hydrodynamic
model was a cell type floodplain model developed by the author. Its role was to simulate the
water regime of the cell-system. Because of the stochastic nature of the water regime, longterm simulations were needed in order to get time series long enough for subsequent statistical
and ecological analyses. Accordingly, a 21 years-long water level time series of the river was
selected as boundary conditions for simulations. This period has been judged homogeneous
enough. Because of long-term simulations however, extremely high calculation speed was
needed in order to cope with the aforementioned runtime problem of GA. The applied
hydrodynamic model has proven to be very fast indeed, thanks to its special features, which
are the adaptive time step and model-configuration control and the use of pre-determined
delivery functions for flow calculations in the floodplain 'fok'-channels. In addition, the
model is able to handle situations which usually cause troubles in hydrodynamic modelling
but which frequently occur inthe fok-channels of floodplain cell-systems. These situations are
the transitions between sub- and supercritical flows and the discontinuities in the water
surface.
Concerning ecological modelling it can be concluded that physiological vegetation models are
much more suitable for analysing the consequences of different cell-system designs than
conditional vegetation models. It is because physiological models are based on scientifically
established equations describing real physiological processes, while conditional models work
with simple regression equations only. That is to say, when establishing regression
relationship between hydrological conditions on one hand and vegetation on the other hand,
several characteristics of the water regime are implicitly accounted for, thus making
conditional models specific totheactual water regime.Theproposed cell-system revitalisation
approach is however based just on the concept of modifying the actual water regime.
Concerning fauna models the available fish habitat modelling approaches had to be modified
in order to accommodate them to the unsteady water levels of floodplain water bodies.
Namely, available habitat models basically assume steady-state hydrological conditions; only
limited and inadequate attention was paid totheeffects ofunsteadiness. Carp,pike,bream and
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other fish species inhabiting floodplain lakes are however very much dependent on the
temporal pattern ofthewater regime.
The presented case study has also proven that the proposed revitalisation method is able to
satisfy many different preference structures. That is to say, the proposed flow control
measures may create a wide range of different hydrological conditions in the respective cell
system. In addition, the costs of this revitalisation method have proven to be quite low with
respect to the size of the influenced area, namely it is possible to achieve significant
improvements in ecological conditions on waste areas by means of small scale, local earthand construction works.
The proposed floodplain revitalisation method may also have culture historical importance.
That is to say, restored and maintained cell-systems enable to restore the ancient 'fok'
management, which wasthe basis for life on the floodplains ofthe Danube in themiddle ages
(see also Chapter 4). Especially renewal of 'fok'-system based fisheries seems to be very
promising because the very high productivity and the efficient harvesting method provided by
suchcell-systems make fisheries economically feasible.
Nevertheless, cell-systems need continuous maintenance. First of all because of the wooden
debris, which tend to accumulate in the fok-channels. These accumulations may significantly
change the discharge capacities of the channels, thus they have to be removed in order to
ensure the desired water regime inthe cell-system.
10.2

Recommendations for further research

This study has been intended to be the pioneering step towards a new approach for floodplain
revitalisation. Accordingly, it was necessary to deal with the problem as a whole. This
however made the study quite interdisciplinary. Because of this interdisciplinarity, the study
could only lay down the bases of the proposed DSS. It is the task of further research to
improve and extend it.
As a first step, the performance of the present DSS has to be improved. One of the most
important improvements would be to speed up further the GA search as it still takes a lot of
time in spite of the several accelerator measures applied. The illustrative decision iteration
presented in Chapter 9 for example took 5days to be completed on acomputer equipped with
a Celeron 366processor. Members ofthe DMG sitting around thenegotiation table would not
wait several hours to get the results of the principal and auxiliary problems related to their
actual preference structure. Acceleration of the GA search should concentrate first of all on
thehydrodynamic modelling because this is still themost timeconsuming module oftheDSS.
A promising way of acceleration might be to build in a sort of pattern recognition algorithm,
which, after a learning period, recognises characteristic hydrographs patterns and thus enables
to skip the time-consuming numerical integrations. Another promising way is to create short
'synthetic' water level time series at the boundary cells giving similar achievement figures as
the longterm (>20 years) simulations.
Nevertheless, the runtime problems of the DSS are being gradually eliminated also by the
rapidly increasing capacity and calculation speed of computers.
Beyond improving the performance it is also important to upgrade DSS by adding new
modules that account for the effect of factors that have not been considered vet, but may beof
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significant influence. The most important of these factors are sedimentation and erosion.
Especially sedimentation needs further investigation since such cell-systems work in fact as
sediment traps. Erosion may also influence the system especially at the narrow fast flowing
sections of fok-channel. Investigation of these morphological processes can be carried out
with the help of sediment transport and other morphological models. These models would
make possible to plan the measures, with which the negative effects of erosion and
sedimentation can be counteracted. These measures would be for example armouring the fokchannels (with stone lining) and constructing sedimentation basins.
Upgrading the DSS should also concern the ecological modelling module of the DSS.First of
all it has to be supplemented with physiological models that simulates the dynamism of all the
important vegetation species and groups of species inhabiting the floodplain. For the simplest
plant species, the phytoplankton, already existing models like the DELWAQ [Delft
Hydraulics, 1995] would be a convenient choice. In case of terrestrial species however, model
developments are still going on in several research centres. The most unexplored area of
ecological modelling is the habitat modelling. The models presented in this study can only be
considered as concepts based on information from the relevant literature. Improving the
correctness and the accuracy of these models needs field observations as well as lab
experiments in order to reveal the dependence of the different activities of fish on the water
regime.
Finally the scope of the proposed DSS may also be extended towards the entire riverfloodplain system. As a start one may choose a representation, decision variables, modelling
and evaluation tools similar to the ones applied by Nieuwkamer [1995] (see Figure 3.3) and
integrate them into the ESEMOPS-GA based DSS. The so-modified DSS would enable the
DMG to search for compromise ecological revitalisation solutions for the river-channel
systemtoo.
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DETAILS ABOUT THE HYDRODYNAMIC MODEL

1.1 Fifth order Runge-Kutta schemewith adaptive stepsize control
Runge-Kutta methods are applied for numerical integration of first order ordinary differential
equations orequation systems:
^L = /M,y],y2....ym)
ax

j = \,....m

(1.1)

A special kind of Runge-Kutta methods is the fifth order Runge-Kutta scheme with adaptive
stepsize control [Press etal, 1992].One step ofthis method advances the solution from xn to
x„+i =x„+Ax where Axisthe actual stepsize.The step equation isas follows:
y„*i =y„+c, •*,+c 2 -*2 +c, -*3+c 4 -*4+Cj-*5+c6-k6+0(Ax6)

(1.2)

Where:

*,=Ax-f{x,„y,l)
k2=bx- f(xn +a2 •Ax,yn +b2x-kx)
K = A x - / ( x „ + a 6 - A x , y „ + i 6 l - ^ + . . . . +665-A-5)
0(Ax6) : errorterm; apower seriesoforder Ax6and higher.
Another combination ofthek\...k(, terms gives afourth order Runge-Kutta formula:
yL =y„ +c' •kl+c'2-k2+

C ; •k,+c]-ki+c'i-

k$+c\ •k6+o(Ax5)

(1.3)

The particular values ofthe various constantsthat Pressetal. [1992] favoured are those found
byCash &Karp [1990]and given inTable1.1.
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Table1.1 Parameters for the fifth order Runge-Kutta method with adaptive stepsize
control [Cash &Karp, 1990]
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The difference between the fifth and the fourth order Runge-Kutta estimates ofy(x+Ax) gives
a good estimate about the errorofthe step [Pressetal, 1992]:

^ J ' - I - J C I =£(*,-*;)•A,

(1.4)

In case of an equation system, the standard step error is obviously the maximum of errors
obtained atthe individual equations:
(1.5)

<D=max(^ )
; l

According to equations 1.2,1.3and 1.4, 0 is also equal to the differences of the error terms.
Because the terms of order Ax6 and higher are practically of the same magnitude, 0 scales as
Ax5. This means that if a step Axt produces an error 0/ the step AXQ that would have given the
error 0Q isreadily estimated asfollows [Presset. al., 1992]:
Ax0 = Ax, •

O,
O,

Now if Ooisthe desired accuracy, then thisequation isused intwoways:
1. If 0/ > 0o then Axo is the stepsize with which the present (failed) step should be
retried.
2. If 0i <00then Axn isthe recommended increased stepsize for the next step.
This dynamic stepsize adjustment satisfies the desired accuracy on one hand, on the other
hand it reduces the computational efforts by increasing the stepsize at the smooth sections of
thefunction whereeven high stepsizes satisfy the desired accuracy.
How the 0odesired accuracy should be specified in caseoftheFOK model?
Recall that the above Runge-Kutta scheme is applied for twotypes of calculations: integration
of the cell continuity equations and flow profile calculation in the fok-channels. In both cases
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the accumulation of step errors may severely influence the accuracy. In the worst case, when
all errors have the same sign, this final error could be quite high, especially in case of high
number of steps. Thus, in order to keepthe accumulated final error low, 0o is scaled asAx so
that the desired accuracy per step is strengthened ifthe stepsize isreduced. Accordingly, 0Ois
defined as follows:
<t>0=s-Ax

(1.7)

Where e is the dimensionless fractional accuracy. Because of the implicit scaling of &o with
Ax, equation 1.6 no longer holds inthe above form. Namely, using equation 1.6 may result that
after a failed step the reduced stepsize is still too big, as the 0Q has also been reduced in the
meantime according to equation 1.7. This may result time-consuming repetitions of stepsize
reduction. To avoid such situations Press et al. [1992] suggested to reduce the stepsize more
after a failed step by increasing the exponent from 0.20 to 0.25. Thus, the actual equations
applied for stepsize adjustments areas follows:
Ax0 =T •Ax, •

Ax0 =¥ •Ax, •

^ 0

3>o

O0>O,

(1.8)

if O 0 <0>,

(1.9)

if

Where *Fisasafety factor.
1.2 Calculation of the section factor and conveyance functions ofthe cross-sections
A pre-processor module of the FOKBUILD program calculates conveyance (K) and section
factor (sf)values ateach input cross section ondiscrete Azelevations.
Calculation ofK andsf requires the computation ofwidth of water surface (T),wetted area (A)
and wetted perimeter (P) inthe sections.Giventhe width ofthe sectionsatdiscrete elevations,
theT,A andP variables are interpolated as follows [Ratky, 1989] (see also Figure1.1):
T=

T0+m-(z-z0)

A=
P=

A0+(z-z0).^
P0+{Z-Z0)-4AI m

(1.10)
(1.11)
(1.12)

Where:
T -T
m =—
: section enlargement factor (-)
z, -z„
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AsFigure1.2 indicates,certain channel sections may have sudden enlargements intheir width.
As soon asthe water level reaches such enlargement zone, theflowisnotuniform any more,
meaning that the standard uniform flow calculation cannot be applied. It is possible for
example that the uniform conveyance starts todecrease while the water level increases, dueto
the sudden increase inP. This would mean that atconstant friction slope thesame discharge
can be conveyed on two different water levels,which isacontradiction.

uniform
zone

compound
zone

Figure1.2 Typicalcrosssection with uniformand compound zones
Inthese situations the flow can be considered as compound, that istosay the flow section can
be divided into main section and side section(s) (Figure 1.2). Thebulk of the water is
discharged inthemain section while only secondary flow develops intheside sections with
mean velocity much less than in the main section. Considering these sections as separate
channels, the Manning formula becomes applicable for each of them [Chow, 1959; Weiss,
1976]:
Qmain ~ &main '\

_

/ ' *?•«*! ~~

~ 2 ~ Tv/.A-2 'V / ' '
•"<*•I 'V / ' «."<*•

~~

•

Based onthehypothesis that the friction slopeS/isconstant across thechannel width,thetotal
channel discharge is:
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e=le=E4j5;=^-^

(U4)

where Kcompisthecompound conveyance ofthe channel section.
To determine whether the section is uniform orcompound ata certain water level, the
following practical rule isapplied: the section isuniform ifKcomp <Kuni/orm , while it is
compound ifKcomp >Kmijorm.
As the water level on Figure 1.2rises above za the channel width suddenly increases which
results asignificant drop in the rate of increase of uniform conveyance, indicating that the
flow section may have turned to compound. Now,ifthe compound conveyance, calculated
from the conveyances of the indicated component channels, is higher than the uniform one,
then it becomes thedetermining conveyance and the channel has tobeconsidered as
compound in this section. As the water level rises further, the flow distribution among the
main and side sections starts to even up, so the flow section becomes uniform again. This
transition takes place atlevelz* above which theKcomp<Km\form relation holds.
Compound flow sections make the flow profile calculation complicated, because the flow is
distributed among parallel beds. Calculation offlow profile in each ofthese beds isa difficult
task because the total discharge should be distributed among the component channels ona
way that the flow profile calculations result the same level in each of these channels at each
step. This would require aniteration algorithm where ateach stepthedischarge distribution is
adjusted untilthecalculated water levelsbecomes practically equal.
Thus, for the sake ofsimplicity, the applied flow profile calculation algorithm considers
always onesingle channel bed andonlythevariables inthegoverning equation are calculated
on adifferent way in case of compound sections. This means that not only Kcoinp should be
applied instead oiKuniformbutalso thesection factor should becalculated inanother waysince
the sf=J — equation corresponds onlytouniform sections.1
Sinceitisnotpossible toderive akind ofcompound section factor likeincaseofconveyance,
thesf valuesinthecompound zonearecalculated by interpolation.
Spline interpolation technique is applied because it maintains the continuity of derivatives at
the boundaries of the interpolation zone resulting asmooth sffunction, which characterises
better natural channels than for example afunction with linearly interpolated intervals. The
following cubic spline interpolation formula wasapplied:

sf =B-sfa+C-sfb+(B>-B\a +(cl-c\p

(1.15)

Where:
sfa :
sfb:

uniform section factor atza (seeFigure1.2)
uniform section factor atzb

1
Itmayhappen again that duetothegreat increase ofT, thecalculated uniform s/starts todecrease withthe
increase indepth, which isnotpossible because that would mean that there exists adischarge, which couldbe
conveyedontwocriticallevels.
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The unknown parameters of a and ft arederived from thecondition of continuityof
derivativesatz*andza.
Thederivativeoftheinterpolation function takesthefollowing formsatz* andza:
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sA^LL+JkP_+^L_
b
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(L17)

Z

a

Byarrangingtheseequations,aandp canbeexpressed asfollows:
« =(*/"» -sfa)-\-(*> - O - ( 2 •*/;+*/;)

(Lis)

fi=\-(*>-'a)-(sf:+2-sK)-('f>-sf.)

(119)

Wheresfaand sfi, are calculated from the derivative function of the uniform section factor
function:
sf,J.5M.T--^.T-.m.A-

NotethattheA'(z)=TandT'(z)=m relationsareincludedintotheaboveequation.
1.3 Outletandentranceconditions
Flow profile calculation in the FOKBUILD program endsatthe last section of thechannel.
Thus,itis still necessary tofindthe transition relations between the standing lake leveland
thelevel oftheflowing channel at itsupstream end. inordergetthedesired 'discharge- lake
levels'relation.
At the outlet ofthe channel the kinetic energy ofthe flowing water isusually dissipated
entirely ineddies and whirls [Chow, 1959].Therefore ifthe level ofthedownstream lakeis
higher then thecritical level in thefirstsection (subcritical outflow), then the water level in
thefirst sectionisconsideredequaltothatofthelake.
At theentrance ofthe channel however, head loss occurs resulted bytransformationof
potential energyto kinetic energy. For subcritical transition,this head loss maybeexpressed
intermsofvelocityheadattheentrancesection[Chow,1959]:
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K=C

V

"
2-g

C e : head losscoefficient [-] (for a rounded entrance it is 1.25 [Chow, 1959])
V!: mean velocity at theentrance section ofthe channel [m/s].
Thus, after that the flow profile integration arrives to the last section (which is the entrance
section), the value of he should be calculated and added to the integrated level in order to get
the level ofthe upstream lake.
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PREPARATION OFHYDROLOGICAL DATABY
STATISTICAL HOMOGENEITY ANALYSIS

As Figures 4.4, 4.5,4.6 and 4.7 in Chapter 4 have already indicated, *hefull water level time
series ofthe Danube at Baja is likelytobe inhomogeneous.To get amore accurate picture,the
homogeneity of time series of different annual statistical parameters (extracted from the daily
water level time series) was tested with the help of the Technical Hydrology (TH) program
package [Goda, 1998]. The testing techniques applied by TH are based on the SmirnovKolmogorov method.
The original Smirnov-Kolmogorov method tests the homogeneity by cutting the data series
and checking whether the resulted sub-series are from the same statistical domain. Figure II.1
for example shows the results of the test executed on the mean water levels of the growing
season. The cutting site istheturn of 1948/49. Based onthistest the hypothesis thatthe whole
time series is homogeneous has to be rejected since the l-L(z) value, which indicates the
probability that the sub-series are from the same statistical domain, is below the 0.3
significance level [Zsuffa sr., 1994].
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1,0

empirical probability

FigureII.1 Smirnov-Kolmogorov homogeneity test of mean water levels of thegrowing
season
One can implement the above test with different cutting sitestoo.Theonly thingthat hastobe
taken into account is that none of the sub-series may be shorter than 10 years. Thus, by
stepping the cutting site along the time series, one can derive an array of 1-L(z)values. The
final result of this stepping Smirnov-Kolmogorov test [Goda, 1998] is the lowest of these
values. Inthe above casethisvalues isobviously 0.00.
As the homogeneity of the full time series had to be rejected, it was necessary to select out a
sub-series,which is homogeneous and represents the actual hydrological conditions. Thissub-
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series can than be applied as boundary conditions for hydrodynamic simulations within the
Decision Support System (DSS). Selecting out such sub-series is implemented with the help
of the combinedSmirnov-Kolmogorov test [Goda, 1998]. This method gradually truncates the
time series from below, and after each truncation it tests the homogeneity of the time series
withthehelpofthe stepping method.
Figure II.2 shows the results ofthe combined test executed on the growing season mean water
levels. It can be concluded that only the last 20-35 years show some probability of
homogeneity, even though these probabilities still tend to stay below the 0.3 significance
level.
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FigureII.2 Combinedhomogeneity test ofmean waterlevels ofthegrowing season
The combined test has also been executed on the maximum water levels of the growing
season (Figure II.3). This shows better results although none of the minimum l-L(z) values of
the truncated series reached the 0.7 significance level where the hypothesis of homogeneity
areaccepted according tothehydrological convention [ZsulTa si\, I994|.'
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FigureII.3 Combined homogeneity testofmaximum waterlevelsofthegrowing season

Withinthe0.3 and0.7significance levels thehomogeneity isconsideredtobeuncertain [ZsulTasr., 1994J.
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Beside maximum and mean water levels, the extremes of the temporal gradients of water
levels are also very important parameters characterising the water regime. Thus their
homogeneity is worth to be tested if one wants to get a clearer picture about the homogeneity
of the subjected water level time series. The results of the combined test executed on the
maximum daily water level decreases and increases durmg the growing season are presented
on Figures II.4 and II.5. Accordingly, the probabilities of homogeneity of the maximum
decreases and increases stay above the 0.3 significance level only after 1970 and 1975
respectively, while the 0.7 level (where the homogeneity can be accepted) is exceeded only in
1974and 1977.
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FigureII.4 Combined homogeneity test of maximum daily water level decreases of the
growing season
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FigureII.5 Combined homogeneity test of maximum daily water level increases of the
growing season
It can thus be concluded that the homogeneity of the water level time series tends to improve
as its length decreases. This is clearly the result if river training and barrage construction.
River training resulted bed degradation, which has led to tendentious decrease of water levels.
Meander shortcuts, dike and barrage constructions have increased the speed of flood wave
propagation, which resulted in increased rate of water level changes. The decreasing tendency
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inwater levels is clearly indicated byFigure II.1 too,where the empirical distribution function
from thefirsthalfofthe Century isfar abovethatofthe second half.
Considering these facts, as well as the results of the homogeneity tests, it has been decided to
single out daily water levels from the period 1976-96 as boundary conditions for
hydrodynamic simulations within the DSS. On the one hand, this period is longer than 20
years, which isthe shortest period oftimethat can beapplied for hydrological (and ecological)
statistical analysis according to the hydrological convention [Zsuffa sr., 1994]; on the other
hand, large scale river training works had already been finished far before the start of this
period, and most ofthe barrages inthe Austrian and German reach ofthe Danube had already
been put into operation, even though new ones have been constructed in the eighties and even
intheninetiestoo.
Thereason why onlythe growing season wasanalysed and notthe entire year isthat allhydroecological evaluation criteria applied in the DSS correspond to this period. Also the ice
jamming that occurred in the past quite frequently would significantly distort the results of
homogeneity analyses. Forexample iftheentire yearhad been subjected to the analyses thenit
would have turned out that the extremes of the rates of water level change have been
decreased during the last hundred years. This is due to the sudden formations and collapses of
ice-jams, which resulted extremely quick water level increases anddecreases inthe past.
Longer and more homogeneous water level time series can be obtained by means of data
generation. Hydrodynamic river runoff model based onthe actual configuration of the Danube
can be applied for this purpose. Input for this model would be historical and/or synthetic
discharge time series from the basin of the river. Synthetic discharges would be generated by
means of rainfall-runoff and/or Monte Carlo models. Such work however could not be fitted
intotheframe ofthis study.
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GLOSSARY

Ecology
action

theeffect of biotopeupon biocenosis

allelopathy

inhibitory and stimulatory biochemical interactions among water
plants (including algae)

biocenosis

the totality of living communities (plants, animals, micro-organisms)
which live inabiotope

biotope

spatial unit which offers similar conditions for living and which
possesses sufficient resources for the survival of particular living
communities

centrarchidae

family of sunfishes andbasses within theorder Perciformes

coaction

effect of anelement ofthe biocenosis upon another one

ecosystem

biotope +biocenosis

ecotone

transition zonebetween two ecosystems

ecotope

a specific vegetation community whose survival depends on the
specific abiotic conditions of the hosting biotope; thus ecotope is a
subset of the biocenosis; an ecotope is defined by its vegetation
composition andmeasured by itsarea

epiphyte algae

algae growing onthe leavesofwater plants

ethology

behaviour of animals intheir normal environment

heterotrophic

feeding from external sources

homeotypical
coaction

mutual influence of individuals withinthe population

lentic

standing water

lotic

running water

periphyton

everything that can be found on substratum like stones, roots and
water plants

phenology

recurring phenomena infaunal life, such as migration
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GLOSSARY
phytophil fish

open substratum spawner, eggsadhereto submerged plants

phytolithophil fish

open substratum spawner, eggsadhere to submerged plants,but other
substrata areutilised if suitable plantsare absent

reaction

theeffect ofbiocenosis upon biotope

rheophilic

preferring flowing wateras habitat

stagnophilic

preferring standing water as habitat

stolon

a slender horizontal stem that grows along or beneath the surface of
the soil and propagates by producing roots and shoots at the nodes or
tip

stoma, stomata

a pore, present in large numbers in plant leaves, that controls the
passage ofgasesinand out ofaplant

Hydrology and Hydraulics
critical flow

flow conditions under which a certain discharge is conveyed in a
certain channel section with thesmallest possible specific energy

gradually varied
flow

steady or unsteady flow where hydrostatic pressure distribution can
be assumed asthe streamlines are practically parallel

hydraulic drop

transition from subcritical tosupercritical flow inachannel; theflow
profile iscontinuous and theflowis critical

hydraulic jump

transition from supercritical to subcritical flow in a channel, which
takes place in the form of a complex, swirling hydraulic
phenomenon; the flow profile is discontinuous

hydrograph

a graph showing the temporal variation inthe level ofabody of water

normal depth

a depth in a certain section of the channel at a certain discharge; it
equals to the steady-state, uniform flow depth that develops at the
same discharge in a prismatic channel whose cross-section geometry
and bed slope are the same as that of the section in question (normal
depth is infinite in case of zero slope, while it is not defined for
reverse bed slopes)

subcritical flow

the flow depth is higher and the flow velocity is smaller than that of
thecritical flow

supercritical flow

the flow depth is smaller and the flow velocity is higher than that of
thecritical flow
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Operations research
aspiration levels

levels of criteria achievements the decision maker desires to exceed,
staybelow, staywithin or stay outside

cardinal number

a number denoting quantity (orvalue)butnot order onascale

criteria space

a space determined bythe value sets ofthecriterion functions in such
a way that each dimension of the space stands for a particular
criterion function

criterion

provides a mean for evaluating the level of the related objective; a
measurable aspect ofjudgement by which alternative solutions of the
given problem canbe characterised

decision space

the domain space of the criteria functions; each point in the decision
space stands for aparticular solution ofthe given problem

ideal point

the point in the criteria space having the criterion-specific optimal
scores;criterion-specific optimal scores aredetermined by optimising
each criteria function without regard totheother criteria

ordinal number

a numberdenoting relative position on ascale

Statistics
exceeding
probability

the probability that the random variable takes avalue,which ishigher
than acertain number

non-exceeding
probability

the probability that the random variable takes avalue, which is lower
than,or equalto acertain number

return time

long-term average time intervals between occurrences of a certain
outcome of an experiment, provided that the experiment is executed
on a regular basis and the subsequent executions are independent
from each other (e.g.annual runoffs inariver channel)
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LISTOF ABBREVIATIONS

AL
ATTZ
BOD
CPT
DEM
DMG
DO
DSS
EA
EGEM
EGHM
EGVM
ESEMOPS
GA
GIS
GMM
GF
HSI
HUF
IFIM
maD
MCDS
OVM
PG
RMM
SEMOPS
SI
TH
WA
WUA

Aspiration Level
Aquatic /Terrestrial Transition Zone
Biological Oxygen Demand
Cutting Plane Technique
Digital Elevation Model
Decision Making Group
Dissolved Oxygen
Decision Support System
Evolutionary Algorithms
Everglades Ecological Model
Everglades Hydrological Model
EvergladesVegetation Model
Evolutionary Sequential Multi-Objective Problem Solving (method)
Genetic Algorithms
Geographical Information Systems
Gemenc Matrix Model
Growing Season
Habitat Suitability Index
Hungarian Forint
Instream Flow Incremental Methodology
meter above Datum
Multi-Criteria Decision Support
OttawaVegetation Model
Planning Group
Rhine Matrix Model
Sequential Multi-Objective Problem Solving (method)
Suitability Index (of ahabitat)
Technical Hydrology (software)
Weighted Average (method)
Weighted Usable Area
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